PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT
AGENCY
36 BRENNAN STREET  WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
TEL: (831) 722-9292  FAX: (831) 722-3139
email: info@pvwater.org  http://www.pvwater.org

Board of Directors Meeting
April 22, 2015, 7:00 p.m.

City Council Chambers
275 Main Street, 4th Floor
Watsonville, CA 95076

MEETING AGENDA
Americans with Disability Act
The City Council Chambers is an accessible facility. If you wish to attend a meeting and you will require
assistance in order to attend and /or participate, please call the Agency at (831) 722-9292 in advance of
the meeting and every effort will be made to accommodate your attendance and participation.
Agenda Item

Note: The Board may take action on any item listed on the agenda

1.

Call to Order

2.

Roll Call of the PVWMA Directors: Rosemarie Imazio (Chair), Amy Newell (Vice-Chair),
Rich Persoff, Dwight Lynn, Dave Cavanaugh, Paul Faurot, Javier Zamora

3.

Pledge of Allegiance

4.

Oral Communications
This time is set aside for members of the general public to address the Board of Directors on any
item not on the Agenda, and that is within the subject matter jurisdiction of the Board of
Directors. Each speaker is allotted up to 3 minutes. No action or discussion shall be taken on any
item presented except that the Board may respond to statements made or questions asked, or may
ask questions for clarification. All matters of an administrative nature will be referred to staff. All
matters pertaining to the Board may be scheduled for discussion at a future meeting or referred
to staff for clarification or a report, at the pleasure of the board.

5.

Director Comments

6.

Counsel Report

7.

General Manager Report

8.

Consent Agenda
All items appearing on the Consent Agenda are recommended actions which are considered to be
routine and will be acted upon as one consensus mother. Any items removed will be considered
immediately after the consensus motion. The Board Chair will allow public input prior to the
approval of the Consent Agenda.
A. Approve March 2015 Minutes
Page 1
B. Approve Financial Reports for March 2015
Page 7
C. Approve Draft 2013 Annual Report – will be distributed next week and available at meeting
D. Approve Agreement for Drought Awareness Outreach Campaign with Stagnaro Strategic
Marketing in the amount of $29,500
Page 29

This agenda is subject to revision and maybe amended prior to the scheduled meeting. If amended, a Final Agenda will be posted at the PVWMA
offices at 36 Brennan Street, Watsonville, 72 hours prior to the meeting. Copies of the Final Agenda will be available at the Board Meeting. This
Agenda shall be made available upon request in alternative formats to persons with a disability, as required by the Americans with Disabilities
Act of 1900 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 12132) and the Ralph M. Brown Act (Cal. Govt. Code Sec. 54954.2). Persons requesting a disability-related
modification or accommodation should contact PVWMA at (831) 722-9292 during regular business hours at least 24 hours prior to the time of
the meeting.

PVWMA Board of Directors Meeting Agenda
Page 2
9.
Informational Items
A. Receive Update on Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
B. Receive Update on Agency Debt Refinance
C. Receive Update on Capital Projects Planning and Funding
D. Receive Update on Proposition 218 Rates Adjustment Effort
10.

April 22, 2015
Page 33
Page 77
Page 93
Page 97

Discussion and/or Action Items
A. Consider adopting Resolutions 2015-08 and 2015-09 for the Financial Package for the
State Revolving Fund Application
Page 103
1. Introduction by staff
2. Questions from Board
3. Public comment
4. Board discussion and deliberation
5. Board action
B. Consider adopting Resolution 2015-10 Adopting CEQA Addendum for Recycled Water
Storage and Distribution Pump Station Improvements
Page 109
1. Introduction by staff
2. Questions from Board
3. Public comment
4. Board discussion and deliberation
5. Board action
C. Consider approval of agreement with Carollo Engineers, Inc., for Recycled Water
Storage and Distribution Pump Station Improvements, Design Modifications, Bid Period
Services, and Engineering Services During Construction in the amount not to exceed
$264,240 for a term ending October 30, 2016
1. Introduction by staff
Page 115
2. Questions from Board
3. Public comment
4. Board discussion and deliberation
5. Board action
D. Consider adopting Resolution 2015-11 Declaring 2015 Water Awareness Year and
receive update on Emergency Drought Response
1. Introduction by staff
Page 131
2. Questions from Board
3. Public comment
4. Board discussion and deliberation
5. Board action
E. Consider Adoption of Preliminary Budget 2015-2016 Fiscal Year (FY15-16)
1. Introduction by staff
2. Questions from Board
3. Public comment
4. Board discussion and deliberation
5. Board action

11.

Monthly Reports/Presentations
A. Facility Operations Report
1. Receive 2015 Supplemental Water Production Monthly Summary Report
B. Board Committee Reports available at www.pvwater.org

Page 145

Page 171

PVWMA Board of Directors Meeting Agenda
Page 2

April 22, 2015

12.

Communications/Correspondence

13.

Future Meetings
A. Project and Facility Operations Committee, April 29, 2015, 3:00 p.m., Water Resources
Center, 500 Clearwater Lane, Watsonville, CA
B. PV Water Solutions Rate Workshop #3, April 30, 2015, 7:00 p.m., Santa Cruz Co
Fairgrounds, Heritage Hall, 2601 E. Lake Avenue, Watsonville, CA
C. Administrative/Finance Committee, May 12, 2015 4:00 p.m., PVWMA Conference
Room, 36 Brennan Street, Watsonville, CA
D. Board of Director’s Meeting, May 20, 2015, 7:00 p.m., Watsonville City Council
Chambers, 275 Main Street, 4th Floor, Watsonville, CA

14.

Future Agenda Items
Adjournment
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Board of Directors Meeting
March 18, 2015, 7:00 p.m.

City Council Chambers
275 Main Street, 4th Floor
Watsonville, CA 95076

DRAFT - BOARD MEETING MINUTES
1. Call to Order: The Regular Board Meeting of Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency was called
to order at 7:08 p.m.by Chair Imazio, in the City Council Chambers, 275 Main Street, 4th Floor,
Watsonville, CA.
2. Roll call of the PVWMA Directors:
Board Members Present:

Imazio, Newell, Persoff, Lynn, Cavanaugh, Zamora

Board Members Absent:

Faurot

Staff Members Present:

Mary Bannister, General Manager (GM)
Laura R. Taay, Administrative Analyst (AA)
Teresa Delfino, Administrative Services Manager (ASM)
Lauren Valk, Assistant Agency Counsel (AAC)

Others Present:

Scott R. Ferguson, Bond Counsel
Craig Hill, Financial Advisor
Warren Koenig, Public
Tom Rider, Public

3. Pledge of Allegiance
4. Oral Communications:

None

5. Director Comments:
Director Newell was delighted that Brian Lockwood, Sr. Water
Resources Hydrologist, had been appointed, and Brian accepted, to participate on the Department of
Water Resources, Technical Advisory Panel of the implementation of its Sustainable Groundwater
Management Program. She is very pleased that Brian is being recognized for his knowledge and
talents. Director Newell also commended staff on the organization and preparation that was done for
the Informational Rates Outreach meeting held on Wednesday, March 4 at Heritage Hall. Director
Persoff attended a Zone 7 Flood Control meeting and viewed a film regarding further development of
the bench excavation project. Director Zamora shared information regarding the recent Nutrient and
Irrigation Management Workshop which was held at his fields. The event was organized by Erin
McCarthy, Central Coast Ag Water Quality Coalition. Other agencies that participated were: RCD,
UC Extension, NRC. There were approximately 40 attendees.
6. Counsel Report:
AAC gave information regarding DWR releasing a Draft
Strategic plan for its Groundwater Sustainability Program and the roll and responsibility DWR will
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have under the new Sustainability Groundwater Management Act and the California action water
plan.
June 1 is the deadline for DWR to receive comments/suggestions from stakeholders and public.
DWR is forming their committees and will start working on their regulations that will implement the
new SGMA. State Water Resources Control Board released emergency regulations and renewed
statewide emergency water conservation that was adopted last year and set to expire in April 2015.
They mostly effect retail water supplies, landscape irrigation and urban water users. Case law: City of
San Buena Ventura vs. United Water Conservation District (UWCD), 2nd District Court of Appeals
held that fee charges for groundwater pumping are not subject to Proposition 218. This is based on
the determination that charges for ground water pumping are regulatory fees and not property related
fees or charges. This contradicts our 2007 case, decided by 6th District Court of Appeals, Am Rhein
vs PVWMA, which determined that the agency’s augmentation charges for groundwater pumping are
a property related fee and subject to Proposition 218. Court of Appeals have various districts which
hold their own jurisdictions when it comes to precedent case law. One district can affect the other but
not unheard of when it comes to a conflict in case law. An appeal can be made to the California
Supreme Court and the court can take the opportunity to decide the conflict that has arisen. The
UWCD based its arguments on the Am Rhein case. AAC will watch this case very closely and will
keep agency updated. Pendry Griffith vs PVWMA was not discussed by the court. Directors found
this case information very interesting. The San Juan Capistrano case should have a decision made
from the Court of Appeals, by our April meeting.
7. General Manager Report:
Erin McCarthy emailed GM giving an excellent report on the
Irrigation Efficiency event held at Director Zamora’s fields. Spanish speakers that had never been
represented or participated in the past were present.
8. Consent Agenda
A. Approved February 18, 2015 minutes, with corrections made: 1) Item 6, Director Persoff was not
in attendance at BIG meeting. and 2) Item 11B, 3rd sentence, third word changed from compiled
to comprised. Approved March 4 Funding PV Water Solutions meeting Minutes.
B. Approved Financial Reports for February 2015
C. Approve 2013 Annual Report
Director Newell had comments regarding page 36 of Draft Annual Report, stating pie chart does
not line up with pie chart on page 37. Also noted that Projected Expenditures for 2012-2013 only
show three major categories and the Expense and Projected Expenditures for 2013-2014 shows
five major categories, with no Basin Management Plan. She also asked if every year the pie chart
category colors could remain the same.
AAC recommended pulling Item C from agenda, have document revised and bring back to April
22, 2015 meeting for review and approval.
Action: Director Cavanaugh moved to approve Items A and B of the Consent Agenda with Item C
pulled for changes to made to pages 36 and 37 and return to April 2015 Board of Director meeting;
Seconded by Director Newell
.
Motion carried by the following voice vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
9.

Imazio, Newell, Persoff, Lynn, Cavanaugh, Zamora
None
Faurot
None

Informational Items – None
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10.

Discussion and/or Action Items
A. Consider Resolution 2015-04 Adopting Procedures for Public Hearing Notice and Majority Protest
Concerning proposed revisions to Augmentation Charge and Delivered Water Charge
GM explained Resolution 2015-04 and stated that if passed it would give direction and a step by
step process to the agency for the mailing of protest notices and public hearing for the protest
concerning the proposed revisions to Augmentation Charge and Delivered Water Charge.
Delivered Water customers protest notices will be in both English and Spanish, mailed with the
Spring 2015 newsletter, and most recent quarterly billing statement. Rural Residential customers
will only receive the Protest notice in English and Spanish and the newsletter.
Both Landowner and tenant can protest. Tenant has to prove that he is the tenant of the property in
protest.
GM stated we are only providing information and are not campaigning.
ACTION: Director Cavanaugh moved to adopt Resolution 2015-04 and direct staff to proceed
with noticing the protest hearing; Seconded by Director Persoff
Motion carried by the following voice vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Imazio, Cavanaugh, Persoff, Lynn, Newell, Zamora
None
Faurot
None

B. Consider Approval of Resolution 2015-05 Approving the Offering and Sale of Water Revenue
Refunding Bonds to Refinance Outstanding Obligations, and Approving Related Documents and
Actions
GM stated that on Monday, March 23, 2015, she along with Chair Imazio and ASM would be
lobbying to Standard and Poor’s for an increase in the agency’s credit standing.
Scott Ferguson, Jones Hall Bond Counsel, answered questions from Directors on the Draft
Preliminary Official Statement documents and the Disclosure document. He explained that these
are the legal documents required to authorize the offering and sale of the refunding of bonds for
the refinancing of outstanding obligations. Southwest Securities, who is Trustee in this process
will give to potential investors when the bonds are marketed.
ACTION: Director Newell moved to approve Resolution 2015-05 Approving the Offering and
Sale of Water Revenue Refunding Bonds to Refinance Outstanding Obligations, and Approving
Related Documents and Actions; Seconded by Director Cavanaugh
Motion carried by the following voice vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Imazio, Cavanaugh, Persoff, Lynn, Newell, Zamora
None
Faurot
None
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C. Consider approval of Resolution 2015-06 Awarding Contract in the amount of $173,800 to
Maggiora Brothers Drilling, Inc. for the construction of the PVWMA Office Monitoring Wells
(PV20A & PV20B)
GM said the monitoring wells have been budgeted for the last 3 - 4 years, but with workloads
and other issues, plus a location not identified, they were not constructed.
Brian Lockwood, SWRH, working with Martin Feeney, Consulting Hydrologist, have been
looking at the network and recognize and recommend the center of Watsonville as a good
place for the monitoring wells.
The agency went to bid and received only one bid. With implementing the BMP and SGMA
activity we need to stay on top of monitoring the basin.
Cost came in under the engineers estimate.
Chuck Allen has offered for staff to park on his commercial property next door.
The Board discussed the contract.
ACTION: Director Newell moved to approve Resolution 2015-06, Awarding Construction Bid
for PVWMA Office Monitoring Wells to Maggiora Brothers in the amount of $173,800;
Seconded by Director Lynn
Motion carried by the following voice vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Imazio, Cavanaugh, Persoff, Lynn, Newell, Zamora
None
Faurot
None

D. Consider Invitation to Join and Participate in the Mid-County Basin Implementation Group (BIG)
for the Soquel-Aptos Groundwater Management Area
GM shared information about the invitation to participate: Soquel Creek Water District and Central
Water District have a Basin Implementation Group (BIG) which consists of five members that meet
twice annually. PVWMA, as well as the City of Santa Cruz and Santa Cruz County, were invited to
join the BIG in late 2014. Although no formal action was taken by our Board in December when this
item was considered, it was agreed at that time that Director Newell participate in an upcoming
meeting which was held on January 29, 2015. That BIG meeting focused largely on technical
discussions about groundwater modelling of the Soquel/Aptos basin and Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act implementation. After participating in that meeting, Director Newell and staff met
and agreed that we could more constructively participate by having staff continue to be involved both
with BAG and the BIG in an advisory capacity, but not as a BIG member.
Director Cavanaugh requested AAC send an official letter stating we will not be a member of
BIG but will participate in an advisory capacity.
ACTION: Director Newell moved for the Board to direct staff to decline membership in the
Basin Implementation Group but rather continue to participate at the staff level; Seconded by
Director Cavanaugh
Motion carried by the following voice vote:
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AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Imazio, Cavanaugh, Persoff, Lynn, Newell, Zamora
None
Faurot
None

E. Consider Resolution 2015-07 Concurring in Nomination to the Executive Committee of the
ACWA Joint Powers Insurance Authority
GM said David Hodgin has been involved and stays active with ACWA. Piret Harmon, GM
Scotts Valley Water District, asked for PV Water to support Mr. Hodgin candidacy for the
Executive Committee of the Association of California Water Agencies Joint Powers Insurance
Agency (ACWA/JPIA)
ACTION: Director Newell moved for approval of Resolution 2015-07 that the Pajaro Valley
Water Management Agency concurs with the nomination of David Hodgin, Scotts Valley Water
District Director to the Executive Committee of ACWA/JPIA and be it further resolve that the
District Secretary is hereby directed to transmit a certified copy of the Resolution to ACWA/JPIA
organization; Seconded by Director Lynn
Motion carried by the following voice vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Imazio, Cavanaugh, Persoff, Lynn, Newell, Zamora
None
Faurot
None

F. Consider Approval of Agreement with Carollo Engineers for Design Modifications, Bid Period
Services, and Engineering Services during Construction in the amount of $114,400 for the Blend
Well Pipeline Project
GM explained that item is an Action Item and items 2 and 3 are information only.
Carollo Engineers has nearly completed the design of the Blend Well project and are now
assisting us in obtaining bids to complete the project. The agreement scope of work lists 4 tasks
that Carollo will be providing.
The Board discussed the contract.
Director Cavanaugh would like for the consultants to be present to acknowledge receipt of the
bids and answer any questions.
ACTION: Director Newell moved for approval of agreement with Carollo Engineers for the
Scope of Work for Design Modifications, Bid Period Services, and Engineering Services during
Construction in the amount not to exceed $114,400 for the Blend Well Pipeline Improvement
Project; Seconded by Director Cavanaugh
Motion carried by the following voice vote:
AYES:
NOES:

Imazio, Cavanaugh, Persoff, Lynn, Newell, Zamora
None
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ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Faurot
None

11.

Written Communications/Correspondences

12.

Future Meetings
A. Informational Rates Meeting – April 10, 2015, 7:30 a.m., PVWMA Conference Room, 36
Brennan Street, Watsonville, CA
B. Administrative/Finance Committee – April 14, 2015, 4:00 p.m., PVWMA Conference Room,
36 Brennan Street, Watsonville , CA
C. Board of Directors – April 22, 2015, 7:00 p.m., City Council Chambers, 275 Main Street, 4th
Floor, Watsonville, CA
D. Projects and Facility Operations Committee – April 29, 2015, 3:00 p.m., Water Resources
Center, 500 Clearwater Lane, Watsonville, CA

13.

Future Agenda Items
SGMA / Kirk Schmidt

Adjourned at 8:51p.m.

__________________________________________
Teresa Delfino, Board Secretary
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_______________________________
Date Approved

PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY
Account Activity Report per Bank Statement

Date
CLEARING ACCOUNT - Rabobank
Beginning Balance
Cash Receipts
Disbursements
Transfers
ACH Transfer to US Bank-1999Bond Pmt
Bank Fees
Ending Balance

Deposits

Withdrawals

Balance

3/1/2015

$25,264
1,023,144

GENERAL FUND10-MMA RABOBANK
Beginning Balance
Cash Receipts
Transfers
Interest Earned
Ending Balance
GENERAL FUND 10 - LAIF
Beginning Balance
Transfers
Interest Earned
Ending Balance

SPECIAL REVENUE Fund 20 Investment Mgmt-FUND20 RABOBANK
Beginning Balance
Transfers
Bank Fees
Money Fund Earnings
Unrealized Gains/Loss
Ending Balance
SPECIAL REVENUE Fund 20 SmithBarneyInvestments
Beginning Balance
Transfers
Realized Gain
Money Fund Earnings
Annual Account Maint. Fee
Ending Balance

114,705

3/31/2015

$31,129

3/1/2015

$1,097,803

3/31/2015

SPECIAL REVENUE FUND 20-Operating RABOBANK
Beginning Balance
Cash Receipts
Transfers
Bank Fees
Interest Earned
Ending Balance
SPECIAL REVENUE Fund 20 Cash Mgmt-FUND20MMN RABOBANK
Beginning Balance
Transfers
Bank Fees
Interest Earned
Ending Balance

902,574

208

25,233
$1,072,777

3/1/2015

$1,066,428

3/31/2015

$1,066,428

3/1/2015

$38,863
543,853
450,000

997,911
1,175

3/31/2015

$33,631

3/1/2015
892

450,000

3/31/2015

$4,393,655

3/1/2015

$4,008,727
11,655

3/31/2015

1,745
1,759

2/1/2015

3/31/2015
3/1/2015

150

992,369

3/31/2015

$557,179
$992,369

114,705

$114,706

3/1/2015

$252,996

3/31/2015

$252,996

Prior Month Ending Cash Balance: Total Deposits: Total Withdrawals:
$12,882,529 $
2,144,473 $
3,487,620

F:\ADMIN\Accounting\BankInfo\BANKRECS\Bank Activity Report
Prepared by: NTrevino

$4,016,879
$557,314

15

US BANK - 1999 COP BOND Reserve Acct. Fund 40
Beginning Balance
ACH Transfer-1999 Bond Pmt.
Interest Earned
Distributions (Bond Principal/Interest)
Ending Balance
Certificate of Deposit - DWR Loan Reserve Rabobank Fund 40
Beginning Balance
Interest Earned
Ending Balance

$4,842,763

Cash Transfers

1,587,849

1,587,849

Actual Cash Receipts/Disbursements

556,624

1,899,771

Month End Cash Balance:
$11,539,381
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY
INVESTMENT REPORT
ALL FUNDS
March 31, 2015
Current
Yield

Description

Investment

% of Total Weighted
Portfolio
Yield

RABOBANK
Clearing Account
Fund10-MMAcct
Fund20Operating
Fund20-MMAcct
Certificate of Deposit-DWR Loan Reserve Fund 40
Investment Account

0.00%
0.26%
0.00%
0.26%
0.30%

31,129
1,072,777
33,631
4,393,655
252,996
4,016,879

0.27%
9.30%
0.29%
38.08%
2.19%
34.81%

0.00%
0.02%
0.00%
0.10%
0.01%
0.00%

LAIF - Fund 10

0.22%

1,066,428

9.24%

0.02%

CITIGROUP Smith Barney - Fund 20
Money Fund

0.01%

557,179

4.83%

0.00%

US Bank - Fund 40
1999 Bond Reserve

0.00%

114,706

0.99%

0.00%

$11,539,381

100.0%

Total

Total Funds Reserved (DWR & COP)
Total Funds Invested
Total Funds Non-interest Bearing
Total Funds

367,702
11,106,918
64,760
11,539,380

Total Available Funds
Cash Reserve Policy Requirements (PVWMA)
Surplus (Deficit) of Funds

11,171,678
2,770,000
8,401,678

F:\ADMIN\Accounting\BankInfo\BANKRECS\Investment earnings reportMar15
prepared by: NTrevino
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635,687
(191,956)
443,731
1,210,009
(212,508)
997,502

Accounts Receivable before credits
Credits
Total Accounts Receivable at 2/27/15

Accounts Receivable before credits
Credits
Total Accounts Receivable at 1/30/15

14,285

674,886

5,925

6,531

14,285

5,917
Bal
Bal6090toto90120

6,531

-

7,248

127,852

0

5,917

Bal Over
90 to120
120
Bal

Accounts Receivable Current vs Prior Year

Bal 30
Balto6060to 90

F:\ADMIN\Billing\Month End Reports\2015\Aging Report033115
Prepared by: NTrevino

A/R at 9/30/13
As of 3/31/2015
A/R at 9/30/12
A/R at 3/31/14

1,055,512

Bal Under
30 to 60
Bal 30

600000
1,000,000
400000
500,000
200000
0
0

800000
1,500,000

5,996

16,662

1,691,612

1,055,512

82,671

Bal Over 120

694

6,599

143,467

82,671

143,467

Accounts
Receivable Current vs Prior Year
1,691,612

2,245,966
(11,463)
2,234,503

Accounts Receivable before credits
Credits
Total Accounts Receivable at 3/31/14

1000000
2,000,000

1,609,472
(208,333)
1,401,139

Accounts Receivable before credits
Credits
Total Accounts Receivable at 3/31/15

451,088

404,356

521,184

478,649

404,356

451,088

Balance Forward Bal Under 30 Bal 30 to 60 Bal 60 to 90 Bal 90 to 120 Bal Over 120

PVWMA
Accounts Receivable Aging 3 Month Trend
As of 3/31/2015

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
January - March 2015 Account Adjustments
Write-offs

Date

1/14/2015

Account Customer

23986

Description

Bella

Non Metered
Sept 2014

Amount

$

Reason

Customer was estimated, now
990.94 reading meter (new owner)

1/14/2014

23986

Bella

Non Metered
Dec 2014

2/4/2015

17378

Allen Water Mutual

Interest

Customer was estimated, now
$ 225.97 reading meter (new owner)
Paid Account in full, past due
$ 2,046.44 interest

2/20/2015

11759

Tosello

Non Metered
Interest

$
$

3/2/2015

23589

Serrano

Metered

$

99.00 No house or farming on proerty,
10.43 only windmills
Old account, no longer farming.
606.18 Paid balance in full.

3/20/2015

23346

Hayes

Non Metered
Interest

$
$

695.04 Customer was estimated, after
38.43 investigation determined fallow

TOTAL

$ 4,712.43
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SRF Facilities Planning Study ‐ Amend 1

CAROLLO ENGINEERS

K‐1 Pipeline Final Design
Biddability & Construction Review
TITLE XVI Grant Support Services
TITLE XVI Grant Support Services
Prop 50 Grant Administration
IRWM Drought Funding Application
IRWM Drought Funding Administration
Personell Policy Manual and Job Description
Revisions
Evaluating and Revising Job Descriptions
and Salary Survey
Bond & Disclosure Counsel

CENTRAL COAST AG WATER QUALITY
COALITION

CH2MHILL

COVELLO GROUP

GUTIERREZ CONSULTANTS

GUTIERREZ CONSULTANTS

GUTIERREZ CONSULTANTS

GUTIERREZ CONSULTANTS
GUTIERREZ CONSULTANTS

HYDROMETRICS (Laura Brown)

JONESHALL

MARCUS MENDIOLA
RALPH MILJANICH
MARTIN FEENEY
MID COAST ENGINEERS

Consultant Services
Consultant Services
Consultant Services
Easement Descriptions K‐1 Line

KITTLESON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING College Lake Waterfowl Survey

JOANNE DLOTT

CAROLLO ENGINEERS

Blend Well Pipeline Imrov Deign Mod, Bid
Period Srv, Engineering Srv During
Constuction
Year 1 Budget Detail: On‐Farm Irrigation
Efficiency Support Program

CAROLLO ENGINEERS

CAROLLO ENGINEERS

Rate Setting Process
Facilities Plan for SRF Funding
Engineering Design for RWF Tanks and Blend
Well Pipeline
RW Treatment Operational Reliability
Evaluation

PROJECT

CAROLLO ENGINEERS
CAROLLO ENGINEERS

VENDOR

2014‐15 3rd QUARTER CONTRACT COMMITMENTS
TERM END
DATE

6/30/2015

4/30/2016

12/31/2015

8/11/2015

4/1/2015

12/31/2014

NTE

12/31/2014
1/15/2018

12/31/2014

6/30/2016

6/30/2015

8/1/2015

1/1/2015
8/11/2014
12/1/2013
1/22/2015

6/30/2015
8/11/2015
12/31/2015

12/17/2014 12/17/2015

2/4/2014

9/9/2014

4/1/2014

5/21/2014
1/15/2015

1/1/2014

1/1/2015

7/1/2014

2/28/2015

11/21/2014 12/31/2015

6/19/2014

3/30/2015

1/1/2015

8/11/2014

3/20/2014

10/24/2013 9/30/2015
3/20/2014 4/1/2015

TERM
START
DATE

15,000
25,000
25,000
7,800

13,178

80,000

5,000

12,936

80,000
158,000

81,000

25,000

25,000

21,665

176,316

108,318

114,400

22,380

24,900

456,300

249,495
78,780

CONTRACT
AMOUNT
NTE

12,146
3095.24
8,424
11,820

8,909

5,400

15,553

81,179
2,665

76,497

18,285

9,891

108,052

56,116

9,838

6,753

456,285

223,943
77,992

AMOUNT
PAID
THROUGH
3/31/2015

2,854
21,905
16,576
‐4,020

4,269

‐400

‐2,617

‐1,179
155,335

4,503

6,715

15,109

68,264

52,202

12,542

18,147

15

25,552
788

AMOUNT
AVAILABLE
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Water Awareness Outreach Campaign
Archeological
Environmental Support Services
Environmental Support Services
Continuation of Hydrologic Modeling
Services
Desktop & Server Support
Hardware & Software Equipment

2ND NATURE
2ND NATURE
BELINDA PLATTS
RAMON'S LANDSCAPING
RICARDO BEDOY
STAGNARO STRATEGIC MARKETING

STAGNARO STRATEGIC MARKETING

SWCA Environmental Consultants

SWCA Environmental Consultants

SWCA Environmental Consultants

ZAG TECHNICAL SERVICES
ZAG TECHNICAL SERVICES
TOTAL

US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

PLANET 4 DESIGNWORKS, INC

NORRIS ASSOCIATES

Financial Advisory Services
Financial Advisory Services
Recycle Water Blending Well Pipeline
Preliminary Design Services
Analytics, Tool Kit Minisites and Website
Work
Information Management Project
Salt & Nutrient Plan ‐ Extension
Master Reclamation Permit
Painting
Construction and Bidability Review
Public Relations

NHA ADVISORS
NHA ADVISORS

12/31/2015

12/31/2015

8/21/2015

NTE
6/30/2015
NTE
6/2/2015
4/17/2015
6/30/2015

6/30/2015

2/19/2015

6/30/2016
6/30/2016

1/1/2015
1/1/2015

9/1/2014

12/31/2016
12/31/2016

12/31/2016

12/18/2014 12/31/2015

11/1/2014

3/26/2015

8/21/2014

5/6/2013
7/1/2014
1/5/2014
6/2/2014
2/25/2015
1/1/2014

8/1/2014

2/19/2014

10/1/2014
1/21/2015

60,000
50,000
$2,712,816

150,000

156,392

16,777

23,949

30,250

25,000
199,980
15,000
20,000
25,000
25,000

10,000

25,000

10,000
65,000

5,029
3,935
$1,512,297

31,302

16,749

54,971
46,065
$935,505

150,000

125,090

28

4,681

5,088

19,912
25,570

6,230
38,845
11,150
12,210

8,275

1,313

18,770
161,135
3,850
7,790

1,725

23,688

10,000
65,000
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934,941.86
18,301.24
943,282.57
5,984.13
102,566.75
1,285,298.63
52,656.00
2,699,697.15
7,021.13
6,049,749.46
1,570,852.57

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Expenditures
SALARIES & WAGES
STAFF DEVELOPMENT
OPERATING
MAINTENANCE
CAPITAL ASSETS
PROJECT O&M
HYDROLOGY
FINANCING & DEBT SERVICES
SPECIAL ITEMS
Total Expense

REVENUES IN EXCESS (DEFICIT) OF EXPENDITURES $

383,206.00
6,171,236.15
894,567.46
88,159.63
13,223.93
70,208.86
7,620,602.03

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2014
One Year Prior Actual

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

284,836.00

1,666,688.00
59,500.00
1,615,176.00
20,000.00
1,349,133.00
2,334,789.00
108,000.00
4,239,984.00
11,393,270.00

383,206.00
9,495,500.00
1,622,400.00
100,000.00
20,000.00
57,000.00
11,678,106.00

2015
Budget

2014-15FY as of 02/28/15

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

946,329.22

998,509.75
19,615.01
756,585.99
6,844.73
701,484.31
1,003,854.58
33,525.10
2,550,945.17
174.26
6,071,538.90

383,634.00
5,585,866.47
912,533.50
17,568.37
32,749.94
85,515.84
7,017,868.12

2015 YTD
End Bal

PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY
PRELIMINARY BUDGET vs. ACTUAL

Description
Revenue
MANAGEMENT FEES
AUGMENTATION CHARGES
DELIVERED WATER SALES
GRANTS & LOANS
INTEREST/DIVIDEND/INVESTMENT INCOME
OTHER REVENUE
Total Revenue

User: Nancy
Printed: 04/06/15 PE:01-08 FY:14-15

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

668,178.25
39,884.99
858,590.01
13,155.27
647,648.69
1,330,934.42
74,474.90
1,689,038.83
(174.26)
5,321,731.10

(428.00)
3,909,633.53
709,866.50
82,431.63
(12,749.94)
(28,515.84)
4,660,237.88

46.71%

40.09%
67.03%
53.16%
65.78%
48.00%
57.00%
68.96%
39.84%

-0.11%
41.17%
43.75%
82.43%
-63.75%
-50.03%
39.91%

(Over) Under
Variance
% Var

Remaining YTD Budget

MEMORANDUM
DATE:
MEETING OF:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 16, 2014
April 22, 2014
Board of Directors
General Manager
CONSENT AGENDA ITEM 8D: Consider approval of Agreement for

Drought Awareness Outreach Campaign with Stagnaro Strategic Marketing in the
amount of $29,500

INTRODUCTION
The Pajaro Valley is in a state of long-term groundwater overdraft, which has caused groundwater
levels to decline and water quality to degrade, especially from seawater intrusion. Most of the
State of California continues to suffer from an unprecedented drought of exceptional magnitude.
Given the combination of these circumstances, educating residents about water awareness and
conservation is both critical to the mission of the agency and beneficial in highlighting the value
of the agency’s work. The work proposed in this contract is an extension of a very well received
campaign that was initiated in August of last year.
DISCUSSION
A multi-media outreach campaign is proposed to spread awareness about threats to our water
resources in the Pajaro Valley, and to inform constituents about work the agency is and has been
doing in order to preserve and protect our water resources now and for the future. The proposed
campaign uses TV, Radio, Print, Digital, and Social Media outlets such as Facebook, Twitter and
YouTube to get the message out about the need to conserve water and the tools the agency has
developed to help people and business be successful in conserving.
The proposed campaign, if approved, would run from late April through early July. The media
channels used would include area television and radio, both English and Spanish, as well as local
newspapers, targeted digital (web) delivery, and our own social media channels.
This proposed campaign moves the agency from a passive role of providing information and
practical water saving tools to that of an active champion delivering the message directly to the
residents and Ag interests who we need to engage and motivate. The added benefit of this
campaign will be to highlight that PVWMA has taken a leadership role in solving our water
supply challenges. That perception will hopefully lead to the conclusion that it is an agency that
needs to be supported well into the future.
FISCAL IMPACT
The proposed contract is for a not to exceed cost of $29,500. The work is budgeted and will be
supported by the general fund.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
That the Board approve the Agreement for the Water Awareness Outreach Campaign with
Stagnaro Strategic Marketing in the amount of $29,500.
ATTACHMENTS
 Agreement & Scope of Services
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY
36 BRENNAN STREET  WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
TEL: 831) 722-9292 FAX: 831) 722-3139
email: info@pvwater.org  http://www.pvwater.org

April 22, 2015
Steve Stagnaro
Stagnaro Strategic Marketing
P.O. Box 234
Boulder Creek, CA 95006
Re:

Agreement

Dear: Mr. Stagnaro,
This letter sets forth the agreement between Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
(“PVWMA”) and STAGNARO STRATEGIC MARKETING (“CONSULTANTS”) for
professional services of Public Relations. For the period of April 22, 2015 to July 30, 2015
1.

Scope of Services & Fee Rate: PVWMA hereby engages Consultants for these professional
services as more specifically described in Scope of Work attached hereto as Exhibit A, and
made a part of, this letter agreement.

2.

Maximum Payment. Payment to Consultants for services rendered under this Letter
Agreement shall not exceed twenty-five thousand dollars ($29,500)

3.

Method of Payment. Consultants shall prepare and submit to PVWMA a detailed invoice
for the professional services described herein. PVWMA shall pay the amount of the invoice
within thirty (30) days after the receipt of the invoice, subject to a finding by PVWMA that
work performed has been satisfactory and that payment is for the work specified herein.

Sincerely,
Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency

Understood and Agreed:
Stagnaro Strategic Marketing

By: ___________________________
Mary Bannister
General Manager

By: __________________________
Steve Stagnaro

Copy to (w/encl.):
File
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Scope of Work
Services, to be provided on a “Time and Materials” basis include but are not limited to:
1. Preparation of newsletters and billing stuffers
2. Attendance and preparation of materials for informational meetings
3. Assistance with outreach and materials preparation for exhibits such as the Pajaro Chamber
of Commerce and Agriculture Business Expo and Santa Cruz County Fair
4. Preparation of Press Releases
5. Assistance in preparation and formatting of the Agency’s Annual Reports
This work will be done under the guidance and direction of the General Manager and/or Senior
Hydrologist. The not to exceed fee limit of $29,500 is exclusive of outside direct costs (ODC’s)
such as graphics support and printing, which may be billed under this contract, with a mark-up not
to exceed 5%.
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PVWMA Media Budget
Drought Outreach - Two Month Campaign
TELEVISION
English
Spanish

12,000.00
10,000.00

TOTAL TELEVISION

$22,000.00

RADIO
English (Ag Net West)
Public Radio
Spanish Radio

2,000.00
2,000.00
00.00

TOTAL RADIO

$4,000.00

PRINT
English

00.00

TOTAL PRINT

$00.00

Digital
Web & Social Media

1,500.00

TOTAL DIGITAL

$1,500.00

PRODUCTION
Television
Radio
Print

2,000.00
00.00
00.00

TOTAL PRODUCTION

$2,000.00

TOTAL

$29,500.00

Scope of work
The Water Awareness Outreach campaign will be under the direction of the agency’s
communication consultant, Steve Stagnaro and his firm, Stagnaro Strategic Marketing. Creative
content for radio, TV, print, digital and social media, will be managed by Stagnaro with
placement of the ads negotiated to achieve the best distribution for the lowest cost. Ad content
and media placement will target both residential and Ag water use and do so on both English and
Spanish media. All steps in the process outlined will be overseen by agency staff and any
interested members of the board.
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:
MEETING OF:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 16, 2015
April 22, 2015
Board of Directors
General Manager
INFORMATIONAL ITEM 9A: Update on Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act

INTRODUCTION
The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) was signed into law on September 16,
2014. It establishes a new structure in California that aims to give local agencies the means to
manage groundwater basins in a manner that is sustainable over the long-term. The SGMA
builds upon the existing State groundwater management provisions established by AB 3030
(1992), SB 1938 (2002), and AB 359 (2011), as well as SBX7 6 (2009) and gives local agencies
20 years to achieve sustainability.
The SGMA defines sustainable groundwater management as the management of groundwater
supplies in a manner that can be maintained during the planning and implementation horizon
without causing undesirable results. The planning and implementation horizon is a 50-year time
period over which plans and measures will be implemented in a basin to ensure that the basin is
operated within its sustainable yield. Sustainable yield is the maximum quantity of water that
can be withdrawn annually from a groundwater supply without causing undesirable results (as
calculated over a base period that represents long-term conditions including any temporary
surplus). Undesirable results include significant and unreasonable chronic lowering of
groundwater levels, reduction of groundwater storage, seawater intrusion, degraded water
quality, land subsidence, and depletion of interconnected surface waters. The SGMA directs the
Department of Water Resources to publish best management practices for sustainable
groundwater management by January 1, 2017.
While new GSAs will be created under the SGMA, the Act also provides a list of 15 existing
agencies created by statute to manage groundwater that are deemed to be the exclusive local
agencies within their respective statutory boundaries with the power to comply with the Act.
PVWMA is included in this list, which means that PVWMA is the only local agency authorized
under the SGMA to manage groundwater within its boundaries.
While it is unclear from the Act whether existing agencies named in the legislation are required
to submit a Notice of Intent to DWR, it may behoove the PVWMA Board of Directors to act
similarly to affirm that PVWMA desires to be the GSA for the groundwater basin defined in the
Agency Act. PVWMA may also elect to opt out of being the exclusive groundwater
management agency, in which case, any other local agency or combination of local agencies
could notify DWR of its/their election to be the GSA for the Pajaro Valley basin. All GSAs
must be formed by June 30, 2017.
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A SGMA memo prepared for the February 18, 2015 board meeting focused on Groundwater
Basin Boundaries, the Groundwater Sustainability Agency, the Groundwater Sustainability Plan
and alternatives, and State Intervention. This memo is to provide and update on recent SGMA
related activities.
DISCUSSION
The Department of Water Resources (DWR) recently convened a “Practitioners Advisory Panel”
or PAP (formerly called “Technical Advisory Panel”) to serve numerous roles as outlined in the
attached, draft charter, including to “advise DWR in a variety of topics related to the
implementation of SGMA.” Brian Lockwood, Senior Water Resources Hydrologist, was
requested to participate in the PAP. The first PAP meeting was held on April 14, 2015, in
Sacramento. Following brief introductions and a discussion about meeting expectations, the
meeting focused on three items: 1) the Groundwater Sustainability Program Draft Strategic Plan
(attached), 2) Basin Boundary Regulations, and 3) Critically Overdrafted Basins. The DWR
team requested PAP input throughout the day. The meeting wrapped up with a breakout session
to encourage roundtable discussion of key issues followed by a Q & A session with program
leaders. The meeting was well attended, with every PAP member in attendance and an
additional 25 people mostly comprised of DWR staff but also State Water Resources Control
Board staff and facilitators from the Center for Collaborative Policy.
The Sustainable Groundwater Team, led by David Gutierrez, Program Manager, has been
travelling around the state meeting with county and agency staff to discuss SGMA and hear local
concerns. In all, they’ve made approximately 60 stops throughout the state. The General
Manager and Senior Hydrologist met with the team on February 17, 2015, at a meeting held at
Monterey County Water Resources Agency, and on February 18, 2015, at a meeting held at the
Santa Cruz Library. Staff has hosted four Brown Bag webinars on SGMA, presented by the
Groundwater Resources Association, in order to facilitate outreach and education on issue.
Finally, staff has been invited to attend a meeting in Sacramento with the Sustainable
Groundwater Team and our Santa Cruz County Partners on Friday, April 24, 2015, to continue
the discussion on basin boundary issues.
Table of Key SGMA Implementation Dates
When
January 31, 2015

Who
Department of Water Resources
(DWR)

January 1, 2016

DWR

April 1, 2016

Local water agencies or water-masters
in adjudicated areas

June 1, 2016

DWR
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What
Categorize and prioritize basins as
high, medium, low, or very low [§
10722.4(a)]
Adopt regulations for basin boundary
adjustments and accept adjustment
requests from local agencies [§
10722.2(4)(b)]
Submit final judgment /order / decree
and required report to DWR (report
annually thereafter) [§ 10720.8(f)]
Adopt regulations for evaluating
adequacy of Groundwater
Sustainability Plans (GSPs) and
Groundwater Sustainability Agency

December 31, 2016

DWR

January 1, 2017

DWR

By June 30, 2017
After July 1, 2017

Local agencies
State Water Resources Control Board
(SWRCB)

After July 1, 2017

Groundwater users in probationary
basins

January 31, 2020

GSAs in medium- and high-priority
basins in critical overdraft

After January 31, 2020

SWRCB

January 31, 2022

GSAs in other medium- and highpriority basins

After January 31, 2022

SWRCB

After January 31, 2025

SWRCB

After January 31, 2040

GSAs (in medium- and high-priority
basins in critical overdraft)

After January 31, 2042

GSAs (in other medium and high
priority basins)
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(GSA) coordination agreements [§
10733.2]
Publish report estimating water
available for groundwater
replenishment [§ 10729(c)]
Publish groundwater sustainability
best management practices
[§ 10729(d)]
Establish GSAs [§ 10735.2(a)(1)]
Designate basins as probationary
where GSAs have not been formed [§
10735.2(1)]
File annual groundwater extraction
report with SWRCB by December 15
each year [§ 5202]
Adopt GSPs and begin managing
basins under GSPs
[§ 10720.7(a)(1)] or alternative [§
10733.6]
Designate basins as probationary
where GSPs have not been adopted in
medium- and high-priority basins in
critical overdraft [§ 10735.2(1)]
Adopt GSPs and begin managing
basins under GSPs
[§ 10720.7(a)(2)]
Designate basins as probationary
where GSPs have not been adopted in
other medium- and high-priority
basins
[§ 10735.2(1)]
Designate basins as probationary
where GSPs are inadequate or not
being implemented, and extractions
result in significant depletions of
interconnected surface waters
[§ 10735.2(a)(5)(B)]
Achieve groundwater sustainability
goals (DWR may grant two five-year
extensions upon a showing of good
cause)
[§ 10727.2(3)(A)]
Achieve groundwater sustainability
goals (DWR may grant two five-year
extensions upon a showing of good
cause)
[§ 10727.2(3)(A)]

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
 That staff continue to analyze responsibilities and options for PVWMA under the SGMA
and present updates to the Board of Directors; and
 That staff participate in DWR meetings and meetings with neighboring local agencies
regarding formation of GSAs, designation of groundwater basin boundaries, and formation
of State regulations implementing the SGMA.
ATTACHMENTS
 Draft Charter
 PAP Meeting Agenda, April 14, 2015
 PAP Members List
 Groundwater Sustainability Program Draft Strategic Plan
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Technical Advisory Panel Charter
Sustainable Groundwater Management Team
February 16, 2015

Introduction
The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) was developed to achieve
sustainable groundwater management at the local level. This memorandum puts the
technical advisory panel (TAP) in context of overall SGMA implementation, followed
by a description of the Department of Water Resources (DWR) and TAP roles and
responsibilities. DWR’s charge is to develop rules for implementation of the SGMA
through the establishment of regulations, as well as providing technical and planning
assistance and tools to local agencies. It is essential for DWR to communicate and
outreach with various stakeholders to ensure those regulations, assistance and tools
are effective and useful to local agencies. DWR principles of stakeholder
communication will provide for continuous sharing of information on all aspects of
SGMA implementation, and proactive outreach will ensure successful implementation of
the SGMA. DWR seeks to accomplish these principles of communication and outreach
through the following communication efforts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solicit and encourage public participation
Broaden the number of stakeholders who understand the goals and framework of
the program
Increase understanding of DWR’s role in implementing the SGMA
Define and deliver information that improves public understanding
Provide easy access to educational information, data, and materials
Provide ready access to technical experts
Provide transparency about DWR’s implementation activities
Gather and assess input from broad perspectives on how best to implement the
SGMA
Seek and maintain collaboration with other agencies and stakeholders
Develop regulations, processes, and tools that will promote success of
sustainable groundwater management
Measure progress toward public engagement and understanding
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DWR’s outreach program consists of a range of activities, events, and venues including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public and stakeholder briefings
Subcommittees with SWRCB and Water Commission
One-on-one meetings with various organizations, practitioners and key
stakeholders.
Technical advisory panels (TAP)
Regional workshops and forums sponsored by DWR, NGOs, and other entities
Topic-specific webinars sponsored by DWR, NGOs, and other entities
Interactive DWR websites and additional sources of information

Each of these activities will provide valuable information designed to complement
solicitation and gathering of feedback to develop a good understanding of potential
solutions for sustainable groundwater management. Shared understanding of strengths
and weaknesses in groundwater management will serve as a catalyst to building a more
resilient and interconnected framework of management around the state, and will
promote development of useful regulations, processes, and tools to be used by local
agencies to manage groundwater in a sustainable manner.

Technical Advisory Panels
In addition to the other outreach forums noted above, DWR interaction with the TAP is
essential for understanding and addressing specific SGMA implementation issues.
Detailed technical discussions at TAP meetings will be necessary in order to
complement the information gathered at broader public meetings or other venues. The
goal of the TAP is not to achieve consensus, but instead help ensure DWR considers all
relevant information and to help understand the unique situations and required tools for
successful local implementation of sustainable groundwater management. The TAP will
be limited to a manageable size of no more than about 20 individuals with statewide
groundwater management and technical experience. The program manager of DWR’s
Sustainable Groundwater Program will serve as the Executive Sponsor of the TAP.
TAP members serve at the pleasure of the Executive Sponsor and may be added or
removed as appropriate. DWR’s Executive Sponsor will appoint a chair of the TAP.
The purpose of the chair is to facilitate written responses to the questions asked by
DWR.
To promote productive TAP meetings, and to respect the valuable time commitment by
TAP members, DWR will establish clear meeting goals and objectives, and distribute
meeting materials prior to each meeting. For some meetings, DWR will gather and
investigate various subjects, develop a preliminary position or conclusion regarding
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these subjects or issues, and request specific responses and solicit feedback on DWR’s
preliminary position. DWR will consider TAP input to reevaluate and modify the
preliminary position, as needed, before developing a final position regarding the subject
or issue. To assist in this effort, DWR will develop a step by step process for
developing our preliminary positions, soliciting and considering TAP feedback, and
establishing final direction on the specific position. For instance, prior to drafting
preliminary regulations, DWR will first develop guiding principles and request input from
the TAP. DWR will then use this advice to modify guiding principles prior to developing
preliminary regulations for TAP review. There may be additional intermediate steps
pending input from the TAP. In some cases, DWR will seek advice from the TAP in
advance of gathering information or developing a preliminary position on the issue.
Although in person meetings will be most effective, webcasting will be provided for
members unable to travel.
DWR’s role specific to the TAP includes:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Function as the host agency, convene meetings, prepare meeting materials, and
arrange logistics. To the maximum extent possible, DWR will send materials to
the TAP in advance of meetings to make such meetings as productive as
possible.
Provide sufficient advance notification of meeting dates and times (generally at
least one month).
Gather background information and evaluate data in advance of the meeting to
develop ideas and potential direction for TAP consideration and debate.
Make clear presentations and develop specific questions for response.
Provide technical, administrative, and logistical support to the TAP.
Listen and consider the comments, dialogue, and information provided by the
TAP including special local circumstances.
Parties agree to act in good faith and respect all opinions in all aspects of the
meeting.
Make decisions after considering advice from the TAP and other forums.
Document general TAP feedback and provide the TAP with DWR responses to
TAP responses. TAP feedback will be documented in general terms and not
identified as individual member feedback.
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The roles of the TAP include:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Advise DWR in a variety of topics related to the implementation of the SGMA.
Review technical draft material and reports in advance of meeting when
necessary.
Provide honest perspectives, representing a broad scope of California interests
relative to sustainable groundwater management.
Members serve as individuals and are expected to be proficient in the area of
discussion.
Although each member will bring a unique experience to the committee, they will
strive to provide input that will be helpful as a whole, while considering the unique
interests they bring.
Members will participate in TAP meetings on a consistent basis. However, it is
anticipated that there will be scheduling conflicts and all members will be unable
to attend all meetings.
Contribute data/information to clarify issues and eliminate false assumptions.
Assist DWR in anticipating conditions that could have a negative effect on
implementation of tools, processes, and regulations.
Assist DWR in identifying tools and resources that are needed for successful
implementation of sustainable groundwater management by local agencies.
Help identify, review, verify, and critique data, assumptions, analyses and
methods used by DWR to implement the requirement of the legislation.
Provide comments and recommendations on draft materials and reports, and
answer specific formal questions developed by DWR.
It is recognized that TAP members are associated with operating organizations
and groups and have an obligation to make management decisions and take
actions necessary for the proper function of those organizations. It is understood
discussions and DWR decisions may affect those organizations.
Any TAP member may withdraw at any time.

TAP meetings will be managed by DWR personnel and attendance is expected to be
limited to TAP members and DWR staff. TAP members will be volunteers, but DWR will
reimburse for travel on request. Meetings will be scheduled on an as-needed basis.
DWR anticipates that there will be approximately 4 to 6 full-day meetings per year over
the next 2 years. The first TAP meeting is expected to be in March or April 2015. TAP
meetings are expected to cover the following issues, with multiple topics covered at
most meetings:
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Project/Activity

Due Date

Identification of critically overdrafted basins
Development of regulations for basin boundaries

Prior to Jan
1, 2016
Jan 1, 2016

Basin Prioritization including Local Habitat and
Streamflow

Anticipated
Number of TAP
engagements
2-3
2-3

Mid to late
2016

3-4

June 1, 2016

3-4

Basin Modeling/Water Budgets

ongoing

2

Tools for SGM

ongoing

4

Message points to public and local agencies

ongoing

4

Dec 31, 2016

2-3

2017

2

Development of regulations for GSPs/Alternatives
and BMPs

Water Available for Recharge
B-118 Interim Update

Decision Making: DWR will consider all input from the TAP and other outreach efforts,
but will make all final decisions. DWR will track, document, and supply to the TAP the
following:
•
•
•

Responses by the TAP
Where DWR and TAP are in agreement
If DWR disagrees with TAP, an explanation why
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Sustainable Groundwater Management Program (SGMP)
Practitioner Advisory Panel (PAP) Meeting
April 14th, 2015
10 Am to 3 PM
3500 Industrial Blvd. Room 119, West Sacramento

Agenda
Objectives:
-

Learn what others think is good and what is missing from the Draft Strategic Plan
Listen to gathered issues associated with basin boundary
Provide input on process for identifying critically overdrafted basins.

1. Introduction

10:00 (10 min)

Group

2. Meeting expectation

10:10 (15 min)

D. Gutierrez

3. SGMP - Strategic Plan

10:25 (20 min)

D. Gutierrez

4. Basin Boundary

10:45 (60 min)

S. Springhorn & T. Joseph

15 min Break and working lunch start

11:45

5. Basin Boundary cont.

12:00 (30 min)

S. Springhorn & T. Joseph

6. Critically overdrafted basins, Q&A

12:30 (45 min)

M. Scruggs & T. Ross

7. Advisory Panel Breakout

13:15 (45 min)

Panel

8. Final Q & A

14:00 (45 min)

Panel & D. Gutierrez

Meeting materials:
Draft Strategic Plan, Presentations and accompanying documents
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DWR Sustainable Groundwater Management Practitioner Advisory Panel
Name

Affiliation

Averett, Eric

Rosedale Rio‐Bravo Water Storage District

Bair, Lewis

RD 108

Bettner, Thad

Glenn‐Colusa Irrigation District

Brill, Kirby

Mojave Water Agency

Davids, Grant

Davids Engineering, Inc.

Gailey, Rob

Consultant

Gosselin, Paul

Butte County Department of Water and Resource Conservation

Harter, Thomas

UC Davis

Herndon, Roy

Orange County Water District

Howard, Courtney

San Luis Obispo County

Hurley, Matt

Angiola Water District

Jasperse, Jay

Sonoma County Water Agency

Kavounas, Peter

Chino Basin Watermaster

Lockwood, Brian

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency

O'Halloran, Tim

Yolo County Flood Control & Water Conservation District

Petersen, Chris

GEI Consultants

Ward, Walt

Stanislaus County

Woodling, John

Sacramento Groundwater Authority
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After decades of debate, California lawmakers adopted far-reaching new laws to
bring the State’s critically important groundwater basins into a sustainable regime
of pumping and recharge. This change in water management – the most important
in several generations – promises profound payoff. Groundwater on average makes
up over a third of California’s water supply, and it serves as a critically important
savings account in dry years.
We have formally managed surface water supplies for a century. However, unrestrained groundwater use has been the rule except in areas where the courts have
intervened. In some parts of California, groundwater has been pumped destructively at high levels for decades. California endured a third year of drought in 2014,
and groundwater levels reached all time historic lows in most areas of the State.
While local leadership has had good success in a number of areas, on the whole, our collective management of
groundwater resources is simply not working.
Governor Brown worked with the California Legislature and other stakeholders to craft the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). The SGMA establishes a new structure for managing California’s groundwater.
Developing the SGMA was not without controversy, with some interests concerned about creation of a new regulatory bureaucracy and a fear that the State would be eager to exert control over local groundwater basins. The
SGMA essentially says our best chance of achieving sustainable, dependable groundwater supplies is for each
basin to be managed at the local level. Local leaders will decide how best to organize and take charge through
the establishment of Groundwater Sustainability Agencies. The Department of Water Resources’ (DWR) primary
role will be to provide guidance and technical support to local agencies. The State Water Resources Control Board
will only step in on an interim basis when, but only when, local agencies fail to exercise their responsibilities set
forth in the legislation. DWR recognizes that every groundwater basin is different and that solutions must be
tailored by region. DWR and other State agencies are ready to provide assistance, and the water bond passed in
November 2014 includes $100 million for local and regional groundwater planning and projects.
As we consider what it will take to manage our groundwater sustainably, we need to acknowledge all water
resources are interconnected. The Governor’s five-year California Water Action Plan, released in January 2014,
describes this broader view of what we need to meet the demands of the future. It spells out the challenges and
the decisive actions needed now to put California on the path to more sustainable water resources: make conservation a way of life, ensure that each region does all it can to put its own water resources to efficient use, protect
and restore important ecosystems, and expand water storage capacity. Sustainable groundwater management is
an essential pillar of the plan.
Getting to sustainable water management will take decades, and we need to start now. This will not be easy, but
many local leaders have told me they are ready to step up. We need to begin managing our groundwater so it is
available for future generations while we balance the immediate needs of our economy.

Mark W. Cowin
Director
California Department of Water Resources
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Navigating the Strategic
Plan
Groundwater in California
Groundwater is a critical and integral
component of California’s overall water
supply, serving residents, businesses,
farms, industries, and the environment.
Unlike surface water, groundwater has
not been regulated on a statewide basis.
Except in specific adjudicated basins,
a landowner may extract an unlimited
amount of groundwater if put to a
reasonable and beneficial use without
seeking permission to use the water.
In certain parts of the state, long-term
groundwater use has had serious
impacts including:
• Alarming declines in groundwater
levels and storage
• Degradation in water quality

The Groundwater Sustainability Program Strategic Plan (Strategic Plan)
describes the Department of Water Resources’ roles and responsibilities under the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) and
outlines related actions from the California Water Action Plan (CWAP).
This Strategic Plan aims to document the California Department of Water
Resources’ (DWR) strategy in helping to implement groundwater sustainability; share information with those who have interests in or management responsibilities for groundwater; and describe the structure through
which DWR implements specific actions in coordination with stakeholders
and partners.
DWR and the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) are the two
State agencies charged with helping to implement recent groundwater
legislation. DWR’s principal role is to provide guidance and support to
local agencies across California to help them achieve a more sustainable
future in water management. Several actions must be completed by
specific dates set forth in the SGMA to accomplish this. This Strategic Plan
does the following:
•

Describes current groundwater conditions in the state, demonstrating the unsustainable nature of current management practices
and framing the critical need for action

•

Identifies legislation and other drivers of policy, including the
SGMA, the California Water Action Plan and Proposition 1 (Water
Bond)

•

Identifies success factors in addressing the key challenges facing
groundwater management in California

•

Describes the goals and objectives that guide strategic concepts
necessary for program implementation and the DWR actions to
address the goals and objectives

•

Presents an initial plan for DWR communication and outreach with
partnering agencies, regional and local agencies, stakeholders, and
the public.

• Irreversible land subsidence
• Ecosystem impacts associated with
streamflow depletion and the reduced connection between groundwater and surface water systems.
The current drought has increased
Californians’ awareness of groundwater
management issues. Approximately
thirty million Californians (about 75
percent) depend on groundwater for
a portion of their water supply. On
average, groundwater provides about 40
percent of total annual agricultural and
urban water uses. Some areas are 100
percent dependent on groundwater for
their supply.

Goals, Objectives, and Actions

Current GW
Conditions

Legislation &
Other Drivers

Success
Factors

Communication
& Outreach
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Current
C
urrent G
Groundwater
round
dwater
Conditions
In November 2014, DWR published Public Update for Drought Response;
Groundwater Basins with Potential Water Shortages, Gaps in Groundwater
Monitoring, Monitoring of Land Subsidence, and Agricultural Land Fallowing.
As part of the Water Plan Update 2013, DWR released California’s Groundwater
Update 2013.
These reports outline the decline of groundwater levels in some areas
and the resulting issues and impacts. Figure 1 illustrates the changes in
groundwater levels from Spring 2010 to 2014 by showing numerous wells
throughout California that have experienced declines in excess of 10 feet
during this four-year period. The collective view of this information identifies areas that are experiencing local and regional declines in groundwater
levels. Recent increases in groundwater pumping have resulted in renewed
land subsidence in some areas and initiated new areas of land subsidence in
others. Figure 2 summarizes recent, historical, and the estimated potential
for future land subsidence in California.
Severe drought in 2014 resulted in a lack of adequate surface water supplies, forcing many water users to increase groundwater pumping. This has
resulted in further decline in groundwater levels and storage in the Central
Valley from the 2010 levels shown in Figure 3.

Public Update for Drought Response:
Groundwater Basins with Potential
Water Shortages, Gaps in Groundwater
Monitoring, Monitoring of Land
Subsidence, and Agricultural Land
Fallowing

Factors in recent groundwater level declines in many basins include:
•

Chronic long-term pumping of groundwater in excess of the safe yield
of the groundwater basin. Population growth, expansion of agricultural practices, allocation of water to environmental resources and
restrictions to protect threatened species all have contributed to either
increased water demand or decreased availability of surface water
supplies in California. In response, many water users pump groundwater to offset the reduction in surface water supply.

•

Short-term increase in groundwater pumping in drought years.
Drought conditions in the last three years have exacerbated the
groundwater conditions in many basins as more people use groundwater to meet their needs.

•

Changes in irrigated land use. During the last two decades, more agricultural lands have been converted from annual crops to permanent
crops, such as vine, nuts, and fruit trees, resulting in water demand
hardening. Permanent crops require irrigation during the drought,
while in the past many acres of annual crops were left idle through
drought years.

•

Climate change, resulting in reduced snowpack, will exacerbate the
water supply and demand imbalance.
–5–
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Key Definition
Safe Yield
The maximum quantity of
water that can be continuously
withdrawn from a groundwater
basin without adverse effect.
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Figure 1. Change in Groundwater Levels Spring 2010 to Spring 2014
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Recent and Historical Land Subsidence
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Figure 2. Summary of Recent, Historical, and Estimated Potential for Land Subsidence
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Figure 3. Change in Groundwater Storage in the Central Valley, Spring 2005–Spring 2010
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Groundwater Basins
The SGMA addresses alluvial basins identified by DWR’s Bulletin 118, with specific
required actions for those basins that have been categorized as high or medium priority
by the California Statewide Groundwater Elevation Monitoring (CASGEM) Program (described below). Groundwater within fractured rock is not addressed by the SGMA. In
addition, low and very low priority basins are not subject to the requirements outlined
in the SGMA, but local managers are encouraged to manage sustainably and can form
Groundwater Sustainability Agencies and develop Groundwater Sustainability Plans.
As part of California’s 2009 Comprehensive Water Package legislation (SBx7-6), DWR
implemented the CASGEM Program. The SBx7-6 Groundwater Monitoring legislation
added Part 2.11 to Division 6 of the California Water Code (§10920 et seq.), which
established provisions and requirements for local agencies to develop and conduct
groundwater level monitoring programs. The legislation required DWR to identify the
extent of groundwater elevation monitoring within each of the alluvial groundwater
basins defined in Bulletin 118-2003, and to prioritize those basins to help identify,
evaluate, and determine the need for additional groundwater level monitoring. The
legislation directed DWR to consider, to the extent available, all of the data components
listed below as the basis for prioritizing the basins:

Key Definition
Groundwater Basins
DWR’s Bulletin 118 identifies
515 groundwater basins
in California. The Act
recognized these basins as
the initial boundaries for
groundwater management
and permits revision of
basin boundaries at the
request of a local agency.

1. Population overlying the basin
2. Rate of current and projected growth of the population overlying the basin
3. Number of public supply wells that draw from the basin
4. Total number of wells that draw from the basin
5. Irrigated acreage overlying the basin
6. The degree to which persons overlying the basin rely on groundwater as their
primary source of water
7. Any documented impacts on the groundwater within the basin, including
overdraft, subsidence, saline intrusion, and other water quality degradation
8. Any other information determined to be relevant by DWR.
DWR evaluated California’s 515 groundwater basins identified in Bulletin 118-2003 and
categorized them into four priorities:
•

High Priority

•

Medium Priority

•

Low Priority

•

Very Low Priority

The CASGEM basin prioritization identified 43 groundwater basins as High Priority, 84
basins as Medium Priority, 27 basins as Low Priority, and the remaining 361 groundwater basins or subbasins as Very Low Priority. The 127 groundwater basins designated
as High or Medium Priority include 96 percent of the annual groundwater use and 88
percent of the 2010 population overlying the groundwater basin area. DWR recently
determined that the basin prioritization completed in June 2014 for the CASGEM
program and shown in Figure 4 is the initial prioritization required by the SGMA.
–9–
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Key Definition
Overdraft
The condition of a
groundwater basin
where the amount of
water withdrawn exceeds
the amount of water
replenishing the basin over
a period of time.
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Figure 4. CASGEM Groundwater Basin Prioritization
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Legislation and Other
Drivers of Policy
An excerpt from the California Water
Action Plan about the need for better
groundwater management:

In January 2014, the Governor’s Office
released the California Water Action Plan
(CWAP). The CWAP formulated actions
that focus on sustainable water resource
management for California’s people,
environment, industry, and agriculture,
with the overarching goals to improve
reliability, restore key ecosystem functions,
and establish resilient resources that can be
relied upon for future generations. Ten key
actions identified in the CWAP:
1. Make conservation a California way
of life
2. Increase regional self-reliance and integrated water management
across all levels of government
3. Achieve the co-equal goals for the Delta
4. Protect and restore important ecosystems

“The bottom line is that we need to
expand our State’s storage capacity, whether surface or groundwater,
whether big or small. Today, we need
more storage to deal with the effects of
drought and climate change on water
supplies for both human and ecosystem
needs.… Moreover, we must better manage our groundwater basins to reverse
alarming declines in groundwater levels.
Continued declines in groundwater
levels could lead to irreversible land
subsidence, poor water quality, reduced
surface flows, ecosystem impacts, and
the permanent loss of capacity to store
water as groundwater.”

5. Manage and prepare for dry periods
6. Expand water storage capacity and improve groundwater
management

CWAP Action 6: Expand
water storage capacity
and improve groundwater
management

7. Provide safe water for all communities
8. Increase flood protection
9. Increase operational and regulatory efficiency
10. Identify sustainable and integrated financing opportunities
The CWAP acknowledges that there is broad agreement that the State’s
water management system is currently unable to satisfactorily meet all
ecological and human needs, is too vulnerable to wet and dry climate
cycles and natural disasters, and is inadequate to handle the additional
pressures of future population growth and climate change. Water sustainability solutions are complex and expensive, and require the cooperation
and ongoing commitment of all Californians working together. To be
sustainable, solutions must consider the need to provide for public health
and safety (e.g., safe drinking water, clean rivers and beaches, flood
protection), to protect the environment, and to support a stable California
economy.
CWAP recognizes the importance of increased water supply reliability,
improved restoration of important species and habitat, and the develop-

–11–
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• Provide Essential Data to Enable
Sustainable Groundwater
Management
• Support Funding Partnerships for
Storage Projects
• Update Bulletin 118, California’s
Groundwater Plan
• Improve Sustainable Groundwater
Management
• Support Distributed Groundwater
Storage
• Increase Statewide Groundwater
Recharge
• Accelerate Clean-up of
Contaminated Groundwater and
Prevent Future Contamination
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Key Definition
Water Budget
“Water budget” means
an accounting of the
total groundwater and
surface water entering
and leaving a basin
including the changes
in the amount of water
stored. {Water Code §
10721 (x)}

ment of a more resilient and sustainably managed water resources system. The CWAP
also outlines the importance of groundwater in achieving water management sustainability, a linkage between surface water and groundwater, and increasing the State’s
groundwater and surface water storage capacity. Achieving groundwater sustainability will be dependent on implementing sustainable and balanced water budgets
throughout California, and addressing most of the key actions identified in the CWAP.

Building up to the Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act
There have been a number of previous legislative and administrative efforts that have
laid the groundwork for development of the SGMA, and several of these are likely to
be useful tools as implementation of the SGMA goes forward. These efforts include:

Assembly Bill 3030 (AB 3030)
The passage of AB 3030 in 1992 encouraged local agencies to prepare and adopt plans
for managing their local groundwater resources, whether or not their groundwater
basin exhibited overdraft conditions. This legislation was significant in that it greatly
increased the number of local agencies authorized to develop a groundwater management plan and set forth a common framework for management by local agencies
throughout California. AB 3030 provides a systematic procedure to develop a groundwater management plan by local agencies overlying the groundwater basins defined
by Bulletin 118-75 and updates. Upon adoption of a plan, these agencies could possess
the same authority as a water replenishment district to “fix and collect fees and assessments for groundwater management” (Water Code § 10754). However, the authority
to fix and collect these fees and assessments is contingent on receiving a majority of
votes in favor of the proposal in a local election (Water Code § 10754.3).

Senate Bill 1938 (SB 1938)
In 2002, the Legislature passed SB 1938, which expanded groundwater management
plan requirements related to groundwater levels, groundwater quality, inelastic land
subsidence, and surface water-groundwater interaction, and required local agencies to
develop and adopt plans so groundwater projects can be eligible for receiving public
funds. The law requires any public agency seeking State funds administered through
DWR for the construction of groundwater projects or groundwater quality projects
to prepare and implement a groundwater management plan with certain specified
components. New requirements included establishing basin management objectives,
preparing a plan to involve other local agencies in a cooperative planning effort, and
adopting monitoring protocols that promote efficient and effective groundwater
management. Figure 5 shows basins in California covered by some form of groundwater management plan.

Assembly Bill 359 (AB 359)
AB 359, introduced in 2011, made changes to the California Water Code that, among
other things, requires local agencies to provide a copy of their groundwater management plans to DWR and requires DWR to provide public access to those plans. The bill
–12–
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Figure 5. Location of Groundwater Management Plans in California
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requires local agencies to provide a map of recharge areas to local planning agencies
and notify DWR and other interested persons when a map is submitted. Prior to the
passage of AB 359, which went into effect on January 1, 2013, local groundwater
management planning agencies were not required to submit their groundwater
management plans to DWR.

Local Groundwater Ordinances
Another method of managing groundwater is through ordinances adopted by local
governments such as cities or counties. DWR’s Bulletin 118-2003 indicated that 27
counties adopted groundwater management ordinances related to the following activities: forming advisory committees; establishing basin management objectives; and
controlling the export of groundwater by requiring permits for transferring groundwater out of the basin or county. The authority of counties to regulate groundwater
has been challenged. An important event in 1995 was the California Supreme Court
declining to review an appeal of a lower court decision, Baldwin v. County of Tehama
(1994), that holds that State law does not occupy the field of groundwater management and does not prevent cities and counties from adopting ordinances to manage
groundwater under their police powers. However, the precise nature and extent of the
police power of cities and counties to regulate groundwater is uncertain. Bulletin 1182003 provided a model groundwater ordinance with recommended components of a
groundwater management plan to guide local agencies as they develop groundwater
management ordinances.

Adjudication
In some groundwater basins, as the demand for groundwater exceeded the safe yield
and caused overdraft, landowners and other parties turned to the courts to determine
how much groundwater can rightfully be extracted by each user. The courts study
available information on groundwater use and other factors to arrive at a distribution
of the groundwater that is available each year, usually based on the California law of
overlying use and appropriation. This court-directed process can be lengthy and costly.
Many of these cases have been resolved with a court-approved negotiated settlement,
called a stipulated judgment. The court decisions guarantee to each party a proportionate share of the groundwater that is available each year. The intense technical
focus on the groundwater yield and restrictions on groundwater extraction for all
parties make adjudications one of the strongest forms of groundwater management in
California.
The majority of adjudicated groundwater basins are located in Southern California and
in the South Coast region (See Figure 6). For each adjudicated groundwater basin, the
court usually appoints a water-master to oversee the court judgment. The majority of
groundwater basin adjudications in California impose extraction limits and/or initiate
management actions in the event of declining groundwater levels or water quality
degradation. The primary objective of adjudication is to provide a proportionate share
of available groundwater to users within the basin so it can be extracted without having adverse effects on existing groundwater supplies. Environmental concerns were
not considered when most of the judgments were written.

–14–
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Figure 6. Adjudicated Groundwater Basins in California
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Key Definition
Sustainable Groundwater
Management
The management and use of groundwater
in a manner that can be maintained during
the planning and implementation horizon
without causing undesirable results.

Key Definition
Undesirable Results
Chronic lowering of groundwater levels,
reduction of groundwater storage, seawater
intrusion, degraded water quality, land
subsidence and depletions of interconnected
surface waters.

Key Definition
Critical Conditions of Overdraft
A basin is subject to critical conditions of
overdraft when continuation of present
water management practices would
probably result in significant adverse
overdraft-related environmental, social, or
economic impacts (DWR Bulletin 118-80).

Key Definition
Groundwater Sustainability Agency
“Groundwater sustainability agency”
means one or more local agencies* that
implement the provisions of this part. For
purposes of imposing fees pursuant to
Chapter 8 (commencing with Section 10730)
or taking action to enforce a groundwater
sustainability plan, “groundwater
sustainability agency” also means each
local agency comprising the groundwater
sustainability agency if the plan authorizes
separate agency action.
*Local agency is a local public agency that
has water supply, water management,
or land use responsibilities within a
groundwater basin.

Sustainable
Groundwater
Management Act

AB 1739
SB 1168
SB 1319

On September 16, 2014, the Governor
signed into law a three-bill legislative
package: AB 1739 (Dickinson), SB 1168
(Pavley), and SB 1319 (Pavley). These
laws are collectively known as the
The Governor’s signing
Sustainable Groundwater Managemessage states,
ment Act. This new legislation defines
sustainable groundwater manage“A central feature of these
ment as the “management and use of
bills is the recognition that
groundwater in a manner that can be
groundwater management
maintained during the planning and
in California is best
implementation horizon without causaccomplished locally.”
ing undesirable results” {Water Code §
10721(u)}. “Undesirable results” are defined in the legislation as any
of the following effects caused by groundwater conditions occurring
throughout the basin {Water Code § 10721(w) (1-6)}:
•

Chronic lowering of groundwater levels indicating a significant
and unreasonable depletion of supply

•

Significant and unreasonable reduction of groundwater
storage

•

Significant and unreasonable seawater intrusion

•

Significant and unreasonable degraded water quality

•

Significant and unreasonable land subsidence

•

Surface water depletions that have significant and unreasonable adverse impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water.

The legislation requires High and Medium Priority basins under the
CASGEM program subject to critical conditions of overdraft to be
managed under a groundwater sustainability plan by January 31,
2020 {Water Code § 10720.7(a) (1)}, and requires all other groundwater basins designated as High or Medium Priority basins to be managed under a groundwater sustainability plan by January 31, 2022
{Water Code § 10720.7 (a) (2)}. The legislation provides for financial
and enforcement tools to carry out effective local sustainable groundwater management through formation of Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs). The SGMA does not require adjudicated basins
to develop GSPs, but they are required to report their water use.
Additional work is underway to examine methods for expediting the
adjudication process.
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The legislation significantly increases the role and responsibilities of DWR
to support sustainable groundwater management. The legislation directs
DWR to:
•

Complete regulations for changing basin boundaries and establish
content for and review of Groundwater Sustainability Plans (GSPs)

•

Update basin priorities

•

Conduct groundwater assessments into the next decade.

Key Definition
Groundwater Sustainability Plan

Together these new responsibilities require DWR to manage its existing
resources and expand its expertise to meet the challenges and opportunities ahead.

“Groundwater Sustainability
Plan” is a plan of a Groundwater
Sustainability Agency, proposed or
adopted.

The new legislation also expands the role of DWR to support local
implementation of sustainable groundwater management, and allows for
State intervention (SWRCB) at discrete points throughout the process if
local agencies are not willing or able to manage groundwater sustainably.
Figure 7 (page 22) summarizes the major timelines and milestones on
California’s path to sustainable groundwater management.
Improving California groundwater management practices will require
that local and regional agencies have the incentives, tools, authority, and
guidance to develop, implement, and enforce sustainable groundwater
management practices to provide the benefits of water supply reliability
and resiliency, public health and safety, ecosystem services, and a stable
California economy.

The severe drought in 2014 resulted in a lack of adequate surface water supply, which forced many water users to
increase groundwater pumping. Above, Lake Oroville and the Enterprise Bridge looking from the South Fork on
September 5, 2014.
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Key Intended Outcomes and Benefits of the
Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
Key intended outcomes of the SGMA include:
• Advancement in understanding and knowledge of the State’s groundwater
basins and their issues and challenges
• Establishment of effective local governance to protect and manage groundwater basins
• Management of regional water resources for regional self-sufficiency and
drought resilience
• Sustainable management of groundwater basins through the actions of local
governmental agencies, utilizing State intervention only when necessary
• All groundwater alluvial basins in California are protected and operated to
maintain adequate quality to support the beneficial uses for the resource.
• Surface water and groundwater are managed as “a Single Resource” to sustain
their interconnectivity, provide dry season base flow to interconnected streams,
and support and promote long-term aquatic ecosystem health and vitality.
• A statewide framework for local groundwater management planning, including
development of sustainable groundwater management best management
practices and plans
• Development of comprehensive water budgets, groundwater models, and
engineering tools for effective management of groundwater basins
• Improved coordination between land use and groundwater planning
• Enforcement actions as needed by the SWRCB to achieve region-by-region
sustainable groundwater management in accordance with the 2014 legislation.
To assist in attaining the above outcomes, DWR will provide local agencies with
the technical and financial assistance necessary to sustainably manage their
water resources.

The benefits of these outcomes include:
• A reliable, safe and sustainable water supply to protect communities, farms,
and the environment, and support a stable and growing economy
• Elimination of long-term groundwater overdraft, an increase in groundwater
storage, avoidance or minimization of subsidence, enhancement of water flows
in stream systems, and prevention of future groundwater quality degradation.
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Success Factors
The SGMA provides a framework for best management of groundwater resources. There will be
many challenges to overcome in implementing the SGMA, but addressing these will foster successful sustainable groundwater management. It is critical to identify and understand those challenges
as DWR works with State, federal, and local agencies, tribes, and other stakeholders to achieve
groundwater sustainability goals. Success will depend upon the following factors:
•

Balanced water supply and demand: Current available surface water and safe yield of the
groundwater basins must be balanced to support the current and future land use in the basin.

•

Coordinated water management within a basin: Moving from disjointed basin management with sometimes conflicting interests and inconsistent objectives to a more coordinated
structure will enable sustainable water management within basins.

•

Regulatory oversight and enforcement: Managing groundwater extraction, establishing
a fair allocation of groundwater resources, coordinating land use changes versus resource
management, and controlling future groundwater development.

•

Regulation and criteria development: DWR has the opportunity to promote local/regional
groundwater management flexibility while ensuring that the ultimate goal of statewide
sustainable groundwater management is achieved by developing appropriate and supportable criteria and regulations.

•

Basin stabilization: Full recovery of the groundwater system may be possible in some basins.
Critical issues that will need to be addressed include land subsidence and salts and nutrient
concentrations. By addressing these impacts and challenges, basin managers can achieve
significant improvements.

•

Improved data management: Accurate and abundant data is necessary to assist basins in
adequately developing and implementing plans to achieve the goals of the SGMA. This could
include a more strategic and focused system of groundwater monitoring networks, extraction
reporting, model and tool development, and a standardized process to determine water
budgets for the basin.

•

Funding and resources: Immediate, reliable, and long-term State and local funding will
enable and support the achievement of the goals for sustainable groundwater management.
Certain rural and disadvantaged communities will benefit from adequate funding to achieve
their goals.

•

Communication and outreach: Fostering robust communication amongst multiple entities
with differing roles and responsibilities and stakeholders with differing and sometimes
conflicting interests will further chances for success. Flexibility and cooperation will support
consensus building amongst the various interested groups.

•

Uncertainties: Addressing uncertainties directly will improve the likelihood for success,
including those related to data, modeling and the long term effects of climate change.
However, we must acknowledge we will not completely eliminate uncertainties and will
therefore need to allow for adaptive management of systems as system knowledge improves.
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Groundwater Sustainability
Goals, Objectives, and
Actions
A
i
The goals and objectives of this Strategic Plan are specific to DWR’s role
in achieving the overall goal of sustainable groundwater management,
which means assisting local agencies to achieve balanced groundwater
basin conditions and avoid adverse impacts such as land subsidence and
long-term overdraft of the basin. Two key principles of the groundwater
legislation guiding DWR include the following:
Groundwater is best managed at the local or regional level, and local
agencies should have the tools they need to sustainably manage their
resources. Some local and regional agencies do not currently have the
necessary tools and resources to be successful. The legislation ensures
that local and regional agencies will have the resources they need to
sustainably manage groundwater, including the necessary authority,
technical information, and financial resources.
When local or regional agencies cannot or will not manage their
groundwater sustainably, the State will intervene until the local agencies develop and implement sustainable groundwater management
plans. This limited State intervention would be temporary–until an
adequate local program is established–to ensure the protection of the
groundwater basin and its users from overdraft, subsidence, and other
problems stemming from unsustainable uses of groundwater resources.

DWR’s Groundwater Sustainability Goal
DWR will seek to assist local and regional GSAs to manage groundwater
sustainably for long-term reliability, for economic, social, and environmental benefits, for current and future beneficial uses, and as an integral part
of broader sustainable water management throughout California.
To achieve this goal, DWR has developed the following objectives. These
objectives define DWR’s approach to organizing and executing the work
necessary for successful program implementation.

Objective 1: Develop a Framework for Sustainable
Groundwater Management
Providing a structure which will enable GSA’s to achieve success will
require many factors be addressed. This objective will address basin
boundaries and prioritization, GSP formulation and content, BMP’s, and
water budgeting. In order to address directives from the Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act, DWR will develop regulations to inform
and support regional efforts.
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Objective 2: Provide Statewide Technical Assistance to
Groundwater Sustainability Agencies
Providing technical assistance to GSA’s will be crucial in enabling their
success in managing their groundwater basins. GSA’s will depend on
easily accessible data and will be able to access this information via
an online information system. Well standards and water conservation
assistance will also be addressed.

Objective 3: Provide Statewide Planning Assistance to
Support Groundwater Sustainability
DWR’s Bulletin-118 provides a systematic evaluation of groundwater
basins in California, and will be updated to reflect critical information,
including basin boundaries, groundwater quality data, yield data, and
water budgets. This information will support and inform statewide
water planning and assessment, including water budgeting, via DWR’s
California Water Plan (Bulletin-160). DWR will also provide information to
support local groundwater recharge projects.

Objective 4: Assist State and GSA Alignment and Provide
Financial Assistance
Strong alignment and collaboration between and amongst local,
regional, and State agencies will be critical to achieving sustainable
groundwater management statewide. DWR will provide venues for
communication and engagement, educational materials, and facilitation
services, as well as financial assistance to help ensure success.

Objective 5: Provide Interregional Assistance
Achieving this objective will require DWR to support regional water
managers with information on water reliability, storage and conveyance
opportunities, water available for replenishment, and updated surfacegroundwater interactions.
These objectives will be addressed by way of a suite of actions undertaken by DWR over the coming years to promote and support sustainable water management. These corresponding actions are defined in
the following section.
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Jan 1, 2016
DWR adopts regulations to revise basin boundaries.
Water Code § 10722.2(b)

2017
Apr 1, 2016
$GMXGLFDWHGEDVLQVVXEPLW¿QDOMXGJPHQWWR':5
and begin submitting annual reports to DWR.
Water Code § 10720.8(f)

Jan 1, 2015
Local Agencies may no
longer adopt or update
GMPs for high and
medium priority basins.
Water Code § 10750.1

DWR publishes Bulletin 118- Interim Update
with updated Basin Boundaries, updated Bas
Prioritization, and reissues (as needed) basi
subject to critical conditions of overdraft.

Jan 1, 2017 *

Jun 1, 2016
DWR adopts regulations for evaluating
and implementing GSPs and coordination
agreements and DWR adopts regulations
for evaluating alternatives to GSPs.
Water Code § 10733.2

Jan 31, 2015 *
DWR releases initial
basin prioritization. **
Water Code § 10722.4

Dec 31, 2016 *

DWR publishes BMPs for sustainable ma
Water Code § 10729(d)

Jan 1, 2017
Alternative to a GSP due to DWR.
Water Code § 10733.6

DWR publishes report
on water available for groundwater
replenishment.
Water Code § 10729(c)

2015 - 2016 *

Jun 30, 2017

Establish GSAs (or equivale
high and medium priority ba
Water Code § 10735.2(a)

':5LGHQWL¿HVEDVLQV
subject to critical conditions
of overdraft.
Water Code § 12924(a)

Jul 1,

&RXQW\PXVWDI¿UPRUG
as GSA if no GSA has
Water Code § 10724(b)

2015

2016

2017

2018

Jun 30, 2017
Board may hold a hearing to designate
DEDVLQDV³SUREDWLRQDU\´LID*6$RU
approved alternative is not established.
Water Code § 10735.2(a)(1)

Jul 1, 2017
Board adopts a fee
VFKHGXOHIRU³VWDWHEDFN
VWRS´UHODWHGFRVWV
Water Code § 1529.5

Water Board Action
DWR Action

Dec 15, 2017

Joint Water Board and DWR Action

Board begins collection of annual reports from
persons extracting more than two acre feet per
year from areas not managed by a GSA.
Water Code § 5202

Local Action
GMP Groundwater Management Plan
GSA Groundwater Sustainability Agency
GSP Groundwater Sustainability Plan
BMPs Best Management Practices

*
**

Elements to be documented in Bulletin 118 Updates
Basin prioritization will be updated prior to each
Bulletin 118 Update (estimated to be every 5 years)

Figure 7. Major Timeline of Key SGMA Milestones
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Board may begin to develop
UHPHGLHGWKHGH¿FLHQF\WKD
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Water Code § 10735.4(c)

Probationary basins may pe
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Water Code § 10735.8(g)(2
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.H\6*0$0LOHVWRQHV

sin
ns

*

anagement of groundwater.

2020
DWR publishes Bulletin 118- Comprehensive Update.
Water Code § 12924

Jan 31, 2020

Jan 31, 2022
All other high and medium priority basins
must be managed under a GSP.
Water Code § 10720.7(a)(2)

+LJKDQGPHGLXPSULRULW\EDVLQVLGHQWL¿HG
subject to critical conditions of overdraft
must be managed under a GSP.
Water Code § 10720.7(a)(1)

ent) for all
asins.

2017

GLVDI¿UPUHVSRQVLELOLW\
been established.
)

2019

On April 1 following GSP adoption and
annually thereafter, GSAs provide report on
progress towards sustainability to DWR.
Water Code § 10728

On April 1 following GSP adoption and
annually thereafter, GSAs provide report
on progress towards sustainability to DWR.
Water Code § 10728

2020

2021

2022

2025

Jan 31, 2020

Jan 2021

Jan 31, 2022

Board may hold a hearing to designate
a critically-overdrafted basin as
³SUREDWLRQDU\´LI':5LQFRQVXOWDWLRQZLWK
the Board, determines that the GSP is
inadequate or will not achieve sustainability.
Water Code § 10735.2(a)(3)

Board may begin developing interim
plans for critically overdrafted
³SUREDWLRQDU\EDVLQV´RQH\HDUDIWHU
the probationary designation, if the
Board, in consultation with the DWR,
determines that a local agency has
QRWUHPHGLHGWKHGH¿FLHQF\WKDW
resulted in the probationary status.
Water Code § 10735.6(b)

Board may hold a hearing to designate
a high and medium priority basin as
³SUREDWLRQDU\´LI':5LQFRQVXOWDWLRQZLWK
the Board, determines that the GSP is
inadequate or will not achieve sustainability.
Water Code § 10735.2(a)(5)(A)

Jan 31, 2025

an 1, 2018

Board may designate a basin as
³SUREDWLRQDU\´LI':5LQFRQVXOWDWLRQ
with the Board, determines that the GSP
is inadequate or not being implemented
correctly, and the Board determines that the
basin is in a condition where groundwater
H[WUDFWLRQVUHVXOWLQVLJQL¿FDQWGHSOHWLRQRI
interconnected surface waters.
Water Code § 10735.2(a)(5)(B)

p interim plans if a local agency has not
DWUHVXOWHGLQWKH³SUREDWLRQDU\EDVLQ´
with DWR.

etition for un-designation. The Board
rmine if the petition is complete. The
within 90 days of submittal.
)

December 2014
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DWR Objectives and Corresponding Actions
DWR’s groundwater sustainability objectives and their associated actions are formulated
to assist local agencies and GSAs to prepare and implement plans to achieve sustainable
groundwater management in their basins. These objectives and their related actions were
developed to achieve the key intended outcomes.

Objective 1: Develop a Framework for Sustainable Groundwater
Management
Action 1.1 Develop Comprehensive Water Budgets for the Entire Basin
DWR will provide guidance and criteria for preparing water budgets and will review, verify,
and provide comments on the water budgets prepared by the GSAs. DWR will work with
local agencies to provide technical expertise to quantify comprehensive water budgets for
the entire basin, including connections to upper watersheds and adjacent basins, and support making the information available to the agencies and the public through a web-based
information management system.

Action 1.2 Update Basin Prioritizations

Jan 31, 2015 *

DWR will periodically revise and publish basin prioritization through updates of Bulletin
118. Groundwater basins will be categorized as High, Medium, Low, or Very Low Priority
using eight criteria including basin population, irrigated acreage, and degree of reliance on
groundwater. The initial basin prioritization already has been determined as that published
in June 2014 pursuant to CASGEM. Future basin priority updates will include assessment of
groundwater-related impacts to habitat and streamflow.

DWR releases initial
basin prioritization. **
Water Code § 10722.4

Action 1.3 Develop Best Management Practices

Jan 1, 2017 *

By January 1, 2017, DWR will publish best management
practices (BMPs) for sustainable groundwater management.
These BMPs will provide descriptions of essential elements
to be incorporated into a GSP, including stakeholder coordination, effective and appropriate monitoring systems for determining how well sustainability objectives are being met,
essential data collection and management, and public transparency guidance. The BMPs
will be incorporated into future Bulletin 118 updates.

DWR publishes BMPs for sustainable management of groundwater.
Water Code § 10729(d)

Jan 1, 2016
DWR adopts regulations to revise basin boundaries.
Water Code § 10722.2(b)

Action 1.4 Develop and Adopt Regulations for Basin Boundary
Revisions

By January 1, 2016, DWR will adopt regulations, which will include
the methodology and criteria to be used in evaluating and approving
basin boundary adjustments. DWR will then evaluate and approve local
agency requests for basin boundary changes where supporting documents meet the specified criteria. Boundary changes will be published in Bulletin 118: California’s Groundwater.

Action 1.5 Develop and Adopt Regulations for Groundwater Sustainability Plan
Assessment and GSP Alternatives
By June 1, 2016, DWR will develop and adopt regulations for evaluating the adequacy
of GSPs, the implementation of GSPs, and the development of coordination agreements.
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These regulations will identify necessary plan components and describe how
DWR will determine whether sustainable management objectives and actions
developed by GSAs meet the intent of the SGMA. The regulations also will
identify required necessary information for coordination with adjacent GSAs.

Jun 1, 2016
DWR adopts regulations for evaluating
and implementing GSPs and coordination
agreements and DWR adopts regulations
for evaluating alternatives to GSPs.
Water Code § 10733.2

By June 1, 2016, DWR also will adopt regulations for evaluating alternatives to
GSPs. Local agencies that wish to manage the basin under an alternative to GSP
will need to submit their alternative to DWR by January 1, 2017. Basins managed
under adjudication are required to submit their final judgment to DWR by April 1, 2016,
and begin submitting their annual reports to DWR.

Action 1.6 Identify Basins Subject to Critical Conditions of Overdraft
By 2016, DWR will develop and apply criteria to identify basins subject to critical conditions of overdraft.

Action 1.7 Evaluate Adequacy of Groundwater Sustainability Plans
Within two years of receiving a GSP, DWR will evaluate the GSP and provide the GSA with
an assessment of the plan– including recommended corrective action to address plan
deficiencies or adequacy to achieve sustainability.

Objective 2: Provide Statewide Technical Assistance to Groundwater
Sustainability Agencies
Action 2.1. Develop a Groundwater Management Information System
DWR will develop a web-based groundwater management information system to collect,
organize, store, and manage the exchange of information between DWR and GSAs.

Action 2.2. Collect Groundwater Quality Data
DWR will continue to collect and make groundwater quality data available.

Action 2.3. Collect Groundwater Elevation Data
DWR will continue to collect, assess, and make groundwater level data available and
provide assistance to improve/expand statewide groundwater elevation monitoring for
high and medium priority basins.

Action 2.4 Collect Subsidence Data
DWR will provide support to advance the collection and reporting of land subsidence data
and opportunities to improve subsidence monitoring through remote sensing techniques.

Action 2.5 Establish Well Standards
DWR will update the California Well Standards and submit them to the SWRCB for adoption into the Model Well Ordinance. DWR will provide training to local enforcing agencies
in administering the updated Standards.

Action 2.6 Implement the CASGEM Program
DWR will continue to support the CASGEM program and efforts that support local collection, analysis, and reporting of relevant data and information.
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Action 2.7 Promote Water Conservation
DWR will provide assistance and water management strategies to groundwaterreliant entities to promote water conservation and protect groundwater
resources

Objective 3: Provide Statewide Planning Assistance to Support
Groundwater Sustainability
2017
DWR publishes Bulletin 118- Interim Update
with updated Basin Boundaries, updated Basin
Prioritization, and reissues (as needed) basins
subject to critical conditions of overdraft.

Action 3.1 Update Bulletin 118
By 2017, DWR will complete an interim Bulletin 118 Update, then by 2020,
and every 5 years thereafter DWR will update Bulletin 118, which will include
updated basin boundaries and basin prioritization and identify basins that are
subject to critical conditions of overdraft.

Action 3.2 Integrate Groundwater information into Bulletin 160
DWR will incorporate basin budget information from Bulletin 118 updates into
statewide planning analysis developed as part of the Department’s Bulletin 160
California Water Plan updates, to assess changes in aquifer storage and longterm groundwater sustainability throughout California.

Action 3.3 Local Assistance for Recharge Projects
DWR will support the development, protection, and operation of a statewide
network of locally and regionally operated natural and artificial groundwater
recharge and managed groundwater storage sites. This will include identifying
regulatory barriers and assist in removing those barriers, and providing technical
tools and assistance to promote natural and managed groundwater recharge.
This action will complement Action 5.1.

Objective 4: Assist State and GSA Alignment and Provide
Financial Assistance
Action 4.1. Alignment for management of groundwater programs

“One hundred million
dollars ($100,000,000)
shall be made available
for competitive grants for
projects that develop and
implement groundwater
plans and projects”

DWR will establish State agency steering committees, policy groups, and technical advisory groups to help strengthen and improve alignment and collaboration with the State and GSAs, and to provide guidance and support to GSAs and
other stakeholders. State agency steering committees will ensure collaboration,
avoid redundancy, and remain in alignment throughout the implementation
process.

Action 4.2 Provide Financial Assistance
DWR will provide funding to help local agencies to develop tools and models,
prepare water budgets, and provide technical assistance in helping GSAs
prepare their GSPs.

–Proposition 1
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Action 4.3. Provide Education and Communication Assistance
DWR will assist in establishing effective communication pathways between GSAs
and stakeholders through the implementation of a public engagement and outreach plan. DWR will provide education materials to stakeholders to assist in the
development of groundwater sustainability agencies.

Action 4.4. Provide Facilitation and Engagement Assistance
DWR will provide neutral facilitation services to assist GSA development by assessing local issues, identifying common values and objectives, and establishing a
framework for consensus building.

Objective 5: Provide Interregional Assistance
Action 5.1. Assist in the Implementation of Storage and Conveyance
Projects
DWR will provide assistance to local agencies to implement groundwater conjunctive use and help curb groundwater overdraft. This could include development of
storage projects, conveyance, inter-regional and systemwide infrastructure improvements for basin water supply reliability and to reduce reliance on groundwater.

Action 5.2. Provide Information on Surface Water Reliability
DWR will provide systemwide water supply availability information including
State Water Project and Central Valley Project water supply reliability and delivery
information.

Action 5.3. Advance Studies on Surface/Groundwater Interaction
DWR will advance studies, modeling, tools and integrated water management
actions that support the understanding and ability to manage water as a single
resource. Independent management of surface water and groundwater resources
often result in undesirable consequences to the long-term supply of one or both of
these resources.

Action 5.4. Provide Information for Water availability for Replenishment

Dec 31, 2016 *

By December 31, 2016, DWR will publish a report providing a statewide estimate of
water available for groundwater replenishment. This estimate will provide information to enhance supply, based on hydrology and feasible conveyance improvements. This estimate will be included in updates to Bulletin 118.

DWR publishes report
on water available for groundwater
replenishment.
Water Code § 10729(c)

Phased Implementation
It will take years to achieve the ultimate goal of local sustainable groundwater management at a statewide scale. To achieve the key outcomes, DWR, SWRCB, and other
State agencies will work together to implement the many actions listed above, and
assist local agencies in achieving groundwater sustainability. Figure 8 provides
and overview of the phased implementation of DWR’s groundwater sustainability
actions.
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PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

Realignment of Basins
and Establishment of
Basin Governance
(2015 – 2017)

Development and
Adoption of
Groundwater
Sustainability Plans
(2017 – 2020/22)

Initial Management
through Water Budgets
(2020/22 – 2040/42)

Sustainable
Groundwater
Management
(2040/42 and beyond)

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2030

2040

Objective 1: Develop a Framework for Sustainable Groundwater Management
Action 1.1 Develop Comprehensive Water Budgets for the Entire Basin
ONGOING

Action 1.2 Update Basin Prioritizations
Action 1.3 Develop Best Management Practices
Action 1.4 Develop and Adopt Regulations for Basin Boundary Revisions
Action 1.5 Develop and Adopt Regulations for Groundwater Sustainability Plan Assessment and GSP Alternatives
Action 1.6 Identify Basins Subject to Critical Conditions of Overdraft
Action 1.7 Evaluate Adequacy of Groundwater Sustainability Plans
Objective 2: Provide Statewide Technical Assistance to Groundwater Sustainability Agencies
Action 2.1 Develop a Groundwater Management Information System
ONGOING

Action 2.2 Collect Groundwater Quality Data
ONGOING

Action 2.3 Collect Groundwater Elevation Data
ONGOING

Action 2.4 Collect Subsidence Data
ONGOING

Action 2.5 Establish Well Standards
Action 2.6 Implement the CASGEM Program
ONGOING

Action 2.7 Promote Water Conservation
ONGOING

Objective 3: Provide Statewide Planning Assistance to Support Groundwater Sustainability
Action 3.1 Update Bulletin 118 (in 2017, 2020, and every 5 years thereafter)
Action 3.2 Integrate Groundwater Information into Bulletin 160 (2018 and every 5 years)
Action 3.3 Local Assistance for Recharge Projects
TBD

Objective 4: Assist State and GSA Alignment and Provide Financial Assistance
Action 4.1 Alignment for Management of Groundwater Programs
ONGOING

Action 4.2 Provide Financial Assistance
Action 4.3 Provide Education and Communication Assistance
Action 4.4 Provide Facilitation and Engagement Assistance
Objective 5: Provide Interregional Assistance
Action 5.1 Assist in the Implementation of Storage and Conveyance Projects
TBD

Action 5.2 Provide Information on Surface Water Reliability
ONGOING

Action 5.3 Advance Studies on Surface/Groundwater Interaction
ONGOING

Action 5.4 Provide Information for Water Availability for Replenishment

Figure 8. Phased Implementation of DWR Groundwater Sustainability Actions
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Communication
C
ommuniicatiion and
dO
Outreach
utreach
h
Governor Brown noted upon signing the SGMA that groundwater is best managed at the local
level, and that the State’s primary role is to provide guidance and support. The CWAP, SGMA, and
provisions of Proposition 1 (Water Bond) direct the State to provide assistance to local agencies.
Successful implementation is directly tied to effective communication and outreach, in addition
to coordination at all levels of government. The SGMA requires DWR to develop regulations and
tools, provide data and information, and provide support to local and regional agencies as they
take on central roles in managing their groundwater basins and advancing the CWAP. California
water management needs are diverse and implementation of the SGMA necessitates timely,
forthright, and consistent communication among all partners and stakeholders.
In addition to communication, proactive outreach to and engagement of partners and stakeholders is essential to achieving sustainable groundwater management at the local and regional
level. Local and regional agencies in turn must reach out to keep local citizens, groundwater
users, and stakeholders informed. Adaptive, practical, and two-way communication is essential
to establishing and maintaining the partnerships needed. This section of the Strategic Plan
provides an overview of DWR’s initial plan for communication, outreach, and coordination with
partners. The key audiences for this effort include:
•

State, Federal and Tribal Governments: Governor’s Administration, Legislature and key
State and federal agencies, tribes

•

Regional and local governments and agencies: Water and groundwater management
agencies and districts; land use entities such as counties and cities

•

Other stakeholders: Non-governmental organizations including water and groundwater,
environmental, environmental justice, agriculture; universities

•

The public.

A more comprehensive communication and outreach plan is forthcoming.

Communication

Key Definition

Communication will provide for continuous sharing of information on all aspects of
SGMA implementation, including details of DWR activities. Through proactive, regular,
and timely communication, DWR seeks to accomplish the following:

Communication
Ongoing sharing
of information on
provisions of the SGMA
and its implementation.

•

Engagement: Seek and maintain collaboration and cooperation with other
agencies and stakeholders, and solicit and encourage public participation in SGMA
implementation

•

Education: Educate stakeholders, water users, and citizens on the requirements of
the SGMA and water management sustainability objectives, and DWR’s role in its implementation, relative to other State agencies

•

Accessibility: Provide easy access to informative materials, data, reports and DWR’s technical experts

•

Accountability: Measure and report on progress and accomplishments in implementing
the SGMA and provide transparency about DWR’s implementation activities.
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Key Messages
The following are some of the key messages that must be commonly understood by all
stakeholders:
•

Groundwater is best managed at the local or regional level, and strong local/regional
governance and strategic planning are essential for success

•

The State’s role is to provide assistance to enable local and regional agencies to sustainably manage their water resources, and to intervene if necessary until local sustainable
groundwater management plans are developed and implemented

•

Strong and effective State agency alignment and coordination are required to support
local/regional efforts

•

Sustainable groundwater management can only be achieved in the context of regional
and statewide water balance, accounting for all sources of supply as well as demands

•

It will take decades to fully achieve sustainable water management and a phased approach is necessary, with accountability checks to measure progress.

Communication Tools
In collaboration with the State Water Board, DWR will create a suite of information tools and
resources. These include a centralized State groundwater website managed by DWR, as well as
DWR and State Water Board websites:
•

http://www.groundwater.ca.gov

•

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/gmp/

•

http://www.water.ca.gov/groundwater
DWR’s groundwater website includes many informational
features related to subject items discussed in this Strategic Plan
and links to other related websites with technical information.
The website will be updated regularly.
The DWR groundwater website will outline various projectspecific actions and implementation status. DWR will continue to
update and maintain its groundwater website. Technical information, data, and reports on DWR’s websites will complement the
centralized groundwater website and provide key information
specific to SGMA implementation. DWR and SWRCB encourage
local and regional agencies to develop their own communications programs to keep water users, stakeholders, and the public
informed on implementation of the SGMA.

Outreach

DWR’s groundwater website includes information
related to subject items in this Strategic Plan and
links to other relevant websites.

Outreach will be critical to successful implementation of the
SGMA. DWR’s Strategic Plan outlines an outreach program that
will be proactive and interactive with information, ideas, and the
opportunity for a two-way exchange. DWR will tailor its outreach
efforts to major program functions and milestones, including
governance, revisions to groundwater basin boundaries and
–30–
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required regulations, local agency assistance, and information management. Outreach
efforts will recognize the importance of differences from basin to basin.
DWR is committed to maintaining open and accessible pathways of information to provide
as much opportunity for engagement as possible. Shared understanding of strengths and
weaknesses in groundwater management will help to build a more resilient, interconnected
management framework around the State–a key goal of the Administration’s CWAP.

Key Definition
Outreach
Stakeholder/public
engagement and
interaction in all aspects
of implementation.

Outreach Tools
DWR’s outreach program will consider a range of activities, events, and venues for public
and stakeholder briefings. Specific meetings organized by DWR will include State agency committees,
public stakeholder meetings, one-on-one meetings with interested stakeholders, regional workshops, and
topic-specific webinars. DWR also will form groundwater sustainability member advisory panels to cover
focused and specific issues. DWR-sponsored public meetings will help ensure public and stakeholder input
as implementation unfolds.

Partners
DWR and the SWRCB will work closely to develop clear, consistent information regarding SGMA implementation and enforcement. DWR and SWRCB steering committees have been formed to ensure collaboration,
avoid redundancy, and create alignment throughout the implementation process. In addition, DWR has a
long-standing direct relationship with the California Water Commission (Commission), which, pursuant to
California Water Code Section 161, must approve all DWR rules and regulations. DWR will work closely with
the Commission, which meets publicly, as it develops regulations pursuant to the SGMA.
DWR also recognizes the importance of keeping relevant federal agencies and tribal governments informed
of its activities and exploring potential involvement in meeting statewide groundwater sustainable goals.

Practitioners Advisory Panel
DWR will establish an advisory panel consisting of practitioners who have experience in managing groundwater or technical experts to help strengthen and improve alignment and collaboration with the State and
GSAs, and to provide guidance and support to GSAs and other stakeholders. The panel will be formed to ensure the understanding of complex and detailed issues, coordination, avoidance of redundancy, alignment
throughout the implementation process, and successful implementation of the SGMA.

Leveraging Associations, Foundations, and Organizations
DWR will establish effective communication pathways between stakeholder organizations
through the implementation of advisory groups to ensure these organizations provide the
necessary input into the process, avoid redundancy, and remain in alignment throughout
the implementation process.

One-on-One Meetings
DWR will occasionally meet with specific water agency and county officials to ensure
specific regional issues are discussed and well understood, and to ensure communication
throughout the process.

Workshops and Webinars
DWR will participate in workshops and topic-based webinars as needed.
–31–
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It is important that
there is a shared
vision of DWR’s
objectives and plans
in implementing
its Groundwater
Sustainability
Program. To that
end, DWR invites
comments to this
plan. Please send any
comments by
June 1, 2015 to:
sgmps@water.ca.gov
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Edmund G. Brown Jr.
Governor
State of California
John Laird
Secretary
California Natural Resources Agency
Mark Cowin
Director
California Department of Water Resources

California Department of Water Resources
1416 Ninth Street
P.O. Box 942836
Sacramento, CA 94236-0001

http://www.water.ca.gov
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:
MEETING OF:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 15, 2015
April 22, 2015
Board of Directors
General Manager
INFORMATIONAL ITEM 9B: Receive Update on Agency Debt Refinance

BACKGROUND
On March 18, 2015 the Board authorized the issuance of water revenue refunding bonds to refinance the
1999 Certificates of Participation, the 1999 State Water Resources Control Board loan and the 2002
State Water Resources Control Board loan.
INFORMATION
On March 23, 2015 Director Imazio, Administrative Services Manager Teresa Delfino, and the General
Manager Mary Bannister met with Standard & Poor’s Rating team to update them on Agency operations
and finances and request a current rating for the bond refinance. Standard and Poor’s Rating Services
raised its rating to “A-” from “BBB+” on the 1999 COPs. They also assigned an “A-” long-term rating
to the Agency’s series 2015 water revenue refunding bonds. The outlook on all ratings is stable.
According to our financial advisors, the Agency was able to achieve these rating upgrades based on the
board leadership and strong management, and the removal of the sunset restriction on the ground water
augmentation charge, adoption and implementation of the Basin Management Plan, and the Agency’s
active grant and subsidized loan applications.
The bonds went into the market on April 14 and locked in historically low interest rates by issuing
$19,970,000 in revenue bonds with an all-inclusive cost of 2.67%. Without extending the payment
terms, the Agency expects to save over $250,000 per year in principal and interest payments totaling
approximately $3,500,000 through March 2029. The low interest cost is a product of a rating upgrade
from Standard & Poor’s from “BBB+” to “A-” and the purchase of bond insurance to increase the rating
to “AA”.
Staff is scheduled to close the financing on April 30, 2015.
FISCAL IMPACT
Annual debt savings over $250,000 per year.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
The Board review report and attachments
ATTACHMENTS
 S&P Letter
 S&P Rating Report
 2015 Bond Debt Service Schedule
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One California Street, 31st Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111-5432
tel 415 371-5000
reference no.: 1377617

April 1, 2015
Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
36 Brennan Street
Watsonville, CA 95076
Attention: Ms. Teresa Delfino, Administrative Services Manager
Re: US$20,860,000 Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, California, Water Revenue
Refunding Bonds, Series 2015, dated: Date of delivery, due: March 01, 2029
Dear Ms. Teresa Delfino:
Pursuant to your request for a Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services (“Ratings Services”) rating on
the above-referenced obligations, Ratings Services has assigned a rating of "A-". Standard &
Poor's views the outlook for this rating as stable. A copy of the rationale supporting the rating is
enclosed.
This letter constitutes Ratings Services’ permission for you to disseminate the above-assigned
ratings to interested parties in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. However,
permission for such dissemination (other than to professional advisors bound by appropriate
confidentiality arrangements) will become effective only after we have released the rating on
standardandpoors.com. Any dissemination on any Website by you or your agents shall include the
full analysis for the rating, including any updates, where applicable.
To maintain the rating, Standard & Poor’s must receive all relevant financial and other
information, including notice of material changes to financial and other information provided to us
and in relevant documents, as soon as such information is available. Relevant financial and other
information includes, but is not limited to, information about direct bank loans and debt and debtlike instruments issued to, or entered into with, financial institutions, insurance companies and/or
other entities, whether or not disclosure of such information would be required under S.E.C. Rule
15c2-12. You understand that Ratings Services relies on you and your agents and advisors for the
accuracy, timeliness and completeness of the information submitted in connection with the rating
and the continued flow of material information as part of the surveillance process. Please send all
information via electronic delivery to: pubfin_statelocalgovt@standardandpoors.com. If SEC rule
17g-5 is applicable, you may post such information on the appropriate website. For any
information not available in electronic format or posted on the applicable website,
Please send hard copies to:
Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services
Public Finance Department
55 Water Street

PF Ratings U.S. (7/18/14)
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New York, NY 10041-0003
The rating is subject to the Terms and Conditions, if any, attached to the Engagement Letter
applicable to the rating. In the absence of such Engagement Letter and Terms and Conditions, the
rating is subject to the attached Terms and Conditions. The applicable Terms and Conditions are
incorporated herein by reference.
Ratings Services is pleased to have the opportunity to provide its rating opinion. For more
information please visit our website at www.standardandpoors.com. If you have any questions,
please contact us. Thank you for choosing Ratings Services.

Sincerely yours,

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services

tw
enclosures
cc:
Mr. G. Craig Hill, Principal
Northcross, Hill & Ach, Inc.

PF Ratings U.S. (7/18/14)
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One California Street, 31st Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111-5432
tel 415 371-5000
reference no.: 40103688

April 1, 2015
Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
36 Brennan Street
Watsonville, CA 95076
Attention: Ms. Teresa Delfino, Administrative Services Manager
Re: Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, California, Revenue Certificates of Participation
Series 1999A
Dear Ms. Teresa Delfino:
Standard & Poor's Ratings Services ("Ratings Services") has reviewed the rating on the abovelisted obligations. Based on our review, we have raised the underlying rating (SPUR) from
"BBB+" to "A-" and changed the outlook to stable from positive. A copy of the rationale
supporting the rating and outlook is enclosed.
This letter constitutes Ratings Services’ permission for you to disseminate the above rating to
interested parties in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. However, permission for
such dissemination (other than to professional advisors bound by appropriate confidentiality
arrangements) will become effective only after we have released the rating on
standardandpoors.com. Any dissemination on any Website by you or your agents shall include the
full analysis for the rating, including any updates, where applicable.
To maintain the rating, Standard & Poor’s must receive all relevant financial and other
information, including notice of material changes to financial and other information provided to us
and in relevant documents, as soon as such information is available. Relevant financial and other
information includes, but is not limited to, information about direct bank loans and debt and debtlike instruments issued to, or entered into with, financial institutions, insurance companies and/or
other entities, whether or not disclosure of such information would be required under S.E.C. Rule
15c2-12. You understand that Ratings Services relies on you and your agents and advisors for the
accuracy, timeliness and completeness of the information submitted in connection with the rating
and the continued flow of material information as part of the surveillance process. Please send all
information via electronic delivery to pubfin_statelocalgovt@standardandpoors.com. If SEC rule
17g-5 is applicable, you may post such information on the appropriate website. For any
information not available in electronic format or posted on the applicable website,
Please send hard copies to:
Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services
Public Finance Department
55 Water Street
New York, NY 10041-0003
PF Ratings U.S. (7/18/14)
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The rating is subject to the Terms and Conditions, if any, attached to the Engagement Letter
applicable to the rating. In the absence of such Engagement Letter and Terms and Conditions, the
rating is subject to the attached Terms and Conditions. The applicable Terms and Conditions are
incorporated herein by reference.
Ratings Services is pleased to have the opportunity to provide its rating opinion. For more
information please visit our website at www.standardandpoors.com. If you have any questions,
please contact us. Thank you for choosing Ratings Services.

Sincerely yours,

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services

tw
enclosure

PF Ratings U.S. (7/18/14)
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One California Street, 31st Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111-5432
tel 415 371-5000
reference no.: 40103688

April 1, 2015
Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
36 Brennan Street
Watsonville, CA 95076
Attention: Ms. Teresa Delfino, Administrative Services Manager
Re: Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, California, Revenue Certificates of Participation
Series 1999A
Dear Ms. Teresa Delfino:
Standard & Poor's Ratings Services ("Ratings Services") has reviewed the rating on the abovelisted obligations. Based on our review, we have raised our credit rating from "BBB+" to "A-" and
changed the outlook to stable from positive. A copy of the rationale supporting the rating and
outlook is enclosed.
This letter constitutes Ratings Services’ permission for you to disseminate the above rating to
interested parties in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. However, permission for
such dissemination (other than to professional advisors bound by appropriate confidentiality
arrangements) will become effective only after we have released the rating on
standardandpoors.com. Any dissemination on any Website by you or your agents shall include the
full analysis for the rating, including any updates, where applicable.
To maintain the rating, Standard & Poor’s must receive all relevant financial and other
information, including notice of material changes to financial and other information provided to us
and in relevant documents, as soon as such information is available. Relevant financial and other
information includes, but is not limited to, information about direct bank loans and debt and debtlike instruments issued to, or entered into with, financial institutions, insurance companies and/or
other entities, whether or not disclosure of such information would be required under S.E.C. Rule
15c2-12.You understand that Ratings Services relies on you and your agents and advisors for the
accuracy, timeliness and completeness of the information submitted in connection with the rating
and the continued flow of material information as part of the surveillance process. Please send all
information via electronic delivery to pubfin_statelocalgovt@standardandpoors.com. If SEC rule
17g-5 is applicable, you may post such information on the appropriate website. For any
information not available in electronic format or posted on the applicable website,
Please send hard copies to:
Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services
Public Finance Department

PF Ratings U.S. (7/18/14)
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55 Water Street
New York, NY 10041-0003
The rating is subject to the Terms and Conditions, if any, attached to the Engagement Letter
applicable to the rating. In the absence of such Engagement Letter and Terms and Conditions, the
rating is subject to the attached Terms and Conditions. The applicable Terms and Conditions are
incorporated herein by reference.
Ratings Services is pleased to have the opportunity to provide its rating opinion. For more
information please visit our website at www.standardandpoors.com. If you have any questions,
please contact us. Thank you for choosing Ratings Services.

Sincerely yours,

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services

tw
enclosure

PF Ratings U.S. (7/18/14)
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Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services
Terms and Conditions Applicable To Public Finance Credit Ratings
General. The credit ratings and other views of Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services (“Ratings Services”) are statements of
opinion and not statements of fact. Credit ratings and other views of Ratings Services are not recommendations to
purchase, hold, or sell any securities and do not comment on market price, marketability, investor preference or
suitability of any security. While Ratings Services bases its credit ratings and other views on information provided by
issuers and their agents and advisors, and other information from sources it believes to be reliable, Ratings Services does
not perform an audit, and undertakes no duty of due diligence or independent verification, of any information it receives.
Such information and Ratings Services’ opinions should not be relied upon in making any investment decision. Ratings
Services does not act as a “fiduciary” or an investment advisor. Ratings Services neither recommends nor will
recommend how an issuer can or should achieve a particular credit rating outcome nor provides or will provide
consulting, advisory, financial or structuring advice. Unless otherwise indicated, the term “issuer” means both the issuer
and the obligor if the obligor is not the issuer.
All Credit Rating Actions in Ratings Services’ Sole Discretion. Ratings Services may assign, raise, lower, suspend, place
on CreditWatch, or withdraw a credit rating, and assign or revise an Outlook, at any time, in Ratings Services’ sole
discretion. Ratings Services may take any of the foregoing actions notwithstanding any request for a confidential or
private credit rating or a withdrawal of a credit rating, or termination of a credit rating engagement. Ratings Services will
not convert a public credit rating to a confidential or private credit rating, or a private credit rating to a confidential credit
rating.
Publication. Ratings Services reserves the right to use, publish, disseminate, or license others to use, publish or
disseminate a credit rating and any related analytical reports, including the rationale for the credit rating, unless the
issuer specifically requests in connection with the initial credit rating that the credit rating be assigned and maintained
on a confidential or private basis. If, however, a confidential or private credit rating or the existence of a confidential
or private credit rating subsequently becomes public through disclosure other than by an act of Ratings Services or its
affiliates, Ratings Services reserves the right to treat the credit rating as a public credit rating, including, without
limitation, publishing the credit rating and any related analytical reports. Any analytical reports published by Ratings
Services are not issued by or on behalf of the issuer or at the issuer’s request. Ratings Services reserves the right to
use, publish, disseminate or license others to use, publish or disseminate analytical reports with respect to public credit
ratings that have been withdrawn, regardless of the reason for such withdrawal. Ratings Services may publish
explanations of Ratings Services’ credit ratings criteria from time to time and Ratings Services may modify or refine
its credit ratings criteria at any time as Ratings Services deems appropriate.
Reliance on Information. Ratings Services relies on issuers and their agents and advisors for the accuracy and
completeness of the information submitted in connection with credit ratings and the surveillance of credit ratings
including, without limitation, information on material changes to information previously provided by issuers, their
agents or advisors. Credit ratings, and the maintenance of credit ratings, may be affected by Ratings Services’ opinion
of the information received from issuers, their agents or advisors.
Confidential Information. Ratings Services has established policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality of
certain non-public information received from issuers, their agents or advisors. For these purposes, “Confidential
Information” shall mean verbal or written information that the issuer or its agents or advisors have provided to Ratings
Services and, in a specific and particularized manner, have marked or otherwise indicated in writing (either prior to or
promptly following such disclosure) that such information is “Confidential.”

PF Ratings U.S. (02/16/13)
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Ratings Services Not an Expert, Underwriter or Seller under Securities Laws. Ratings Services has not consented to
and will not consent to being named an “expert” or any similar designation under any applicable securities laws or
other regulatory guidance, rules or recommendations, including without limitation, Section 7 of the U.S. Securities
Act of 1933. Rating Services has not performed and will not perform the role or tasks associated with an "underwriter"
or "seller" under the United States federal securities laws or other regulatory guidance, rules or recommendations in
connection with a credit rating engagement.
Disclaimer of Liability. Ratings Services does not and cannot guarantee the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of
the information relied on in connection with a credit rating or the results obtained from the use of such information.
RATINGS SERVICES GIVES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE.
Ratings Services, its affiliates or third party providers, or any of their officers, directors, shareholders, employees or
agents shall not be liable to any person for any inaccuracies, errors, or omissions, in each case regardless of cause,
actions, damages (consequential, special, indirect, incidental, punitive, compensatory, exemplary or otherwise),
claims, liabilities, costs, expenses, legal fees or losses (including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and
opportunity costs) in any way arising out of or relating to a credit rating or the related analytic services even if advised
of the possibility of such damages or other amounts.
No Third Party Beneficiaries. Nothing in any credit rating engagement, or a credit rating when issued, is intended or
should be construed as creating any rights on behalf of any third parties, including, without limitation, any recipient of
a credit rating. No person is intended as a third party beneficiary of any credit rating engagement or of a credit rating
when issued.

PF Ratings U.S. (02/16/13)
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:
MEETING OF:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 16, 2015
April 22, 2015
Board of Directors
General Manager
INFORMATIONAL ITEM 9C: Capital Projects Planning and Funding Update

INTRODUCTION
The water resources of the Pajaro Valley are at risk due to long-term groundwater overdraft. Declining
groundwater levels have caused seawater to flow into the freshwater aquifers underlying the valley. To
balance the basin and stop seawater intrusion, the Agency has developed a Basin Management Plan
(BMP) and implemented several water supply projects that include a Recycled Water Facility, a
Managed Aquifer Recharge and Recovery Facility, Blend Wells, a connection to the City of
Watsonville’s potable water system, and over 20 miles of conveyance pipeline called the Coastal
Distribution System (CDS). As documented through the Agency’s existing monitoring network, these
facilities have made significant progress towards stopping seawater intrusion and groundwater overdraft
by reducing the volume of groundwater production through the use of a supplemental irrigation supply
and enhanced conservation measures. However, more work needs to be done to balance the basin and
stop seawater intrusion. The BMP identified the new projects and programs needed to solve the problem
and accomplish the basin management goals. This memo summarizes the status of BMP projects
currently under implementation.
DISCUSSION
Agency staff and consultants are currently in the design phase for four capital projects:
1) Recycled water storage and distribution pump improvements;
2) Blend well pipeline improvement project that will improve delivered water reliability and
quality;
3) K-1 pipeline project to serve approximately 180 irrigated acres of ag land impacted by seawater
intrusion in the Bluff Road area of Northern Monterey County; and
4) Basin monitoring network improvements (new monitoring wells).
1) Recycled Water Storage and Distribution Pump Improvements
Additional storage at the Recycled Water Facility will allow the agency to treat and distribute up to
approximately 750 acre-feet more recycled water per year than is currently being delivered. Two
storage tanks have been designed: 1.5 million gallon capacity and 0.5 million gallon capacity. This
storage will allow staff to treat night-time flows and then deliver the water during the day. New
distribution pumps will allow operators to meet customer demand on the Coastal Distribution System
more efficiently, saving power and money. Construction of both tanks and new distribution pumps is
estimated to cost $7.2 million and will be funded in part by a Proposition 84 grant and a State Revolving
Fund (SRF) low interest financial agreement. Staff recommend constructing the 1.5 million gallon tank
and new distribution pumps prior to constructing the 0.5 million gallon tank. The construction cost of
the 1.5 million gallon tank and necessary pump station improvements is estimated to cost $5.1 million A
summary of the engineering and environmental status for this component of the project follows.
-

Engineering Update:
o Design for this project is proceeding on schedule
o 100 % Plans and Specifications: Received on February 10, 2015
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-

-

o Constructability review is underway by the Covello Group
o Advertise Bids: Pending SRF financial agreement (summer 2015)
o Review and Consider Approval of Construction Contract: at board meeting about one
month after advertising bids
o Issue Notice to Proceed: within two weeks of board meeting
o Construction Complete: approximately one year after issuing notice to proceed (summer /
fall 2016)
Environmental Update:
o Biological archeological, and architectural history surveys in support of the required
environmental documentation were completed in December 2014 and February 2015.
o CEQA Plus documentation was sent to SRF Team in mid-February (expect a 4-6 month
review period).
o Mitigation measures have been reviewed, approved and incorporated into the draft final
Addendum.
o Public comment period for the Addendum began on April 3 and closed on April 17,
2015.
o PVWMA should receive a dated and stamped copy of the Notice of Determination from
the State Clearinghouse By May 8, 2015, pending adoption of Addendum resolution.
Funding Update:
o This project received $900,000 of funding through the Proposition 84 Integrated Regional
Water Management Round 2 Implementation Grant.
o This project is part of the SRF Funding package that also includes treatment
improvements such as additional filtration and disinfection. The SRF Package is in
development and a funding agreement may be ready for board consideration this summer,
pending the State’s review.

2) Blend Well Pipeline Improvement Project
The Blend Well Pipeline Improvements will allow the Agency to supply water from its supplemental
wells to the main 42-inch diameter recycled water distribution pipeline through a new 2,800 linear foot
pipeline, improving system reliability by reducing the dependence on the potable blend water from the
City of Watsonville while improving delivered water quality system-wide. The estimated construction
cost of the Blend Well Pipeline Improvement project is $1.1 million and will be funded in part from an
Emergency Drought Grant. To qualify for the grant, the Agency must award a construction contract by
June 1, 2015 (this has been pushed back from April 1 due to an extension granted by DWR).
Engineering Update.

-

o Design for this project is proceeding on schedule. Staff has received the 100 % design
drawings.
o Complete Plans and Specifications: Completed in February 2015
o Advertise for Bids: March 30, 2015
o Mandatory pre-bid meeting occurred on April 14, 2015.
o Review and Consider Approval of Construction Contract: May 20, 2015 Board of
Directors meeting
o Issue Notice to Proceed: approximately two weeks after notice of award
o Construction Complete: by February 2016. The contract documents will specify
construction activities take place between October 2015 and February 2016
Environmental Update (Work is complete):
o Staff received copies of the final CEQA Addendum, Biological Resources Report,
Cultural Resources Report, and all supporting files on April 10, 2015.
o A signed Notice of Determination was delivered to the Santa Cruz County Clerk’s Office
the week of April 13, 2015.
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-

Legal Update:
o Staff has been in contact with all landowners and growers who will be affected by
construction activities.
o Letters regarding easements and project information have been distributed.
Funding Update:
o This project is part of the $1.8 million Integrated Regional Water Management Plan
Emergency Drought Emergency Grant package.
o To qualify for the grant, the agency must award a construction contract on at least one of
the proposed pipeline projects by June 1. This project is on schedule to meet that
requirement.

3) K1 Pipeline Project
The K1 Pipeline Project includes approximately 6,800 linear feet of new distribution pipeline to provide
supplemental water to about 180 irrigated acres of prime farmland in the Bluff Road area of Northern
Monterey County. This area is significantly impacted by seawater intrusion, and farming operations are
suffering as a result. The estimated construction cost of the K1 Pipeline Project is $2.9 million and will
be funded in part from an IRWM Emergency Drought Grant. It is anticipated that it will take 3 to 5
months to construct.
-

-

-

Engineering Update:
o Following numerous meetings with landowners and growers, the pipeline alignment was
set in late December.
o Staff received the 90 % plans and specifications hosted meetings to review them on
February 19 & 20, 2015.
o Complete (100 %) Plans and Specifications are scheduled to be delivered on April 17,
2015
o Advertise for Bids beginning on May 11, 2015
o Mandatory pre-bid meeting on May 20, 2015
o Bid Opening on June 5, 2015
o Review and Consider Approval of Construction Contract: July 22, 2015 Board of
Directors meeting
o Issue Notice to Proceed: within two weeks of Board of Directors meeting
o Construction Complete: fall/winter of 2015
Environmental Update:
o Botanical and archeological surveys in support of the required environmental
documentation also took place in December.
o Work on a CEQA compliant addendum is in progress.
Legal Update:
o Staff has been in contact with all landowners and growers who will be affected by
construction activities.
Funding Update:
o This project is part of the $1.8 million Integrated Regional Water Management Plan
Emergency Drought Emergency Grant package.

4) Basin Monitoring Network Improvements
Monitoring changes to groundwater storage and quality are a key to determining if the BMP projects and
programs are meeting their stated goals. Staff has been conducting a detailed analysis of the agency’s
existing monitoring network and has identified strategic locations for new monitoring sites to improve
the network. An ideal site, located away from most pumping wells but centrally located within the
valley is on the agency owned property at 36 Brennan Street. Monitoring wells installed at this location
will collect data from the significant aquifers in the Valley: Alluvial, Upper and Lower Aromas, and
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Purisima Aquifers. The deepest well would be drilled to 750 feet. Estimate total costs are anticipated to
be less than $250,000.
-

-

Planning Update
o Complete Plans and Specifications: Completed February 13, 2015
o Advertise for Bids: Bids were open from February 15 through March 4, 2015
o Review and Consider Approval of Construction Contract: Contract in the amount of
$173,800 approved at March 18, 2015 Board of Directors meeting.
o Issue Notice to Proceed: Pending insurance documents from contractor
o Construction Complete: by June 30, 2015
Funding Update:
o This project is budgeted in the agency’s fiscal year 2014/2015 budget.

ATTACHMENT
 Project Cost and Funding Summary Table
ANTICIPATED PROJECT COST AND FUNDING SUMMARY TABLE
RWF
Tanks

K1
Pipeline

BW
Pipeline

Monitoring
Well

Total

$1.2
$6.0
$7.2

$0.5
$2.9
$3.4

$0.2
$0.9
$1.1

0.025
$0.225
$0.25

$1.925
$9.925
$11.95

Grant
SRF
PVWMA

$0.9
$5.1
$1.2

$2.1a
$0.0
$1.3

$0.0
$0.0
$1.1

$0
$0
$0.25

$3.00
$5.10
$3.95

Total Funding

$7.2

$3.4

$1.1

$0.25

$12.05

Planning &
Engineering
Costs ($M)
Construction
Total Costs

Funding
($M)

NOTE: (a) $300,000 from $1,800,000 Proposition 84 IRWM Drought Emergency Grant allocated to the
Conservation Program.
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:
MEETING OF:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 16, 2015
April 22, 2015
Board of Directors
General Manager
INFORMATIONAL ITEM 9D: Receive Update on Proposition 218
Rates Adjustment Effort

BACKGROUND
Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency staff and consultants completed the draft Proposition
218 Service Charge Report as directed by the Board in August 2014. The purpose of the Service
Charge Report is to evaluate, explain, and substantiate the Agency’s proposed new augmentation
and delivered water charges planned to go into effect July 2015. The Report also serves to
provide the documentation necessary to meet Proposition 218 and other legal requirements. At
our January 21, 2015 board of directors meeting the Service Charge Report was adopted as final.
Proposition 218 requires that existing, new, or increased property-related fees and charges meet
certain requirements, summarized below (Cal. Const., Article XIII D, Sec. 6):
1. Revenues derived from the fee or charge shall not exceed the funds required to provide
the property related service.
2. Revenues derived from the fee or charge shall not be used for any purpose other than that
for which the fee or charge was imposed.
3. The amount of a fee or charge imposed upon any parcel or person as an incident of
property ownership shall not exceed the proportional cost of the service attributable to the
parcel.
4. No fee or charge may be imposed for a service unless that service is actually used by, or
immediately available to, the owner of the property in question.
5. No fee or charge may be imposed for general governmental services.
This service charge report development was conducted following the principles established by
Proposition 218 and the American Water Works Association and utilizes the same Agency fee
methodology validated in the 2013 Griffith v. Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency court of
appeal decision.
DISCUSSION
At the board meeting on March 18, 2015, Resolution 2015-04 – “A Resolution of The Board of
Directors of The Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Adopting Procedures for Public
Hearing Notice and Majority Protest Concerning Proposed Revisions to Augmentation Charge
and Delivered Water Charge” was adopted. This resolution detailed the proposed adopting
notice, hearing, and protest procedures to govern the Agency proceedings for the consideration
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and approval of the revised augmentation charge and delivered water charge. It has been
determined that the augmentation charge and delivered water charges are property-related
service charges under Proposition 218. Therefore, any increase in the charges is subject to the
public hearing and majority protest provisions of Section 6. It has also been determined that the
augmentation charge and delivered water charge are charges for water service and therefore
exempt from voter approval (Section 6(c)); Griffith v. Pajaro Valley Water Management
Agency (2013) 220 Cal.App.4th 586, 595-596).
The following are some of the key provisions of the resolution:
Notice, Hearing and Protest Procedures


The public hearing notice for the augmentation charge will be mailed to the owners of
parcels on which there is located a groundwater well. The public hearing notice for the
delivered water charge will be mailed to the owners of parcels that received delivered
water service in the 2014 irrigation season plus any parcels that have applied for
delivered water service for the 2015 irrigation season.



The revised augmentation charge and delivered water charge ordinances will provide that
the Agency will impose the charge directly against and bill only property owners.
Therefore, tenants will not be directly liable for payment of the augmentation charge and
therefore will not be entitled to receive the public hearing notice.



With respect to the delivered water charge involving a parcel with a tenant/ farmer, the
Agency enters into a service agreement with the property owner receiving the service and
then coordinates with the tenant concerning water delivery, billing and payment.
Therefore, delivered water service tenants may be directly liable to pay the delivered
water charge. Accordingly, even though Section 6(a)(1) does not require notice to
tenants, delivered water charge tenants shall receive the Section 6(a)(1) notice for the
delivered water charge increase.



The augmentation charge for metered wells will be calculated based on the actual
groundwater extraction amount. The augmentation charge for unmetered wells will be
calculated based on an estimate as set forth in the service charge report.



A written protest may be filed by an owner or a tenant of a parcel. One protest per parcel
will be counted.



In determining a majority protest, the numerator will be the number of protests and the
denominator will be the total number of parcels subject to the charge.

As directed by the Board, staff mailed the Proposition 218 notices prior to April 3, 2015,
providing more than the required 45 days’ notice ahead of the May 20, 2015 Board meeting and
public hearing. At the May 20, 2015 Board Meeting, the required public hearing will be held
and if there is not a majority protest to the rates increases, the proposed Rate Ordinance will be
presented for consideration. If the Rate Ordinance is adopted, the new rates will become
effective July 1, 2015.
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If members of the public attend this evening’s board meeting, staff will give the presentation
describing the rate setting process and basin management projects and programs to be funded
under the new rates.
FISCAL IMPACT
None at this time, however proposed new rates will fund Basin Management Plan Update
implementation.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
That the Board receive the Update on Proposition 218 Rates Adjustment Effort and take
comments and input from the public, if provided.
ATTACHMENTS
 Flyer – “Funding Pajaro Valley Water Solutions”
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Was the same methodology utilized in the
2010 Rate Setting Process?
Yes, the cost of service allocation completed in
this study follows the same methodology that
was used in the 2010 Proposition 218 Service
Charge Report and affirmed by the California
Court of Appeal in the Pendry-Griffith
Decision. Just as in 2010, the methodology
follows the principles developed by the
American Water Works Association.

Why are rate increases necessary?
Revenues are currently insufficient to fund
projects and programs necessary to address
groundwater overdraft and seawater intrusion.
The need for additional water supply projects
has been well documented in the Basin
Management Plan Update, and the ongoing
drought has further heightened the need. The
proposed rates are designed to provide funding
to initiate these critical projects.

Frequently Asked Questions

Will the rates change annually
based on inflation?
No, the rates have built in cost escalators to
fund on-going Operations and Maintenance
and projected debt and capital costs. The
rates cannot exceed the rates noticed for
that fiscal year. The PV Water Board always
has the option of limiting the increase,
should additional revenues not be necessary
(for instance if grants are received to fund
proposed projects). PV Water pursues available
grant funding aggressively and has had great
success in doing so.

Will we have to repeat this study/Proposition
218 process in five years?
Five years of rates are being proposed. The
proposed FY 2019/20 (year 5) rates will remain
in place until another Study/Proposition 218
process is performed. Each year’s noticed rate
is the maximum rate the Agency can charge.
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PV Water is a public agency whose mission is to protect
and preserve the water resources within the agency’s
jurisdiction, generally the greater coastal Pajaro Valley.
Please call the office at (831) 722-9292 or visit our website at pvwater.org for more information.

Rosemarie Imazio, Chair, City of Watsonville
Amy Newell, Vice Chair, Division C
David Cavanaugh, Santa Cruz County
Javier Zamora, Monterey County
Dwight Lynn, Division A
Rich Persoff, Division B
Paul Faurot, Division D

PV Water Board of Directors

Where can I learn more?
Please visit pvwater.org for more information,
or call the office at (831) 722-9292. Monthly
board meetings are held on the third
Wednesday of the month at 7:00 p.m. at the
City Council Chambers, 275 Main Street,
Fourth Floor, Watsonville, CA. Please check
the website or call the office to confirm board
meeting date, time and location.

What measures did the Agency take
to gather community input?
The rate change recommendations are the
products of hard work by a community based
ad hoc funding committee. This group of 15
growers, land owners, rural residents, water
experts, and representatives from the City
of Watsonville spent 18 months looking for
the most reasonable way to increase financial
resources with the least impact on rate payers.

How often am I billed?
The billing schedule will remain as it is now:
quarterly for metered well users and annually
for rural residential accounts.

When do the new rates become effective?
The new rate structure would be timed to go
into effect with the beginning of the next fiscal
year, which is July 1, 2015. Each subsequent
increase would also be implemented July 1.

The new rates are required to fund the
implementation of critical water supply
projects and programs in the Pajaro Valley.

The Pajaro Valley Water
Management Agency (PV Water)
is proposing new rates
effective July 2015.

FUNDING
PAJARO VALLEY
WATER SOLUTIONS

Revenues are primarily generated by user
charges (pumped groundwater or augmentation
charges and delivered water charges for irriga–
tion supply in the coastal areas). Existing rate
revenues of roughly $11 Million are insuf–
ficient to support the planned BMP projects.
Additionally, revenues are expected to fall as
conservation programs are expanded and water
use declines from current drought levels.

Existing Revenues

he need for additional water supply
projects has been well documented in
the Basin Management Plan (BMP), and the
ongoing drought has exacerbated the problem.
The College Lake surface water project and
programs like aggressive conservation are
designed to tackle two major threats to the
Pajaro Valley: groundwater overdraft and
seawater intrusion.

T
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$92/year

per residence

$348/AF

$102/year

per residence

$338/AF

Augumentation Charge, Unmetered1 (Rural Residents)		
Delivered Water Charge

$392/AF

per residence

$115/ year

$338/AF

$246/AF

Proposed
FY 2019/20 Rates

AF = Acre Feet = 325,851 gallons of water

Note: 1. Unmetered Customers are now charged for an estimated annual consumption of 0.6 AF per year for each known residence
connected to an unmetered well. The proposed rate estimates 0.5 AF consumption due to conservation.

$235/AF

$215/AF

Augumentation Charge, Metered Users Inside Delivered Water Services Area

$191/AF

Proposed
FY 2015/16 Rates

$179/AF

Current
FY 2014/15 Rates

Augumentation Charge, Metered Users Outside Delivered Water Services Area

		
User Group

New rates are based on the approved BMP
projects and proposed timetable. Construction
of these projects is projected to be debt funded.
Although the Agency has received grant funding for past projects, grants or low-interest
loans were not assumed. Should the Agency
receive grants or low interest loans, it may be
possible to lessen the rate increases.

Basin Management Plan
Capital Projects

Permitting, Environmental, and Engineering Time
Construction Time
Conservation: Ongoing Program

Conservation

Murphy Crossing with Recharge

Watsonville Slough and North Dunes

College Lake with Inland Pipeline to CDS

Harkins Slough Recharge Facilities

Increased Recycled Water Storage

The Agency’s existing expenditures are
categorized into 5 components:
(1) Administration
(2) Operations, including Recycled Water
Supply, and Coastal Distribution System (CDS)
(3) Metering
(4) Basin Management Planning; and
(5) Capital Projects. Forecasted Fiscal Year
14/15 expenditures are $11.5 Million.

Existing Expenditures

MEMORANDUM
DATE:
MEETING OF:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 15, 2015
April 22, 2015
Board of Directors
General Manager
DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION ITEM 10A: Consider Adopting Resolutions
2015-08 and 2015-09 for the Financial Package for the State Revolving Fund
Application

INTRODUCTION
The water resources of the Pajaro Valley are at risk due to long-term groundwater overdraft. Declining
groundwater levels have caused seawater to flow into the freshwater aquifers underlying the valley. To
balance the basin and stop seawater intrusion, the Agency has developed a Basin Management Plan
(BMP) and implemented several water supply projects that include a Recycled Water Facility, a
Managed Aquifer Recharge and Recovery Facility, Blend Wells, a connection to the City of
Watsonville’s potable water system, and over 20 miles of conveyance pipeline called the Coastal
Distribution System (CDS). As documented through the Agency’s existing monitoring network, these
facilities have made significant progress towards stopping seawater intrusion and groundwater overdraft
by reducing the volume of groundwater production through the use of a supplemental irrigation supply
and enhanced conservation measures. However, more work needs to be done to balance the basin and
stop seawater intrusion.
The BMP identified the Recycled Water Storage and Distribution Pump Improvements as needed to help
solve the problem and accomplish the basin management goals. PVWMA has finalized design of the
project and intends to begin construction immediately after securing a low interest loan from the State
Water Resources Control Board. This memo summarizes the current approvals required from the Board
as part of the loan application.
DISCUSSION
Additional storage at the Recycled Water Facility will allow the agency to treat and distribute up to
approximately 750 acre-feet more recycled water per year than is currently being delivered. Two storage
tanks have been designed: 1.5 million gallon capacity and 0.5 million gallon capacity. This storage will
allow staff to treat night-time flows and then deliver the water during the day. New distribution pumps
will allow operators to meet customer demand on the Coastal Distribution System more efficiently,
saving power and money.
Staff recommend constructing the 1.5 million gallon tank and new distribution pumps prior to
constructing the 0.5 million gallon tank. A summary of the engineering and environmental status for this
component of the project follows.
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Engineering Update:
o Design for this project is proceeding on schedule
o 100 % Plans and Specifications: Received on February 10, 2015
o Constructability review is underway by the Covello Group
o Advertise Bids: Pending SRF financial agreement (summer 2015)
o Review and Consider Approval of Construction Contract: at board meeting about one
month after advertising bids
o Issue Notice to Proceed: within two weeks of board meeting
o Construction Complete: approximately one year after issuing notice to proceed (summer /
fall 2016)
Environmental Update:
o Biological, archeological, and architectural history surveys in support of the required
environmental documentation were completed in December 2014 and February 2015.
o CEQA Plus documentation was sent to SRF Team in mid-February (expect a 4-6 month
review period).
o Mitigation measures have been reviewed, approved and incorporated into the draft final
Addendum.
o Public comment period for the Addendum began on April 3 and closed on April 17, 2015.
o PVWMA should receive a dated and stamped copy of the Notice of Determination from
the State Clearinghouse by May 8, 2015, pending adoption of Addendum resolution.

The construction cost of the 1.5 million gallon tank and necessary pump station improvements is
estimated to cost $5.1 million. The project construction will be funded in part by a $900,000 Proposition
84 grant and the balance will be funded by a State Revolving Fund (SRF) low interest financial
agreement. This project is part of the SRF Funding package that also includes treatment improvements
such as additional filtration and disinfection. The total requested SRF funding amount is $11.7 million
for all project components, less other funding.
The SRF Package is in development. As part of the financial section of the SRF application, the Board
must adopt two resolutions. The first resolution authorizes the General Manager to sign and file, on
behalf of PVWMA, a Financial Assistance Application for a financing agreement from the SWRCB.
The second resolution states PVWMA’s intention to reimburse expenditures paid prior to the issuance of
the obligations or the approval by the SWRCB of the SRF. Staff is recommending Board approval of
both resolutions.
SWRCB is considering a financial agreement that funds a portion of the requested SRF funds from
Proposition 1 grant funds. If SWRCB awards PVWMA grant funds, the SRF loan will be reduced by an
equivalent amount. A decision from the SWRCB regarding a grant will be made after a complete
application is submitted by PVWMA. Staff anticipate bringing a funding agreement for Board
consideration this summer, pending the State’s review. Advertising, award and construction can begin
immediately after securing all project financing.
ATTACHMENTS
 Resolution 2015-08 Authorizing a Financial Assistance Application for a Loan/Grant from the
State Water Resources Control Board
 Resolution 2015-09 Authorizing the Reimbursement of Funds Requested from the State Water
Resources Control Board under the Clean Water State Revolving Fund
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Resolution 2015-08
A Resolution of the Board of Directors of the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
Authorizing Resolution for a State Water Resources Control Board Financial
Assistance Application and Agreement
WHEREAS, the State of California has established a State Revolving Fund (SRF) loan
and grant program for providing financial assistance to public agencies for the planning, design,
and construction of publicly-owned treatment facilities; and
WHEREAS, the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (the “Entity”) desires to
participate in the SRF loan and grant program;
NOW THEREFORE, the Board of Directors of the Pajaro Valley Water Management
Agency does hereby resolve as follows:
SECTION 1. The General Manager (“Authorized Representative”) or designee is hereby
authorized and directed to sign and file, for and on behalf of the Entity, a Financial Assistance
Application for a financing agreement from the State Water Resources Control Board for the
planning, design, and construction of the Recycled Water Treatment, Storage and Distribution
Improvements (the “Project”);
SECTION 2. This Authorized Representative, or her designee is designated to provide
the assurances, certifications, and commitments required for the financial assistance application,
including executing a financial assistance agreement from the State Water Resources Control
Board and any amendments or changes thereto; and,
SECTION 3. The Authorized Representative, or her designee, is designated to represent
the Entity in carrying out the Entity’s responsibilities under the financing agreement, including
certifying disbursement requests on behalf of the Entity and compliance with applicable state and
federal laws.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, County of Santa
Cruz, State of California, the 22 day of April, 2015, by the following vote:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
_____________________________
Rosemarie Imazio, Chair
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_____________________________________
Teresa Delfino, Board Secretary
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Resolution 2015-09
A Resolution of the Board of Directors of the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
Authorizing the Reimbursement of Funds Requested from the State Water
Resources Control Board under the Clean Water State Revolving Fund
WHEREAS, the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (the “Agency”) desires to
finance the cost of constructing and/or reconstructing certain public facilities and improvements
relating to its water and wastewater system, including certain treatment facilities, pipelines and
other infrastructure (the “Project”); and
WHEREAS, the Agency intends to finance the construction and/or reconstruction of the
Project or portions of the Project with moneys (“Project Funds”) provided by the State of
California, acting by and through the State Water Resources Control Board (“State Water
Board”); and
WHEREAS, the State Water Board may fund the Project Funds with proceeds from the
sale of obligations the interest upon which is excluded from gross income for federal income tax
purposes (the “Obligations”); and
WHEREAS, prior to either the issuance of the Obligations or the approval by the State
Water Board of the Project Funds the Agency desires to incur certain capital expenditures (the
“Expenditures”) with respect the Project from available moneys of the Agency; and
WHEREAS, the Agency has determined that those moneys to be advanced on and after
the date hereof to pay the Expenditures are available only for a temporary period and it is
necessary to reimburse the Agency for the Expenditures from the proceeds of the Obligations.
NOW THEREFORE, the Board of Directors of the Pajaro Valley Water Management
Agency does hereby resolve, order and determine as follows:
SECTION 1. The Agency hereby states its intention and reasonably expects to reimburse
Expenditures paid prior to the issuance of the Obligations or the approval by the State Water
Board of the Project Funds.
SECTION 2. The reasonably expected minimum principal amount of the Project Funds is
$11,668,000.
SECTION 3. This resolution is being adopted no later than 60 days after the date on
which the Agency will expend moneys for the construction portion of the Project costs to be
reimbursed with Project Funds.
SECTION 4. Each Agency expenditure will be of a type properly chargeable to a capital
account under general federal income tax principles.
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SECTION 5. To the best of our knowledge, this Agency is not aware of the previous
adoption of official intents by the Agency that have been made as a matter of course for the
purpose of reimbursing expenditures and for which tax-exempt obligations have not been issued.
SECTION 6. This resolution is adopted as official intent of the Agency in order to
comply with Treasury Regulation §1.150-2 and any other regulations of the Internal Revenue
Service relating to the qualification for reimbursement of Project costs.
SECTION 7. All the recitals in this Resolution are true and correct and this Agency so
finds, determines and represents.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, County of Santa
Cruz, State of California, the 22 day of April, 2015, by the following vote:
AYES:

Directors:

NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Attest:

_____________________________
Rosemarie Imazio, Chair

_______________________________
Teresa Delfino, Secretary
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:
MEETING OF:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 15, 2015
April 22, 2015
Board of Directors
General Manager
DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION ITEM 10B: Consider approval of Resolution
2015-10 Adopting CEQA Addendum for Recycled Water Storage and Distribution
Pump Station Improvements

INTRODUCTION
PVWMA has finalized design and environmental review of the Recycled Water Storage and Distribution
Pump Improvements and intends to begin construction immediately after securing a low interest loan
from the State Water Resources Control Board. This memo summarizes the environmental review that
was conducted for the project.
DISCUSSION
Last year, the Board certified a Final Environmental Impact Report for the Basin Management Plan
(BMP) Update. The EIR described and evaluated seven component projects and programs identified in
the BMP Update, including an Increased Recycled Water Storage and Treatment Plant, which consisted
of 750 acre-feet per year (afy) of recycled water storage, including two 1-MG above-ground clearwell
storage tanks, additional distribution pumps, and 500 linear feet of 24-inch diameter pipe extending from
the facility, connecting to the CDS, and Increased Recycled Water Deliveries, including 1,250 afy, which
would increase irrigation season blended water deliveries at night and during shoulder months to fully
utilize the 4,000 afy available from the Facility, in conjunction with the Increased Recycled Water
Storage component.
In October 2014, Carollo Engineers prepared the Draft Recycled Water Treatment, Storage, and
Distribution System Pipeline Improvements Facilities Planning Report to implement the abovedescribed project. The report prepared by Carollo presents minor modifications to the project described
in the BMP and Final EIR. These modification include:
 Instead of two 1-MG tanks, the current project includes one 1.5-MG tank and one 0.5-MG tank;
 Location and size of the project has shifted slightly;
 More clearly defined stormwater management, piping and trenching within the existing facility;
 New disk filtration module structure and additional exterior lighting;
 Installation of new pumps in the existing distribution pump station structure and additional
ultraviolet lamps and associated equipment.
The State CEQA Guidelines requires PVWMA to prepare an Addendum to the previously certified EIR
if some changes or additions to a project are necessary, but none of the conditions described in Sections
15162 or 15163 of the CEQA Guidelines calling for the preparation of a subsequent or supplemental
EIR have occurred. Consistent with those requirements, the analysis in the attached CEQA Addendum
demonstrates that:
 The Recycled Water Facility Project would not involve substantial changes that would result in
new significant environmental effects, or a substantial increase in the severity of significant
effects previously identified in the certified 2014 EIR;
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Substantial changes with respect to the circumstances under which the Project would be
undertaken that would result in new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in
the severity of significant effects previously identified in the certified 2014 EIR have not
occurred; and
There is no new information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not have
been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous 2014 EIR was
certified as complete and which shows that the project will have one or more significant effects
not discussed in the previous 2014 EIR or significant effects previously.

To reach these conclusions, PVWMA’s environmental consultant, SWCA, conducted a comprehensive
review of the 2014 BMP Update, including all new design features and information. That review is
included in the Addendum attached to this memorandum. On the basis of the evaluation presented in
the Addendum, SWCA concluded that the proposed changes would not trigger any of the conditions
requiring preparation of a subsequent or supplemental EIR. Thus, no further environmental review or
documentation is required under CEQA.
RECOMMENDATION
Adopt Resolution 2015-xx Approving Addendum No. 1 to the Final Environmental impact Report for
the Basin Management Plan Update (February 2014), SCH No. 2000062030
ATTACHMENT
 Resolution 2015-10 Approving Addendum No. 1 to the Final Environmental impact Report for
the Basin Management Plan Update (February 2014), SCH No. 2000062030
 Addendum No. 1 to the Final Environmental impact Report for the Basin Management Plan
Update (February 2014), SCH No. 2000062030 – Provided separately due to size of CEQA
Addendum
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Resolution 2015-10
A Resolution of the Board of Directors of the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
A Resolution of the Board of Directors of the Pajaro Valley Water
Management Agency Approving Addendum No. 1 to the Final
Environmental Impact Report for the Basin Management Plan Update
(February 2014), SCH No. 2000062030
The Board of Directors of the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency does resolve as follows:
WHEREAS, the Pajaro Valley Management Agency (“Agency”) was formed, among other
reasons, to provide integrated management of the ground and surface water resources within the Pajaro
Basin. As the sole local agency responsible for the integrated management of water resources for the
Pajaro Basin, the Agency bears responsibility for the management and augmentation of water supplies
for domestic, agricultural, municipal and industrial purposes; and
WHEREAS, in 2014 the Agency Board of Directors certified a Final Environmental Impact
Report (FEIR) for the Basin Management Plan Update (February 2014) (State Clearinghouse No.
2000062030); and
WHEREAS, the FEIR described and evaluated seven component projects and programs
identified in the 2014 Basin Management Plan Update (“Project”) including, but not limited to, the
following: “Increased Recycled Water Storage at Treatment Plant”, which consisted of 750 acre-feet per
year (afy) of recycled water storage, including two 1-MG above-ground clearwell storage tanks,
additional distribution pumps, and 500 linear feet of 24-inch diameter pipe extending from the Facility,
connecting to the existing Coastal Distribution System (CDS) and 2) “Increased Recycled Water
Deliveries”, including 1,250 afy, which would increase irrigation season blended water deliveries at
night and during shoulder months to fully utilize the 4,000 afy available from the Facility, in conjunction
with the Increased Recycled Water Storage component; and
WHEREAS, the Agency is proposing some modifications to the Project based on engineering
and design efforts subsequent to FEIR certification; and,
WHEREAS, the proposed modifications are described in the Recycled Water Facility
Treatment, Storage, and Distribution Improvements Addendum to the Pajaro Valley Water Management
Agency Final Environmental Impact Report for the Basin Management Plan Update (February 2014)
SCH No. 2000062030, dated March 2015, attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference; and
WHEREAS, the Agency, as Lead Agency for the Project, has evaluated the potential
environmental impacts of these modifications in comparison with impacts analyzed in the certified
FEIR; and,
WHEREAS, California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15164 require
preparation of an Addendum to the previously certified EIR if some changes or additions are necessary,
but none of the conditions described in CEQA Guidelines Section 15162 occurs:
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1.

There are no substantial changes in the project, which require major revisions of the
previous EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects;

2.

There are no substantial changes with respect to the circumstances under which the
project is undertaken which require major revisions to the EIR due to the involvement of
new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of
previously identified significant effects;

3.

No new information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not have
been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time of EIR certification,
shows any of the following:
i. the project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in the EIR;
ii. significant effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than those
disclosed in the EIR;
iii. mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible would in fact
be feasible and would substantially reduce one or more significant effects on the
environment, but the project proponent declines to adopt it; or
iv. mitigation measures or alternatives that are considerably different than those analyzed
in the previous EIR would substantially reduce one or more significant effects on the
environment, but the project proponent declines to adopt the mitigation measure or
alternative; and

WHEREAS, as set forth in the Addendum, the Agency has carefully analyzed the proposed
changes to the Project and, based on said analysis, concluded that they do not trigger any of the
conditions described above and in CEQA Guidelines Sections 15162 and 15163;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Directors of the Pajaro Valley Water
Management Agency resolves as follows that:
SECTION 1. As the decision-making body and Lead Agency for the Project, the Board of
Directors has reviewed and considered the information contained in the Addendum and supporting
documentation. The Board of Directors finds that the Addendum contains a complete and accurate
reporting of the environmental impacts associated with the proposed modifications to the Project. The
Board of Directors further finds that the Addendum has been completed in compliance with CEQA
(California Public Resources Code, Division 13 Environmental Quality, 21000-21189) and the CEQA
Guidelines (California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Division 6, Chapter 3, Sections 15000-15387).
The Board of Directors finds that the Addendum reflects the independent judgment of the Board of
Directors.
SECTION 2. Findings on Environmental Impacts. Based on the Addendum and all related
information presented to the Board of Directors, the Board of Directors finds that the preparation of a
subsequent or supplemental EIR is not required for the minor modifications to the Project described in
the Addendum because such modifications:
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1. Do not constitute substantial changes to the Project that will require major revisions to the
FEIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a substantial
increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects;
2. Do not constitute substantial changes with respect to the circumstances under which the
project is undertaken that will require major revisions to the FEIR due to the involvement of
new significant environmental effects or substantial increase in the severity of a previously
identified significant effects;
3. Do not contain new information of substantial importance that was not known and could not
have been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the FEIR was certified
that shows any of the following:
a. The Proposed Project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in the FEIR;
b. Significant effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than those
disclosed in the FEIR;
c. Mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible would in fact be
feasible and would substantially reduce one or more significant effects on the
environment, but the Agency declined to adopt such measures or alternatives; or
d. Mitigation measures or alternatives considerably different than those analyzed in the
FEIR would substantially reduce one or more significant effects on the environment, but
the Agency declines to adopt the mitigation measure or alternative.
SECTION 3. Approval of Addendum. The Board of Directors herby approves the Addendum.
SECTION 4. Custodian of Records. The documents and materials that constitute the record of
proceedings on which these findings are based as located at the Agency office located at 36 Brennan
Street, Watsonville, California 95076.
SECTION 5. Execution of Resolution. The President of the Board of Directors shall sign this
Resolution and the Secretary of the Board of Directors shall certify this Resolution was duly and
properly adopted by the Board.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, County of Santa
Cruz State of California, this 22nd day of April, 2015, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
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Attest:

_______________________________
Rosemarie Imazio, Chair

__________________________
Teresa Delfino, Board Secretary
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:
MEETING OF:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 16, 2015
April 22, 2015
Board of Directors
General Manager
DISCUSSION/ACTION ITEM 10C: Consider Approval of Agreement with
Carollo Engineers for Recycled Water Storage and Distribution Pump Station
Improvements, Design Modifications, Bid Period Services, and Engineering Services
During Construction amount not to exceed $264,240

INTRODUCTION
As discussed in the Capital Projects Update earlier, the Recycled Water Storage and Distribution Pump
Station Improvements design is in final review and construction phase is starting soon. Carollo
Engineers provided the attached scope of work, fee estimate and schedule for Design Modifications, Bid
Period Services, and Engineering Services during Construction. This scope was reviewed by the
Admin/Finance Committee on April 7 who recommended approval.
FISCAL IMPACT
The Carollo scope of work and fee of $264,240 for the Recycled Water Storage and Distribution Pump
Station Improvements Project would extend into next fiscal year. The portion of this work limited to the
current fiscal year is within our existing budget.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
That the Board approve the Scope of Work with Carollo Engineers in the not to exceed amount of
$264,240 for Design Modifications, Bid Period Services, and Engineering Services during Construction
for Recycled Water Storage and Distribution Pump Station Improvements Project and direct staff to
execute the standard consultant agreement for the work.
ATTACHMENT
 Scope of Work and Budget for Design Modifications, Bid Period Services, and Engineering
Services during Construction for the Blend Well Pipeline Improvement Project from Carollo
Engineers
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AGREEMENT
This Agreement is entered into and effective this 30th day of April 2015 by and
between the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (“PVWMA”), and CAROLLO
ENGINEERS, INC. (“CAROLLO”) referred to herein individually as a “Party” and
collectively as “the Parties.”
NOW THEREFORE, the Parties hereto agree as follows:
1.

Term of Agreement.
2016.

The term of this Agreement shall terminate on October 30,

2.

Work. CAROLLO will furnish services as defined and described in the Recycled
Water Storage and Distribution Pump Station Improvements Design
Modifications, Bid Period Services, and Engineering Services During
Construction Scope of Work, attached hereto as Attachment A, and incorporated
herein.
2.1 Change in Work. Any change in the scope of the professional services to be done,
method of performance, nature of materials or price thereof, or to any other matter
materially affecting the performance or nature of the professional services will not
be paid for or accepted unless such change, addition or deletion be approved in
advance, in writing by a supplemental agreement by the PVWMA. CAROLLO
“authorized representative(s),” as designated on Page 1 of this Agreement has
(have) the authority to execute such written change for CAROLLO.
2.2 Direction. CAROLLO will not accept direction or orders from any person other
than the General Manager or the person(s) whose name(s) appear on Page 1 as
“other authorized representative.”

3.

Compensation. PVWMA will pay CAROLLO, as full compensation for the services
described in this Agreement, a fee not to exceed Two Hundred Sixty Thousand
Four Thousand Two Hundred and Forty Dollars ($264,240). The fee for services
will be based on the Fee Structure, attached hereto as Attachment B, and incorporated
herein.
3.1. Method of Payment. CAROLLO shall prepare and submit to PVWMA detailed
monthly invoices, in accordance with Attachment B, for fees and costs incurred in
the performance of the services hereunder. PVWMA shall pay the amount of each
invoice within thirty (30) days after the receipt of the invoice, subject to a finding
by PVWMA that work performed has been satisfactory and that payment is for the
work specified in the Scope of Work.
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4.

Independent Contractor. CAROLLO represents that it has or will secure at its own
expense all personnel, materials, and related services required to perform the services
under this Agreement. & CAROLLO shall act as an independent contractor and not as
an employee of PVWMA. CAROLLO shall have exclusive and complete control over
its employees and subcontractors, and shall determine the method of performing the
services hereunder.

5.

Prevailing Wages CAROLLO shall comply with California Labor Code Sections 1770
through 1780, inclusive. In accordance with Section 1775, CAROLLO shall forfeit as a
penalty to PVWMA $50 for each calendar day or portion thereof for each worker paid
less than stipulated prevailing wage rates for such work or craft in which such worker is
employed for any work done under the Contract by such worker or by any subcontractor
in violation of the provisions of the Labor Code and in particular, Labor Code Sections
1770 to 1780, inclusive. In addition to said penalty and pursuant to said wage rates and
the amount paid to each worker for each calendar day or portion thereof for which each
worker was paid less than the stipulated prevailing wage rate shall be paid to each
worker by CAROLLO. Pursuant to Section 1773 of the Labor Code, PVWMA has
obtained the general prevailing rate of per diem wages and the general prevailing rate
for holiday and overtime work applicable to the work to be done from the Director of
the Department of Industrial Relations. Copies of the prevailing rates are on file at the
Agency office and are available to any interested party on request. Such wage rates
must be prominently posted at the work site.

6.

Conflict of Interest. CAROLLO covenants that it presently has no interest and shall not
acquire any interest, direct or indirect, which would conflict in any manner or degree
with the performance of services required to be performed under this Agreement.
CAROLLO acknowledges that it is aware of the provisions of the Political Reform Act,
Section 1090 of the Government Code, and the PVWMA conflict of interest code.

7.

Insurance.
7.1

Workers’ Compensation and Employer’s Liability Insurance. CAROLLO and
all sub-consultants shall cover or insure under the applicable laws relating to
workers' compensation insurance, all of its employees employed directly by
them or through sub-consultants in carrying out the work contemplated under
this contract, all in accordance with the "Workers' Compensation and Insurance
Act," Division IV of the Labor Code of the State of California and any Acts
amendatory thereof. CAROLLO shall provide employer's liability insurance in
the amount of, at least, $1,000,000 per accident for bodily injury and disease.
7.1.1. Evidence of Insurance. Prior to execution of the contract, CAROLLO
shall file with the PVWMA a certificate of employer’s liability insurance in the
amount specified above.

7.2

Other Liability Insurance. CAROLLO shall provide and maintain at all times
during the performance of this agreement, the following commercial general
liability, professional liability and automobile liability insurance:
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7.2.1 Coverage. Coverage shall be at least as broad as the following:
a. Coverage for Professional Liability appropriate to CAROLLO
profession covering CAROLLO wrongful acts, negligent actions,
errors or omissions. The retroactive date (if any) is to be no later
than the effective date of this agreement.
b. Insurance Services Office Commercial General Liability Coverage
(Occurrence Form CG 0001)
c. Insurance Services Office Automobile Liability Coverage (Form CA
0001), covering Symbol 1 (any auto)
7.2.2. Limits. CAROLLO shall maintain limits no less than the following:
a. Professional Liability. One million dollars ($1,000,000) per claim
and annual aggregate.
b. General Liability. One million dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence
for bodily injury, personal injury and property damage.
If
Commercial General Liability Insurance or other form with a general
aggregate limit or products-completed operations aggregate limit is
used, either the general aggregate limit shall apply separately to the
project/location (with the ISO CG 2503, or ISO CG 2504, or
insurer's equivalent endorsement provided to the PVWMA) or the
general aggregate limit and products-completed operations aggregate
limit shall be twice the required occurrence limit.
c. Automobile Liability. One million dollars ($1,000,000) for bodily
injury and property damage each accident limit.
7.2.3 Required Provisions. The general liability policy is to contain, or be
endorsed to contain the following provisions:
a. The PVWMA, its directors, officers, employees, or authorized
volunteers are to be additional insured status (via ISO endorsement
CG 2010, CG 2033, or insurer’s equivalent for general liability
coverage) as respects: liability arising out of activities performed by
or on behalf of; CAROLLO and premises owned, occupied or used
by CAROLLO. The coverage shall contain no special limitations on
the scope of protection afforded to the PVWMA, its directors,
officers, employees, or authorized volunteers.
b. For any claims related to this project, CAROLLO insurance shall be
primary insurance as respects the PVWMA, its directors, officers,
employees, or authorized volunteers. Any insurance, self-insurance,
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or other coverage maintained by the PVWMA, its directors, officers,
employees, or authorized volunteers shall not contribute to it.
c. The policies specified above are to state or be endorsed to state that
coverage shall not be canceled by either party, except after thirty (30)
days (10 days for non-payment of premium) prior written notice by
U.S. mail has been given to the PVWMA.
d. If any change is made in the insurance carrier, scope of coverage or
retroactive date of professional liability coverage required under this
Agreement, CAROLLO shall notify the PVWMA prior to any
changes.
e. All of the insurance shall be provided on policy forms satisfactory to
the PVWMA. All insurance correspondence, notations, certificates,
or other documents from the insurance carrier or agent/broker shall
each separately reference the PVWMA project number.
7.2.4. Evidences of Insurance. Prior to execution of the contract, CAROLLO
shall file with the PVWMA certificate (s) of insurance (Acord Form 25-S or
equivalent) signed by the insurer’s representative and in the amounts specified
above for the following: Professional Liability, General Liability and Auto
Liability. Such evidence shall also include an original copy of the additional
insured endorsement signed by the insurer’s representative. CAROLLO
shall, upon demand of the PVWMA, deliver to the PVWMA such policy or
policies of insurance and the receipts for payment of premiums thereon.
7.2.5. Deductibles and Self-Insured Retentions. Any deductible or self-insured
retention must be declared to and approved by the PVWMA. At the option of
the PVWMA, the insurer shall either reduce or eliminate such deductibles or
self-insured retentions.
7.2.6. Acceptability of Insurers. Insurance is to be placed with insurers having
a current A.M. Best rating of no less than A-:VII or equivalent or as otherwise
approved by the PVWMA.
8.

Sub-consultants. In the event that CAROLLO employs sub-consultants, subcontractors, sub-tier contractors, or any person or entity involved by, for, with, or on
behalf of CAROLLO in the performance or subject matter of this Agreement, it shall be
the CAROLLO responsibility to require and confirm that each sub-consultant meets the
minimum insurance requirements specified above.

9.

Compliance with Laws. All activities of CAROLLO will be carried out in compliance
with all applicable federal, state and local laws.

10.

Permits. Permits required by governmental authorities will be obtained at CAROLLO
expense, and CAROLLO will comply with local, state and federal regulations and
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statutes including Cal/OSHA requirements.
11.

Termination. PVWMA may terminate CAROLLO services at any time by written
notice to CAROLLO at least thirty days (30) prior to such termination. Upon receipt of
written notice from PVWMA that this Agreement is terminated, CAROLLO will submit
an invoice for an amount that represents the value of services actually performed to the
date of said notice for which CAROLLO has not previously been compensated. In the
event of such termination, PVWMA will pay to CAROLLO all recoverable costs
incurred in the performance of such services, plus all reasonable costs incurred as a
result of such termination, but in no event will PVWMA pay termination costs
exceeding Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) and PVWMA will have no further
obligation to CAROLLO, monetarily or otherwise.

12.

Binding on Successors and Assigns. CAROLLO shall not assign any portion of the
work required by this Agreement nor otherwise assign or transfer any interests in it
without prior written approval of PVWMA. This agreement will be binding on the
heirs, legal representatives, successors and assigns of the parties named above.

13.

Severability. If any court of competent jurisdiction should rule that any provision of this
Agreement is invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions will remain in full
force and effect and will not be affected by said ruling.

14.

Indemnification. To the fullest extent permitted by law, CAROLLO will defend,
indemnify and hold harmless the PVWMA, its directors, officers, employees, or
authorized volunteers from all claims and demands of all persons that arise out of,
pertain to, or relate to the negligence, recklessness, or willful misconduct of
CAROLLO, or its employees, agents, or subcontractors.. CAROLLO will defend itself
against any and all liabilities, claims, losses, damages, and costs arising out of or alleged
to arise out of CAROLLO’s negligence, recklessness, or willful misconduct, and will
not tender such claims to PVWMA nor to its directors, officers, employees, or
authorized volunteers, for defense or indemnity. CAROLLO shall reimburse PVWMA
and its directors, officers, employees or authorized volunteers, for any and all legal
expenses and costs incurred by each of them in connection therewith or in enforcing the
indemnity herein provided. The obligations of CAROLLO under this or any other
provision of this Agreement will not be limited by the provisions of any workers’
compensation act or similar act. CAROLLO expressly waives its statutory immunity
under such statutes or laws as to PVWMA, its employees and officials.

15.

Safety. CAROLLO shall execute and maintain its work so as to avoid injury or damage
to any person or property. In carrying out its work, CAROLLO shall at all times,
exercise all necessary precautions for the safety of CAROLLO’s employees appropriate
to the nature of the work and the conditions under which the work is to be performed,
and be in compliance with all federal, state and local statutory and regulatory
requirements including State of California, Division of Industrial Safety (Cal/OSHA)
regulations, and the U.S. Department of Transportation Omnibus Transportation
Employee Testing Act (as applicable). Safety precautions as applicable shall include
instructions in accident prevention for all CAROLLO’s employees such as safe
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walkways, scaffolds, fall protection, ladders, bridges, gang planks, confined space
procedures, trenching & shoring, equipment and wearing apparel as are necessary or
lawfully required to prevent accidents or injuries.
16.

Ownership. All original documents, explanations of methods, maps, drawings, tables,
reports, models, and other materials prepared under this Agreement and equipment
purchased specifically for the project shall become the exclusive property of PVWMA.
Any reuse of completed documents or use of partially completed documents without
written verification or concurrence by CAROLLO for the specific purpose intended will
be at PVWMA's sole risk and without liability or legal exposure to CAROLLO.
CAROLLO's instruments of service hereunder are the printed hard copy drawings and
specifications issued for the Project, whereas electronic media, including CADD files,
are tools for their preparation. As a convenience to PVWMA, CAROLLO shall furnish
to PVWMA both printed hard copies and electronic media. In the event of a conflict in
their content, the printed hard copies shall take precedence over the electronic media.
Because data stored in electronic media form can be altered, inadvertently, it is agreed
that PVWMA shall hold CAROLLO harmless from liability arising out of changes or
modifications to CAROLLO's data in electronic media form in PVWMA's possession or
released to others by PVWMA. Any software program purchased by CAROLLO to be
used in the performance of this Agreement shall be transferred to PVWMA to the extent
allowed by the software license under which the program was purchased. All such
materials shall, at PVWMA’s request, be delivered to PVWMA upon completion of
contract services. CAROLLO may retain copies or materials for their own use at
CAROLLO own cost. PVWMA represents that either it shall be the sole owner of the
Project, but not the Project Site, or that it is authorized to bind and does bind all owners
of the Project to the releases and limitations of liability set forth in this Agreement.
PVWMA further agrees that it shall obtain from any future recipients of any interest in
the Project such recipient's agreement in writing that it will be bound by such releases
and limitations of liability such that the total aggregate liability of CAROLLO to
PVWMA and such recipients shall not exceed the limits of liability set forth in this
Agreement. PVWMA shall obtain control of the Project Site at an appropriate date.

17.

Inspection. Authorized representatives of PVWMA shall have access to CAROLLO
offices or other work location during normal business hours for the purpose of review
and inspection of work activities undertaken pursuant to this Agreement. CAROLLO
shall maintain books and accounts of the recoverable costs in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles and practices. PVWMA shall have access to these books
and accounts during CAROLLO normal business hours for the duration of this
Agreement, and for a period of one year after the completion of the particular services to
which the costs relate to the extent required to verify the direct costs (excluding
established or standard allowances and rates) incurred pursuant to this Agreement

18.

Amendment. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, neither this Agreement
nor any provision hereof may be waived, modified, amended, or discharged, or
terminated except by an instrument in writing signed by the Party against which the
enforcement of such waiver, modification, amendment, discharge or termination is
sought, and then only to the extent set forth in such writing.
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19.

Force Majeure. Neither party hereto shall be considered in default in the performance of
its obligation hereunder to the extent that the performance of any such obligation, except
the payment of money, is prevented or delayed by any cause, existing or future, which is
beyond the reasonable control of the affected party, or by a strike, lockout or other labor
difficulty, the settlement of which shall be within the sole discretion of the party
involved. Each party hereto shall give notice promptly to the other of the nature and
extent of any Force Majeure claimed to delay, hinder or prevent performance of the
services under this Agreement. In the event either party is prevented or delayed in the
performance of its obligation by reason of such Force Majeure, there shall be an
equitable adjustment of the schedule and CAROLLO compensation.

20.

Venue. The Parties hereby agree that: (a) if any action is brought for the purpose of
enforcing any provision of this Agreement, including without limitation instituting any
action or proceeding to enforce any provision of this Agreement, for damages by reason
of any alleged breach of any provision of this Agreement, or a declaration of rights or
obligations under this Agreement, or for any other judicial remedy, then such action
shall be brought only in the appropriate state or federal court located in Santa Cruz
County, California; and (b) a final judgment in any such action or proceeding shall be
conclusive and may be enforced in any other jurisdictions by suit on the judgment or in
any other manner provided by law. Nothing in this section shall affect or impair any
Party's right to serve legal process in any manner permitted by law.

21.

Notices. Any notice, approval, consent, waiver or other communication required or
permitted to be given or to be served upon either Party in connection with this
Agreement shall be in writing. Such notice shall be personally served, sent by
facsimile, telegram, or cable, or sent prepaid by registered or certified mail with return
receipt requested, or sent by reputable overnight delivery service, such as Federal
Express, and shall be deemed given: (a) if personally served, when delivered to the
Party to whom such notice is addressed; (b) if given by facsimile, telegram, or cable,
when sent; (c) if given by prepaid or certified mail with return receipt requested, on
the date of execution of the return receipt; or (d) if sent by reputable overnight
delivery service, such as Federal Express, when received. Any notice given by
facsimile, telegram, or cable shall be confirmed in writing, and such confirmation shall
be sent or delivered by any of the other means of delivery set forth in this Section,
within forty-eight (48) hours after notice was sent by facsimile, telegram or cable.
Such notices shall be addressed to the Party to whom such notice is to be given at the
Party's address set forth below or as such party shall otherwise direct in writing to the
other Party delivered or sent in accordance with this Section.
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If to PVWMA:

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
Attention: Mary Bannister
36 Brennan Street
Watsonville, CA 95076
Telephone: (831) 722-9292
Facsimile: (831) 722-3139

If to CAROLLO :

Carollo Engineers, Inc.
Attention: Lou Carella
2700 Ygnacio Valley Rd, Suite 300
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
Telephone: (925) 932-1710

22.

Cumulative Rights; Waiver. The rights created under this Agreement or by law or
equity, shall be cumulative and may be exercised at any time and from time to time.
No failure by either Party to exercise, and no delay in exercising any rights, shall be
construed or deemed to be a waiver thereof, nor shall any single or partial exercise by
either Party preclude any other or future exercise thereof or the exercise of any other
right. Any waiver of any provision or of any breach of any provision of this
Agreement must be in writing, and any waiver by either Party of any breach of
any provision of this Agreement shall not operate as or be construed to be a waiver of
any other breach of that provision or of any breach of any other provision of this
Agreement. The failure of either Party to insist upon strict adherence to any term of
the agreement on one or more occasions shall not be considered or construed or
deemed a waiver of any provision or any breach of any provision of this Agreement or
deprive that Party of the right thereafter to insist upon strict adherence to that term or
provision or any other term or provision of this Agreement. No delay or omission on
the part of either Party in exercising any right under this Agreement shall operate as a
waiver of any such right or any other right under this Agreement.

23.

Liberal Construction. This Agreement constitutes a fully negotiated agreement
between commercially sophisticated Parties, each assisted by legal counsel, and the
terms of this Agreement shall not be construed or interpreted for or against either party
hereto because that Party or its legal representative drafted or prepared such provision.

24.

Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is invalid, illegal or unenforceable,
such provision shall be deemed to be served or deleted from this Agreement and the
balance of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect notwithstanding such
invalidity, illegality or unenforceability.

25.

Good Faith and Fair Dealing. The Parties hereto acknowledge and agree that the
performances required by the provisions of this Agreement shall be undertaken in
good faith, and with both parties dealing fairly with each other.
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26.

No Third Party Beneficiaries. This Agreement does not create, and shall not be
construed to create, any rights enforceable by any person, partnership, corporation,
joint venture, Limited Liability Company or other form of organization or association
of any kind that is not a party to this Agreement.
The services to be performed by CAROLLO are intended solely for the benefit of
PVWMA. No person or entity not a signatory to this Agreement shall be entitled to
rely on CAROLLO's performance of its services hereunder, and no right to assert a
claim against CAROLLO by assignment of indemnity rights or otherwise shall accrue
to a third party as a result of this Agreement or the performance of CAROLLO's
services hereunder.”

27.

Standard of Care. CAROLLO shall perform the services required hereunder in
accordance with the prevailing standard of care by exercising the skill and ability
ordinarily required of engineers performing the same or similar services, under the
same or similar circumstances, in the State of California.

28.

PVWMA-Provided Information and Services. PVWMA shall furnish CAROLLO
available studies, reports and other data pertinent to CAROLLO's services; obtain or
authorize CAROLLO to obtain or provide additional reports and data as required;
furnish to CAROLLO services of others required for the performance of CAROLLO's
services hereunder, and CAROLLO shall be entitled to use and rely upon all such
information and services provided by PVWMA or others in performing CAROLLO's
services under this Agreement.

29.

Construction Cost and Schedule Estimates. CAROLLO has no control over the cost
of labor, materials, equipment, services or schedules furnished by others, or over the
construction contractor's methods of determining prices, or other competitive bidding
or market conditions, practices, bidding strategies or scheduling methodologies. Cost
estimates and construction schedule estimates are based on CAROLLO's opinion
based on experience and judgment. CAROLLO cannot and does not guarantee that
proposals, bids or actual Project construction costs and/or schedules will not vary from
cost estimates and construction schedule estimates prepared by CAROLLO.

30.

Access. PVWMA shall arrange for access to and make all provisions for CAROLLO
to enter upon public and private property as required for CAROLLO to perform
services hereunder.

31.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement, together with Attachments A and B and any
agreements provided for herein, constitute the entire understanding between the
Parties with respect to the matters set forth herein, and they supersede all prior or
contemporaneous understandings or agreements between the Parties with respect to
the subject matter hereof, whether oral or written.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first above
referenced.
PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY

By:

________________________________________
Mary Bannister, General Manager

Carollo Engineers, Inc.

By:

______________________________________
Name: Lou Carella, Executive Vice President

By:

______________________________________
_________
Name: Paul Friedlander, Associate Vice President Date
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_________
Date

Attachment A
PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY
RECYCLED WATER STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION PUMP STATION IMPROVEMENTS
DESIGN MODIFICATIONS, BID PERIOD SERVICES,
AND ENGINEERING SERVICES DURING CONSTRUCTION
SCOPE OF WORK
INTRODUCTION
The Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (Agency) is completing design of the Recycled
Water Storage and Distribution Pump Station Improvements. The Recycled Water Storage and
Distribution Pump Station Improvements include construction of a 1.5 million gallon recycled
water storage tank at the City of Watsonville (City) Recycled Water Treatment Facility,
replacement of the existing pumps at the Distribution Pump Station, and the additional of two
smaller pumps. These facilities will allow the Agency to meet the Basin Management Plan
Update goal of increasing recycled water use and give the City and the Agency greater flexibility
in matching recycled water demand and supply. The estimated construction cost of the project
is $4.3 million. The Agency is applying for low-interest financing for construction of the project
from the State Revolving Fund Program.
The purpose of this scope of work is to complete the design of the project and provide bid
period services and engineering services during construction of the facilities. All of the tasks are
grant reimbursable.
SCOPE OF WORK
Task 1 – Design Modifications
Subtask 1.1. Split Project into 2 Sets of Plans and Specifications. The recycled water
storage tanks, distribution pump station, and blend well pipeline were originally to be bid as one
project, and a single set of plans and specifications was developed up to 90% design. It was
subsequently determined that the blend well pipeline would need to be bid as a separate project
due to the grant funding project award deadline. This task includes splitting the project into 2 set
of biddable plans and specifications, one for the storage tank and distribution pump station
improvements and another for the blend well pipeline improvements.
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Subtask 1.2. Delete 0.5 MG Storage Tank. The Recycled Water Storage and Distribution
Pump Station Improvements design included two storage tanks, a 1.5 MG tank and a 0.5 MG
tank. The Agency has decided to remove the 0.5 MG from the project and build the 1.5 MG tank
first. The design of the 0.5 MG tank is essentially complete, and the second tank can be put out
to bid in the next year or two with minimal additional modification of the plans and specifications.
The second tank is included in the environmental documentation and the State Revolving Fund
financing application to facilitate its construction in the near future if needed. This task involves
removing the 0.5 MG tank from the Recycled Water Storage and Distribution Pump Station
Improvements plans and specifications.
Subtask 1.3. Constructability Review of Recycled Water Storage and Distribution Pump
Station Improvements. The Agency will have the Covello Group perform a constructability
review of the Recycled Water Storage and Distribution Pump Station Improvements at 100%
design. This task involves meeting with the Covello Group to discuss the project design prior to
their review and after their review to receive and discuss their constructability comments and
questions, and incorporating agreed upon changes into the plans and specifications.
Task 2 – Bid Period Services
The purpose of this task is to provide bid period services for the Recycled Water Storage and
Distribution Pump Station Improvements. The bid period is currently scheduled to begin on June
24, 2015 with the issuance of the invitation to bid and end with the award of the construction
contract on August 19, 2015. The following services will be provided:
Subtask 2.1. Attend and facilitate the pre-bid conference, currently scheduled for July 9,
2015
Subtask 2.2. Preparation of responses to contractors’ questions
Subtask 2.3. Preparation of up to three (3) addenda
Subtask 2.4. Evaluation of bids received
Subtask 2.5. Preparation of conformed drawings and specifications in pdf format
Task 3 - Engineering Services During Construction
The purpose of this task is to provide engineering services during construction of the Recycled
Water Storage and Distribution Pump Station Improvements. The construction period is
currently scheduled to begin with the award of the construction contract on August 19, 2015 and
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end in September 2016 with issuance of the Notice of Completion. The following services will be
provided:
Subtask 3.1. Attendance at the pre-construction conference
Subtask 3.2. Attendance at up to five (5) additional construction meetings or site visits as
needed
Subtask 3.3. Review of contractor submittals
Subtask 3.4. Preparation of response to contractor requests for information
Subtask 3.5. Assistance with evaluation of change orders
Subtask 3.6. Preparation of record drawings based on contractor redlines in pdf and
Microstation format
Key Assumptions:
•

80 submittals will be reviewed, including resubmittals.

•

15 requests for information will be provided.

•

8 change order evaluations will be conducted.

Task 4 – Project Management. Provide project management necessary for proper planning,
execution, monitoring, and reporting of the project progress to the Agency.
BUDGET
The estimated cost to perform the tasks described above is shown in Exhibit A. All of the costs
are grant reimbursable.
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Task Description

Legend:
PIC
PM
SE
PE
ENG
CAD
Support
PECE

Principal-in-Charge(Senior Professional)
Project Manager (Senior Professional)
Structural Engineer (Lead Project Professional)
Project Engineer (Professional)
Staff Engineer (Assistant Professional)
CAD Technician
Support Staff
Project Equipment and Communication Expense

4.0 Project Management
4.0 Project Management

3.0 Engineering Services During Construction
3.1 Pre-construction conference
3.2 Construction meetings/site visits
3.3 Review contractor submittals
3.4 Respond to RFIs
3.5 Evaluation of change orders
3.6 Prepare record drawings

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
Recycled Water Storage and Distribution Pump Station Improvements

EXHIBIT A - LABOR AND COST ESTIMATE

Total Task 4.0
Totals =

Total Task 3.0
8
8
24

40
40
223

8
30
40
15
8
8
109

8
16
12
2
8
46

0
1
1
1
1
4
0
4
4
2
0
1
11

8
4
16
28

SP
PM
$249

0
0
1
1

SP
PIC
$249

0
0
73

0
8
30
9
4
4
55

0
6
6
0
6
18

0
0
0
0

LPP
SE
$236

24
24
278

8
24
100
20
8
16
176

8
8
8
4
4
32

32
8
6
46

P
PE
$182

0
0
326

0
12
160
30
24
24
250

0
16
16
4
16
52

0
0
24
24

AP
Eng
$149

0
0
202

0
0
16
8
0
54
78

0
0
12
0
32
44

32
24
24
80

CAD
$157

16
16
60

0
0
16
8
0
0
24

0
0
4
0
0
4

6
4
6
16

Support
$99

88
88
1,186

16
78
366
92
44
107
703

16
47
59
11
67
200

78
40
77
195

Total
Hours

$17,904
$17,904
$215,555

$3,448
$16,510
$64,172
$16,515
$7,968
$18,151
$126,764

$3,448
$9,489
$10,773
$2,071
$11,793
$37,574

$13,434
$6,616
$13,263
$33,313

Labor
Cost

$0
$0
$23,100

$0
$1,000
$13,000
$2,000
$2,500
$3,000
$21,500

$0
$200
$200
$0
$400
$800

$0
$0
$800
$800

$0
$0
$7,600

$0
$1,000
$3,000
$1,000
$0
$2,000
$7,000

$0
$200
$200
$0
$200
$600

$0
$0
$0
$0

Subconsultants
TJCAA
Corrosion

DESIGN MODIFICATIONS, BID PERIOD SERVICES, AND ENGINEERING SERVICES DURING CONSTRUCTION

1.1 Split Project into 2 Sets of Plans and Specifications
1.2 Delete 0.5 MG Storage Tank
1.3 Constructibility Review
Total Task 1.0
2.0 Bid Period Services
2.1 Pre-bid conference
2.2 Respond to contractor questions
2.3 Prepare addenda
2.4 Evaluate bids
2.5 Prepare conformed drawings
Total Task 2.0

1.0 Design Modifications

Task
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$1,030
$1,030
$13,876

$187
$913
$4,282
$1,076
$515
$1,252
$8,225

$187
$550
$690
$129
$784
$2,340

$913
$468
$901
$2,282

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

0
0
9

1
5
0
0
0
0
6

1
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
2
2

$0
$0
$1,035

$115
$575
$0
$0
$0
$0
$690

$115
$0
$0
$0
$0
$115

$0
$0
$230
$230

Other Direct Costs (ODC)
PECE
Printing &
Mileage
$11.70
Expenses Trips Amount

$1,030
$1,030
$48,681

$302
$3,688
$21,882
$4,376
$3,265
$6,752
$40,265

$302
$990
$1,130
$129
$1,444
$3,995

$913
$468
$2,011
$3,392

ODC
Cost

3/6/2015

$18,934
$18,934
$264,240

$3,750
$20,198
$86,054
$20,891
$11,233
$24,903
$167,029

$3,750
$10,479
$11,903
$2,200
$13,237
$41,569

$14,347
$7,084
$15,274
$36,705

Total
Cost

Attachment B
CAROLLO ENGINEERS, INC.
FEE SCHEDULE
Hourly Rate
Engineers/Scientists
Assistant Professional

$149.00

Professional

182.00

Project Professional

216.00

Lead Project Professional

236.00

Senior Professional

249.00

Technicians
Technicians

111.00

Senior Technicians

157.00

Support Staff
Document Processing / Clerical

Project Equipment Communication Expense (PECE)
P DL H

99.00

11.70

Other Direct Expenses
Travel and Subsistence

at cost

Mileage at IRS Reimbursement Rate
Eff ti J
1 2011
Subconsultant

$.565 per mile

Other Direct Cost

cost + 10%

Expert Witness

cost + 10%
Rate x 2.0

This fee schedule is subject to annual revisions due to labor adjustments.
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:
MEETING OF:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 16, 2015
April 22, 2015
Board of Directors
General Manager
DISCUSSION/ACTION ITEM 10D: Consider approval of Resolution
2015-11 Proclaiming 2015 Water Awareness Year

BACKGROUND
California is facing its fourth consecutive year of exceptional conditions. The Sierra Nevada
snowpack measurement crushed prior low-snowfall records. State and Federal water supply
allotments have been cut to zero in many cases. The situation is severe.
Wet season rainfall accumulation (Oct. 1 through Mar. 31) has been below average for seven of
the past ten years (see graph below). The US Drought Monitor (see figure below) describes the
Pajaro Valley as being in a state of extreme drought, which is actually an improved condition (from
exceptional) and is likely the result of the 10+ inches of rainfall received in December 2014. Less
groundwater recharge due to the lack of rainfall in combination with increased groundwater
production to meet crop demands has caused water levels within the basin to drop. Decreased
groundwater surface elevations range from nearly no change along the coast, where seawater can
replace lost groundwater storage, to about -10 feet in inland areas, between 2011 and 2015.
Groundwater overdraft leads to storage depletion, which lowers groundwater elevations and causes
seawater intrusion. These issues are serious threats to our groundwater resource.
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EXECUTIVE ACTIONS
Governor Jerry Brown declared that the state is facing “perhaps the worst drought that California
has ever seen since records began being kept more than 100 years ago.” On January 17, 2014
Governor Brown declared a drought emergency which calls for all citizens to cut back on water
use by 20 percent. On April 25, 2014, the Governor issued an executive order to “redouble state
drought actions.” On April 1, 2015, the Governor issued a historic executive order (attached)
authorizing the State Water Resources Control Board to” impose restrictions to achieve a statewide
25 % reduction in potable urban water usage through February 28, 2016.
WATER AWARENESS
Each May water utilities, local agencies, government and non-governmental organizations
throughout California declare May as “Water Awareness Month.” Statewide, this month-long
focus on water is intended to increase the understanding of the inherent complexities of water
resource issues and to make water conservation a way of life for all residents of California. This
year, due to the critical nature of the drought, the recent historic Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act legislation, and the implementation of the Basin Management Plan Update, staff
proposes that the Board of Directors consider making the 2015 “Water Awareness Year.”
At the statewide level, PV Water participates in Water Awareness Month activities with financial
sponsorship as members of the Association of California Water Agencies (ACWA), the
Groundwater Resources Association (GRA), and the Water Education Foundation, among others.
Resolution 2015-11 declares 2015 as Water Awareness Year, showing Agency support for local,
regional and statewide efforts to encourage all residents to become water aware and understand
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the connection between their individual water use and the broader community’s groundwater
supplies which they ultimately rely upon.
PV WATER & PARTNERS DROUGHT RESPONSE PROGRAM
In response to the unprecedented drought conditions described above, and the stated objective of
the BMP to achieve a goal of conserving 5,000 acre-feet of water per year, staff has coordinated
activities with numerous partners including the Ag Water Quality Coalition (Coalition), the
Resource Conservation District of Santa Cruz County (RCDSCC), the National Resources
Conservation Service, the Monterey County Resource Conservation District, Community Water
Dialogue, and Ecology Action.
In June 2014, the Board approved a contract for the Coalition to coordinate with partners to begin
implementation of a Pilot BMP Conservation Program. The Conservation program includes
providing technical irrigation efficiency services to several growers during the first year of a threeyear irrigation efficiency improvement program, while working with the growers and technical
providers to develop a good structure to expand upon the program. The program also includes
grower workshops and trainings, and a high-level of engagement with local partners and
stakeholders to define roles, streamline activities, and leverage resources in order to maximize
basin-wide progress toward BMP Conservation goals. Accomplishments since the Governor’s
drought declaration include:
 Five growers enrolled in the PV Water irrigation efficiency program, with additional
growers slated to either begin this program or a new RCDSCC program over the next few
months;
 Development of a robust model for expansion of the PV Water irrigation efficiency
program;
 IRWM grant award for a Drought Response Irrigation Program (DRIP) that will expand
on the PV Water irrigation efficiency program;
 Expansion of the RCDSCC’s Wireless Irrigation Network loaner program, by doubling
their loaner sets from four to eight;
 Ongoing, collaborative development of a data collection system for evaluating
conservation progress achieved through irrigation efficiency programs basin-wide specifically the PV Water program and the upcoming RCDSCC programs slated to begin
this summer;
 Sponsorship of one grower training workshop focused on irrigation efficiency tools and
technology targeted to small-Spanish speaking growers, co-sponsorship of one tailgate
workshop focused on WIN network and the loaner program, and planned co-sponsorship
with the Community Water Dialogue for an upcoming conservation event;
 Supporting and leveraging a IRWM grant managed by RCDSCC to implement two smallscale managed aquifer recharge projects;
 Developing a draft Conservation Survey and customized maps to be distributed to
customers in June 2015;
 Providing rural residential and agricultural water conservation toolkits on the web and in
hard copy form; and
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Partnering with the RCDSCC, Community Water Dialogue and Santa Cruz County on
submittal of a planning grant to develop a community-based plan for a voluntary rotational
cover crop program in the Pajaro Valley.

In addition to the above, staff worked with Stagnaro Strategic Marketing to develop and launch a
Water Awareness media campaign last fall. That campaign was well received and is proposed to
be expanded this summer.
ADDITIONAL ACTIONS
Due to the lack of winter rains, water use in the basin has increased about 5,000 acre feet per year
(from an average of about 55,000 AFY to about 60,000 AFY) contrasted with the Basin
Management Plan goal of 5,000 AFY of conservation. Clearly, the BMP goals were based on
historic weather patterns which are not currently being experienced. A concerted drought response
plan should be considered to supplement the projects and programs adopted in our current BMP
should drought conditions continue. Additional program ideas may range from a fallow-bank
program that would incentivize fallowing of marginal lands and transitional organic fields to
ultimately reduce water usage. The Agency has partnered with the RCDSCC, Community Water
Dialogue and Santa Cruz County on submittal of a planning grant to develop a community-based
plan for a voluntary rotational cover crop program in the Pajaro Valley. Additional options include
further expansion of irrigation efficiency programs, efforts to collect more detailed land use
information, and collect more water use data. Emphasis continues to be placed on stakeholder
input towards finding a means of managing our groundwater resources sustainably.
To support this, staff recommends shifting funding in the 2015/16 budget to provide resources to
support a drought response plan. Support of concepts such as the fallow bank being proposed by
our partners listed above should be a priority. Staff will develop concepts for future Board
consideration.
FISCAL IMPACT
PV Water is currently implementing the conservation program described above and is planning
on funding conservation programs in the next fiscal year. Staff will continue to monitor
opportunities for grant funding of water supply facilities and of conservation programs to reduce
water use in the basin. To address the potential impacts of a prolonged drought, staff
recommends that $50,000 of uncommitted management fee revenue in the 2015/16 budget be
reassigned to fund a preliminary drought response study that includes support of the fallowing
study discussed above.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
That the Board adopt Resolution 2015-11, Proclaiming 2015 as “Water Awareness Year,” and
direct staff to reallocate $50,000 in the FY15/16 budget to drought response work.
ATTACHMENT
 Resolution 2015-11, Proclaiming 2015 Water Awareness Year
 Governor’s Executive Order
 Mandatory Urban Water Conservation Fact Sheet
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Resolution 2015-11
A Resolution of the Board of Directors of the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
Proclaiming 2015 Water Awareness Year
The Board of Directors of the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency does resolve as follows:
WHEREAS, water is one of California’s most precious natural resources and of critical importance to the
future of the Pajaro Valley; and
WHEREAS, a reliable and continuous supply of high quality water is vital to the economy and to the
health and welfare of residents, workers and visitors to the Pajaro Valley; and
WHEREAS, citizens of the Pajaro Valley and all Californians should to strive to make water conservation
an on-going and permanent part of any long term water management program, especially during the
unprecedented four year drought being experienced in California; and
WHEREAS, the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency has joined with other local water districts,
counties, cities, and other concerned agencies to highlight water conservation, to coordinate local water
and drought awareness activities and to implement long-term water management plans; and
WHEREAS, during the year of 2015, the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency joins with the
California Water Awareness Campaign - composed of various urban and agricultural water agencies,
cities, farm bureaus and other organizations from across the State of California - to increase understanding
of our local water supply challenges and to make water conservation a way of life.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors of the Pajaro Valley Water
Management Agency does hereby proclaim 2015 Water Awareness Year and urges all citizens to join in
supporting local water districts and others in their efforts to help Californians to use water wisely.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, County of Santa Cruz,
State of California, the 22 day of April, 2015, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
Attest:
___________________________________________
Teresa Delfino, Board Secretary
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Rosemarie Imazio, Chair
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MANDATORY CONSERVATION
ACHIEVING A 25% STATEWIDE REDUCTION IN POTABLE URBAN WATER USE
FACT SHEET

Background
With California facing one of the most severe droughts on record, Governor Brown declared a drought
State of Emergency in January 2014. Since that time, the Governor has issued three additional Executive
Orders directing actions to prepare for water shortages. For the first time in state history, the Governor,
in his April 1, 2015 Executive Order, directed the State Water Board to implement mandatory water
reductions in cities and towns across California to reduce potable urban water usage by 25 percent
statewide. This savings amounts to approximately 1.3 million acre-feet of water over the next nine
months, or nearly as much water as is currently in Lake Oroville. To achieve these savings, the State
Water Board is expediting emergency regulations to set usage targets for communities around the State.

Applicability
The mandatory water reductions, along with specific restrictions on commercial, industrial and
institutional irrigation uses, apply to urban water suppliers as defined in water code section 10617,
excluding wholesalers. Generally, urban water suppliers serve more than 3,000 customers or deliver
more than 3,000 acre feet of water per year. Suppliers regulated by the Public Utilities Commission are
included in the mandatory water restrictions. The Executive Order requests that the Public Utilities
Commission require investor-owned water utilities to implement reductions consistent with the State
Water Board requirements for all other urban water suppliers. The specific restrictions and prohibitions
on water use in the Executive Order apply to all Californians and are in addition to the specific
restrictions and prohibitions contained in the emergency conservation regulation approved by the Office
of Administrative Law (OAL) on March 27, 2015.

Proposed Schedule
The State Water Board is expediting the development and adoption of additional regulations to
implement the new restrictions and prohibitions contained in the Executive Order. There will be several
opportunities for stakeholder involvement prior to the release of the formal notice of emergency
rulemaking. The first opportunity follows the release of a Proposed Regulatory Framework and the
second will follow the release of draft a regulation, as follows:


Governor issues Drought Executive Order

April 1, 2015



Notice announcing release of draft regulatory
framework and request for public comment

April 7, 2015



Notice announcing release of draft
regulation for informal public comment

April 17, 2015



Emergency rulemaking formal notice

April 28, 2015



Board hearing and adoption

May 5 or 6, 2015

Mandatory Conservation Regulation FACT SHEET
*** April 7, 2015
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Content of Emergency Rulemaking Package
This rulemaking package will address the following provisions of the April 1, 2015 Executive Order:
Ordering Provision 2:
Ordering Provision 5:
Ordering Provision 6:
Ordering Provision 7:

Mandatory 25% reduction in potable urban water use;
Commercial, industrial and institutional potable water use reductions;
Prohibition on using potable water for irrigation of ornamental turf in street
medians; and
Prohibition on using potable water for irrigation outside of new home
construction without drip or micro-spray systems.

Rate structures and other pricing mechanisms, which are very important tools for reducing water use,
will be taken up in the coming weeks as required by Ordering Provision 8.

How You Can Help
To meet a mid-May to June 1 timeline for implementation of the emergency regulation, interested
persons and organizations will be requested to provide input within one week of a document’s release.
To assist the Board in most thoughtfully addressing this dire situation, please consider the following
general questions as you prepare your comments:
1. Are there other approaches to achieve a 25% statewide reduction in potable urban water use
that would also impose a greater responsibility on water suppliers with higher per capita water
use than those that use less?
2. How should the regulation differentiate between tiers of high, medium and low per capita water
users?
3. Should water suppliers disclose their list of actions to achieve the required water reductions?
4. Should these actions detail specific plans for potable water use reductions in the commercial,

industrial, and institutional (CII) sectors?
5. Should additional information be required in the monthly conservation reports for urban water
suppliers to demonstrate progress towards achieving the required water reductions?
6. How and when should compliance with the required water reductions be assessed?
7. What enforcement response should be considered if water suppliers fail to achieve their
required water use reductions?

How to Provide Input
Information including discussion drafts, draft regulations and related materials will be available on the
State Water Board’s website at:
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/drought/emergency_mandatory_
regulations.shtml . Clear and concise written comment and questions can be sent to Jessica Bean at
jessica.bean@ waterboards.ca.gov.

Mandatory Conservation Regulation FACT SHEET
*** April 7, 2015
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:
MEETING OF:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

April 15, 2015
April 22, 2015
Board of Directors
General Manager
ACTION ITEM 10E: Consider Adoption of Preliminary Budget 2015-2016
Fiscal Year (FY15-16)

BACKGROUND
The Administrative/Finance Committee received the draft Preliminary Budget for Fiscal Year 20152016 (FY15-16) on April 14, 2015. The draft Preliminary Budget for FY14-15 was distributed to the
Board with the agenda packet, posted on the agency website and made available to the public at
tonight’s meeting. The figures contained within the budget are based on actual data, projections, and
estimations. The budget is created on the accrual basis to be consistent with the year-end financial
statements. On the accrual basis, revenues are recorded as earned and expenditures recorded when
incurred.
DISCUSSION
The budget is a communication tool in which significant assumptions are made. Major revenue
assumptions made in this budget are:
 New rate structure in effect July 1, 2015
 Receipt of $383,634 in Management Fees
 Anticipated augmentation charge revenues of about $10.2 million, based on 51,700 acre feet of
groundwater use
 Anticipated delivered water revenues of about $1.67 million based on 4,800 acre feet of
supplemental water deliveries
 Grant revenue in the amount of $1.2 million for the additional tank storage at the Recycled Water
Facility
Other budget highlights include:
 Capital Projects expenditures of $8 million for new pipeline and storage tank at the Recycled
Water Facility.
 $186,000 in funding of conservation from the Special Revenue Fund, plus one new conservation
staff position
 $75,000 in Basin Modeling professional services for the USGS to update the Pajaro Valley
Hydrological Model
 Interest savings of over $250,000 per year by refinancing outstanding debt obligations
 Addition of one new vehicle
The Agency Act requires that a preliminary budget must be adopted each year by May 15. The Agency
must then publish a notice that the preliminary budget has been adopted and is available for public
inspection. The Agency must also hold a public hearing after a minimum two-week notice period. The
final budget must be adopted by June 30.
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Staff’s recommended timeline for budget adoption this year is as follows:
April 22, 2015
Board adopts the preliminary budget
Staff publishes required notice of availability of the preliminary budget
April 25, 2015
May 20, 2015
Board holds public hearing
June 17, 2015
Board considers adoption of final budget
FISCAL IMPACT
This budget includes $8.1 million in Capital Projects, $4.3 million will come from prior years’ carryover
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
That the Board review and adopt the draft Preliminary Budget for FY 2015-2016, schedule a public
hearing on May 20, 2015, and consider adoption of the final budget on June 17, 2015.
ATTACHMENT
 Draft Preliminary Budget for FY 2015-2016 (distributed with the board packet, posted on the
agency website and available in hard copy at the meeting).
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PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY
PROPOSED BUDGET
2015-2016 FISCAL YEAR
Introduction
The 2015-2016 Fiscal Year (FY15-16) budget reflects the mission of the Pajaro Valley Water
Management Agency (PVWMA). PVWMA is a state-chartered local Agency formed “to efficiently and
economically manage existing and supplemental water supplies in order to prevent further increase
in, and to accomplish continuing reduction of, long-term overdraft and to provide and ensure
sufficient water supplies for present and anticipated needs within the boundaries of the Agency. It
is anticipated that long-term overdraft problems may not be solved unless supplemental water
supplies are provided. PVWMA should, in an efficient and economically feasible manner, utilize
supplemental water and available underground storage and should manage the groundwater
supplies to meet the future needs of the basin.” [California Water Code Appendix, Chapter 24,
Section 124-102(f),(g)]. This budget is a projection of PVWMA finances for Fiscal Year 2015-2016.
It is based on the many assumptions and projections detailed in this narrative.
PVWMA completed its major Basin Management Plan (BMP) update effort in spring 2014. The
update identified projects and programs needed to fulfill the Agency’s mission of balancing the
groundwater basin and managing groundwater resources. Underway are the projects approved in
the BMP.
Budget Organization
The budget is organized by the following service expense groups:







General Fund Agency Administration
Special Fund General Administration
Facility Operations
Basin Management Planning
Capital Projects
Debt Service Funds

A summary of each group’s activities, major budget assumptions and service highlights by service
is presented with the detailed budget for each group. A list of staff positions, salaries, benefits and
time commitment by service is also included.
Revenues and Sources of Funds
The Agency is funded through:
1. Management Fees collected on the tax rolls,
2. Augmentation Charges collected on groundwater pumped from the basin, and
3. Delivered Water Charges for supplemental water delivered in the coastal zone through the
Coastal Distribution System (CDS).
Management Fees are collected on the county tax rolls with residential parcel fees of $18 per year
and commercial parcels $20 per year. Management Fee revenues are placed in the General Fund
category. This budget includes projected revenues of $383,634 in Management Fees.
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Augmentation Charges are collected from groundwater pumpers. The Augmentation Charges vary
by location – groundwater pumpers in the CDS area pay more than those in the inland region of
the Valley, as shown in Table 1. Augmentation Fees are placed in the Special Revenue Fund
category. This budget includes projected revenues of $10,223,535 million in Augmentation Fees
based on 51,700 acre-feet of groundwater pumped.
Delivered Water Charges are collected from water users receiving delivered water from the PVWMA
CDS. This supplemental supply is comprised of recycled water from the City of Watsonville Recycled
Water Facility, Harkins Slough Project water, and blend water from wells operated by the agency
and potable supply from the City of Watsonville. The Delivered Water Charge is currently a flat rate
of $348 per acre-foot. Delivered Water Charges are placed in the in the Special Revenue Fund
category. The budget includes projected revenues of $1.67 million in Delivered Water Charges
based on 4,800 acre-feet of delivered water.
Proposed new rates are shown below and would become effective July 1, 2015:
TABLE 1 – WATER RATES

Cost of Service Rate
(Unit Cost Per Acre Foot)

User Class
Augmentation Charges:
Metered Users - Outside Delivered Water Zone
Metered Users - Inside Delivered Water Zone
Unmetered Users (Rural Residential)
Delivered Water Charge

$191
$235
$184
(or $92 annually per residence)*
$348

*Rural residents are billed for an estimated 0.5 af/year water use
When the opportunity exists, PVWMA seeks State and Federal grants and low interest funding
opportunities to support the planning and implementation of water supply projects and programs,
basin monitoring, and basin modeling. If successful, these grant and loan funds reimburse eligible
expenses incurred during the planning and implementation of those funded projects and programs.
These reimbursements are placed in the fund category from which they were originally spent. The
budget includes projected grant reimbursement revenues of $1.23 Million, representing grant
funding for tank storage at the Recycled Water Facility.
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383,634

$

10,000
3,500
58,600
45,000
33,000
2,300
-

23,247
7,500
11,000
4,400
750
22,850
5,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,800
1,000

566,213
6,000
500
36,000
26,000
300
19,500
7,000
7,000
1,000
300,000
213,000
12,000
6,000
29,000
14,000
49,500
20,300
16,000
20,000
10,000
58,000
8,000
44,000
53,000
2,010,000
-

General Fund
Agency
Facility
Admin
Operations

383,634

$

General
Funds
(10)

F:\ADMIN\Accounting\Budget\Budget1516\2015-2016ProposedBudget

Expenditures
Salaries and Wages
Conferences/Training
Travel - Mileage - Meals - Lodging
Bank Charges/Bond Fees
Insurance
Taxes
Legal Notices & Ads
Dues & Subscription
Office Expense
Postage
Printing
City Connection Water Charges
Utilities
Telephone/Communications
Office Equipment Leases
Well Leases
Field Supplies
Elections
LAFCO District Fees
Collection Fee/Bad Debt
Professional Services
Vehicle Purchase
Vehicle Maintenance
Meters
Meter Contractor
Water Sampling
Other Fixed Assets
Legal Services
Facilities Maintenance
Information Technology
Licensed Contractors
COW Reimb O&M
Conservation
Financing and Debt Service
Settlement legal fees
Allowance for Uncollectibles

Revenues and Sources of Funds
Management Fees
Delivered Water (4,800 A/F)
Augmentation Charges (51,700 A/F)
Grant Revenue
Interest/Dividend/Investment/ Income
Other Revenue
Total Revenue
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15,000
315,000
17,700
4,000
50,000
20,000
-

263,932
8,000
13,000
11,000
1,000
1,000
-

95,276
50,000
50,000
3,500
7,700
-

8,200
3,500
7,300

587,241
4,000
7,500
2,500
3,100
19,700
1,000
2,000
15,000
2,000
500

100,000
1,500
-

26,077
2,000
1,000
500
-

Special
Basin Mgmt Revenue Fund
Planning General Admin Grant Admin

Special Revenue Funds (20)

150,000

36,004
1,250
1,250

41,500

10,000

36,004

Special
Revenue
Fund Public
Education &
Conservation
Outreach

Summary by Service
July, 2015 to June 30, 2016

$

1,380,000
40,000
6,540,000
-

188,081
-

Capital
Projects

-

Capital
Projects Fund
(30)

-

Debt Service

$

Debt Service
Funds (40)

1,726,799
26,750
35,250
38,500
33,500
20,000
12,750
45,350
28,000
11,500
14,500
300,000
223,200
18,300
14,300
29,000
29,000
10,000
98,776
2,144,600
38,000
20,000
20,000
10,000
108,000
136,500
44,500
74,000
6,593,000
2,010,000
-

FY 15-16
Proposed
Budget

383,634
1,670,400
10,223,535
1,230,000
20,000
10,000
$ 13,537,569

FY 15-16
Proposed
Budget

1,666,686
23,500
32,000
38,500
33,500
20,000
12,750
42,850
21,500
9,500
10,000
322,000
147,200
17,700
15,800
18,889
38,500
1,000
8,000
98,776
1,298,400
30,000
20,000
20,000
10,000
108,000
195,500
44,500
101,000
254,000
2,010,000
200,000
-

FY 14-15
Amended
Budget

383,206
1,480,500
9,093,869
181,000
20,000
69,000
$ 11,227,575

FY 14-15
Amended
Budget

60,113
3,250
3,250
2,500
6,500
2,000
4,500
(22,000)
76,000
600
(1,500)
10,111
(9,500)
(1,000)
2,000
846,200
8,000
(59,000)
(27,000)
6,339,000
(200,000)
-

$ Diff

$
428
$
189,900
$ 1,129,666
$ 1,049,000
$
$
(59,000)
$ 2,309,994

$ Diff

-24.7%
0.0%
25.0%
0.0%
65.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-30.2%
0.0%
-26.7%
2495.7%
0.0%
-100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

3.6%
13.8%
10.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.8%
30.2%
21.1%
45.0%
-6.8%
51.6%
3.4%
-9.5%

% Diff

0.1%
12.8%
12.4%
579.6%
0.0%
-85.5%
20.6%

% Diff

Extraordinary Loss
Loan Payment-HS
Loan Payment-AP
Loan Payment-CDS, Prop 13
Bond Payment Principal
Bond Payment Interest
City of Watsonville Principal
City of Watsonville Interest
Total Expenditures

$

-

236,947

General
Funds
(10)
-
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Total Revenue
Excess of Revenues or (Deficit)
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-

$ 3,532,313

-

$
-

719,632

-

$
-

870,017

$
-

131,077

Special Revenue Funds (20)
-

$

188,504

$

87,504

$
-

8,148,081

Capital
Projects Fund
(30)

-

1,430,784
$ 3,984,699

251,415
1,600,000
702,500

Debt Service
Funds (40)

11,227,575
120,612

FY 14-15
Amended
Budget
763,561
414,486
222,098
570,000
805,375
1,461,392
$ 11,106,963

Over Debt Covenant

Bond Principal
Bond Interest
Annual Payment
@ 110%
Water Service Revenue
Water Service O&M
Net Revenue

1,600,000
702,500
2,302,500
2,532,750
11,893,935
5,765,994
6,127,940
3,595,190

$ 2,309,994
$ (4,481,817)

$ Diff
(763,561)
(414,486)
29,317
1,030,000
(102,875)
(30,608)
$ 6,791,811

BOND COVENANT TEST

13,537,569
(4,361,205)

FY 15-16
Proposed
Budget
251,415
1,600,000
702,500
1,430,784
$ 17,898,774

20.6%

% Diff
0.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
13.2%
180.7%
-12.8%
0.0%
-2.1%
61.1%
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1,726,799

9,118

Board Members

Total Salaries & Benefits

1,717,681

127,999
165,104
139,910
176,352
122,561
99,769
67,967

Operations
1 Water Meter Program Coordinator
2 Water System Operations Supervisor
3 Water Systems Operator
4 Sr. Water Resource Hydrologist
5 Operations-Maintenance Technician
6 Water Resources Technician
7 New Conservation Position

Total Staff Salaries/Benefits

216,558
155,607
129,949
122,174
111,594
82,135

23,247

9,118

14,128

1,643

2%

0%

4,331
3,112
2,599
2,443

2%
2%
2%
2%

$

Total
%

Includes 10%
Allowance
for Non-Exempt

Agency Administration
1 General Manager
2 Administrative Services Manager
3 Financial Analyst
4 Administrative Analyst
5 Customer Service Rep
6 Account Clerk

Position

Agency
Administration

General Funds 10

Total Salary &
Benefits

BUDGETED SALARY EXPENDITURES FISCAL 15-16

0%
0%
0%
10%
0%
0%
80%

10%
98%
98%
98%
100%
98%

%

$

685,327

685,327

17,635
54,374

21,656
152,495
127,350
119,731
111,594
80,493

Total

Admin/Grants
Conservation
Public Outreach

100%
50%
100%
10%
100%
41%
0%

16%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

%

$

566,213

566,213

127,999
82,552
139,910
17,635
122,561
40,905
-

34,649
-

Total

Facility Ops

OVERALL ALLOCATION

Special Revenue Funds 20

0%
0%
0%
57%
0%
59%
20%

42%

%

$

263,932

263,932

58,864
13,593

100,521

90,954

Total

Basin
Management

23%

50%

$

188,081

188,081

40,561

82,552

64,967

Total
30%

%

Capital Projects

Capital Projects
Fund 30

General Fund Agency Administration
Service Expense Group Summary
The Agency Administration Service Expense Group includes activities related to the administration of
the agency and are paid from the General Revenue Fund. All Board expenses, as well as LAFCO and
ACWA membership charges are recovered entirely from the General Fund. Allocation of Agency
Administration costs that are not directly attributable to general services are made on a ratio of the
general cost paid for through the General Fund as compared to the total Agency costs. The two
specific categories included within the Agency Administration Service are summarized below:
Office Administration
Major functions included in this category are audit and accounting services, legal services, and
LAFCO and ACWA memberships.
Board Support
Functions included in this category are Board and committees support, agenda preparation,
publication and distribution, packet preparation, elections and board-related legal services.
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Expenses
Salaries and Wages
Conferences-Seminars-Meetings-Training
Travel - Mileage - Meals - Lodging
Bank Charges/Bond Fees
Insurance
Taxes
Legal Notices & Ads
Dues & Subscription
Office Supplies
Postage
Printing
Utilities
Telephone/Communications
Office Equipment
Elections
Legal Services
Professional Services
LAFCO District Fees
Collection Fee
Conservation
Building Maintenance
Information Technology
Total Expenses
$

33,000
2,300
196,697

35,000
53,600
10,000
3,500

750
22,150
5,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,800
1,000

4,400

8,697
5,500
3,000

Office
Administration

$

30,683

0
10,000

13,683
2,000
5,000

Board Support

Service

Agency Administration Budget
July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016

$

9,566

0

5,000

700

3,000

866

Public Education &
Outreach

$

23,247
7,500
11,000
4,400
750
22,850
5,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,800
1,000
45,000
58,600
10,000
3,500
33,000
2,300
236,947

Total
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1,726,799

9,118

Board Members

Total Salaries & Benefits

1,717,681

127,999
165,104
139,910
176,352
122,561
99,769
67,967

Operations
1 Water Meter Program Coordinator
2 Water System Operations Supervisor
3 Water Systems Operator
4 Sr. Water Resource Hydrologist
5 Operations-Maintenance Technician
6 Water Resources Technician
7 New Conservation Position

Total Staff Salaries/Benefits

216,558
155,607
129,949
122,174
111,594
82,135

Includes10%
Allowance
for NonExempt

Agency Administration
1 General Manager
2 Administrative Services Manager
3 Financial Analyst
3 Administrative Analyst
4 Customer Service Rep
5 Account Clerk

Position

Total Salary
& Benefits

BUDGETED SALARY EXPENDITURES FISCAL 15-16

10%
90%
100%
50%
0%
100%

8,697

8,697

433 70%
2,801 10%
2,599 0%
1,222 50%
1,643

13,683

9,118

4,565

1,222

3,032
311

$

%

%

$

Board Support

Office Admin

0%

20%

%

866

866

-

866

$

Public
Education &
Outreach

Agency Administration

General Funds - 10

100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
100%

%

$

23,247

9,118

14,128

4,331
3,112
2,599
2,443
1,643

Total

Special Fund General Administration
Special Fund General Administration
The Special Fund General Administration category holds expenses that are general in nature and
could not be reasonably allocated to the other Special Revenue Fund service categories.
Grant Administration
Functions included in this category are grant applications, grant and contract management, and
associated intergovernmental relations. The professional services costs of $100,000 in this
category are largely grant reimbursable.
 Includes continued consultant services for the administration and reimbursement of
Proposition 50 grant.
 Includes applying for grants and supporting project activities.
Education & Outreach
Functions included in this category are annual reports and newsletters, participation in local
educational fairs and events, and website updates and maintenance.
Conservation
The conservation goal in the BMP makes up 40% of the proposed solution. Conservation funding is
used to implement the conservation program for both agricultural, household, and municipal water
use. This includes programs like on-farm irrigation efficiency infrastructure improvements and
trainings, greywater rebates, and water efficient device give-a-ways. A new staff position is
included in this budget to oversee conservation efforts.
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Expenditures
Salaries and Wages
Conferences/Training
Travel - Mileage - Meals - Lodging
Bank Charges/Bond Fees
Insurance
Taxes
Legal Notices & Ads
Dues & Subscription
Office Expense
Postage
Printing
Utilities
Telephone/Communications
Office Equipment
Legal Services
Professional Services
Bad Debt
Collection Fee
Building Maintenance
Office Equipment
Furniture & Equipment
Information Technology
Vehicle Purchase
Vehicle Maintenance
Other Fixed Assets
Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts
Extraordinary Loss
Total Expenditures
$

870,017

7,700

3,500

587,241
4,000
7,500
2,500
3,100
19,700
1,000
2,000
15,000
2,000
500
8,200
3,500
7,300
50,000
50,000
95,276

Special Fund General
Administration

$

131,077

1,500
100,000

1,000
500

2,000

26,077

Grant Admin

$

188,504

150,000

36,004
1,250
1,250

Conservation

Special Revenue Funds (20)
Service

Special Fund General Administration
July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016

$

87,504

41,500

10,000

36,004

Public Education
& Outreach

$

685,327
5,250
10,750
2,500
3,100
19,700
1,000
2,000
16,000
2,500
10,500
8,200
3,500
7,300
51,500
341,500
95,276
3,500
7,700
1,277,103

Total
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127,999
165,104
139,910
176,352
122,561
99,769
67,967
1,717,681

216,558
155,607
129,949
122,174
111,594
82,135

Includes 10%
Allowance
for NonExempt
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Operations
1 Water Meter Program Coordinator
2 Water System Operations Supervisor
3 Water Systems Operator
4 Sr. Water Resource Hydrologist
5 Operations-Maintenance Technician
6 Water Resources Technician
7 New Conservation Position
Total Salaries/Benefits

Agency Administration
1 General Manager
2 Administrative Services Manager
3 Financial Analyst
4 Administrative Analyst
5 Customer Service Rep
6 Account Clerk

Position

Total Salary
& Benefits

BUDGETED SALARY EXPENDITURES FISCAL 15-16

5%
90%
100%
100%
100%
100%

%

%

587,241

26,077

10,828
15,250

$

Grant
Administration

10,828 5%
137,246 10%
127,350 0%
119,731 0%
111,594 0%
80,493

$

Gen Admin
Special Funds

40%

5%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

%

8,818

5%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

%

27,187
36,004

8,818

$

Public Education
& Outreach

27,187 40%
36,004

$

Conservation

Special Revenue Funds - 20

80%

10%

10%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

%

$

54,374
685,327

17,635

21,656
152,495
127,350
119,731
111,594
80,493

Total

Spec Rev Admin

5%
90%
100%
100%
100%
100%

5%
10%
0%
0%
0%
0%

40%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

40%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

80%

10%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Total
Admin
Gen Admin
Public
Spec Rev
Special
Ed &
Grant Conser
Fund
Funds
Admin vation Outreach
%
%
%
%
%
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Operations
1 Water Meter Program Coordinator
2 Water System Operations Supervisor
3 Water Systems Operator
4 Sr. Water Resource Hydrologist
5 Operations-Maintenance Technician
6 Water Resources Technician
7 New Conservation Position

Agency Administration
1 General Manager
2 Administrative Services Manager
3 Financial Analyst
4 Administrative Analyst
5 Customer Service Rep
6 Account Clerk

Position

BUDGETED SALARY EXPENDITURES FISCAL 15-16
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4%
4%
15%
5%
5%
10%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

18%
30%
77%
5%
35%
20%
0%

8%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
14%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%

5%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

78%
2%
8%
0%
60%
10%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

100%
50%
100%
10%
100%
41%
0%

16%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Coastal Supplemental Recycled
Water
Water
Harkins Distribution
Metering
(In-Basin)
System
Facility Program Total
Slough
%
%
%
%
%
%

Facility Operations

Special Revenue Funds 20

10%
45%
20%

10%

4%

15%

4%

0%

5%

10%

4%

10%

15%

0%

2%

2%

0%

15%

7%

0%
0%
0%
57%
0%
59%
20%

42%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Basin Management
Regional
In-Basin
Water
In-Basin
Out of Funding
Mgmnt
(Rate
Mgmnt
Basin
Basin
Basin
Plan
Plan
Funding Setting) Total
Modeling Monitoring
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

100%
50%
100%
67%
100%
100%
100%

68%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

TOTAL
SPEC REV
FUND 20

Facility Operations
Service Expense Group Summary
The Facility Operations Service Expense Group includes all activities associated with the operation
and maintenance of the Agency’s water supply facilities. Four current staff positions are required
(with overtime) to operate the facilities and read and maintain meters. These are the Senior Water
System Operator, Water System Operator, Meter Department Coordinator, and Operations and
Maintenance Technician. In addition, a Water Resources Technician splits time between basin
monitoring of ground and surface water, and monitoring related to system operations.
The five specific categories included within the Facility Operations Service are summarized below,
along with major budget assumptions for the year:
Harkins Slough Facility
Facilities are the surface water diversion on Harkins Slough, treatment and conveyance systems,
the recharge basin off Dairy Road and extraction wells surrounding the recharge basin. Major
operational costs include water quality sampling, utility costs, and maintenance and professional
services for recharge basin, operational software and hardware [Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA)], and electrical maintenance.
Coastal Distribution System (CDS)
Facilities are the 20 miles of distribution pipeline, located in the coastal area from Dairy Road at
San Andreas Road to the north to Elkhorn Slough to the south. Delivery of a total of 4,800 acre feet
(3,350 acre feet of recycled water blended with potable supply from the City and groundwater from
supplemental and recovery wells) of agricultural supply through the existing 20 miles of Coastal
Distribution System (CDS) is projected this fiscal year. Major operational costs include utility costs,
maintenance and professional services for SCADA (computer-based operations software), lease
expenses, water quality sampling, and electrical, meter and pipeline maintenance.
Supplemental Water (In-Basin)
Supplemental Water Facilities are Blend Well 1 and 2 and the City of Watsonville potable supply
that is blended into the recycled supply at the Recycled Water Facility. Major operational costs
include utilities, leases (Blend Well 1 is leased) SCADA, electrical, and pump maintenance, and staff
time.
Recycled Water Facility
The Recycled Water Facility, operated by the City of Watsonville, produces up to 4,000 acre feet
per year of tertiary-treated, disinfected supply for distribution through the CDS. Expenses shown
under this category are Operations and Maintenance (O&M) costs paid to the City of Watsonville for
water produced at the plant plus fees and staff time. This year’s budget includes $2,010,000 in
O&M costs to the City for an anticipated 3,350 acre feet of recycled water production (at full
production, 4,000 acre feet will be produced). The recycled water will be blended with 1,450 acre
feet of in-basin blend water.
Metering Program
Program consists of maintaining and reading nearly 900 well meters basin-wide quarterly. The
metered usage is used for billing and to provide regional water usage data. About 40 active turnout
meters are read on the CDS on a monthly basis. This year’s budget includes $10,000 for meter
contractor services.
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Expenditures
Salaries and Wages
Conferences-Seminars-Mtgs-Training
Travel
Bank Charges/Bond Fees
Taxes
Insurance
Dues & Subscription
Office Supplies
Postage
Printing
Utilities
Telephone/Communications
Office Equipment
Well Leases
Field Supplies
Professional Services
Meter Contractor
Building Maintenance
Information Technology
Facility Maintenance
Licensed Contractors
Vehicle Purchase
Vehicle Maintenance
Meters
City Connection Water Charges
Water Sampling
COW Reimb RWF O&M
Other Fixed Assets
Total Expenditures
$

300,000
50,000

8,000

898,594

30,000
6,300
4,000

20,000
4,000
4,000

$

2,000
10,000

2,000
14,000

216,433

10,000
48,500

6,500
500
2,500
1,750
250
138,000
3,000
1,500

269,294
6,000
500
8,000

Coastal Distribution
System

2,000
0

12,000
300
6,500
3,000
1,500
1,750
250
75,000
3,000
1,500

57,633

Harkins Slough
Facility

$

0

76,000

3,000
4,000
4,000

2,000
10,000

3,000
1,500
29,000
0
1,000

6,500
500
1,500
1,750
250

8,000

Supplemental
Water (In-Basin)

Service

Facility Operations Budget
July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016

$

2,059,940

2,010,000

0

0

15,000

34,940

Recycled Water
Facility

$

281,345

6,000
4,000
20,000

2,000
0
10,000
2,000
10,000

3,000
1,500

6,500
500
1,500
1,750
250

8,000

204,345

Metering Program

$

566,213
6,000
500
36,000
300
26,000
19,500
7,000
7,000
1,000
213,000
12,000
6,000
29,000
14,000
49,500
10,000
8,000
44,000
53,000
20,300
16,000
20,000
300,000
58,000
2,010,000
3,532,313

Total
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1,717,681

127,999
165,104
139,910
176,352
122,561
99,769
67,967

Operations
1 Water Meter Program Coordinator
2 Water System Operations Supervisor
3 Water Systems Operator
4 Sr. Water Resource Hydrologist
5 Operations-Maintenance Technician
6 Water Resources Technician
7 New Conservation Position

Total Salaries & Benefits

216,558
155,607
129,949
122,174
111,594
82,135

Includes 10%
Allowance
for NonExempt

Agency Administration
1 General Manager
2 Administrative Services Manager
3 Financial Analyst
4 Administrative Analyst
5 Customer Service Rep
6 Account Clerk

Position

Total
Salary &
Benefits

BUDGETED SALARY EXPENDITURES FISCAL 15-16

4%
4%
15%
5%
5%
10%

0

57,633

5,120
6,604
20,986
8,818
6,128
9,977

Harkins Slough
%
$

18%
30%
77%
5%
35%
20%

8%

269,294

23,040
49,531
107,731
8,818
42,897
19,954

17,325

Coastal
Distribution System
%
$

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0

Supplemental
Water
(In-Basin)
%
$

-

-

Facility Operations

1%

14%

5%

34,940

23,115
998

10,828

Recycled Water
Facility
%
$

Special Revenue Funds -20

60%
10%

78%
2%
8%

3%

204,345

99,840
3,302
11,193
73,537
9,977

6,497

Metering Program
%
$

100%
50%
100%
10%
100%
41%

16%

%

$

566,213

127,999
82,552
139,910
17,635
122,561
40,905
-

34,649

Total

Basin Management Planning
Service Expense Group Summary
The Basin Management Planning Service Expense Group includes all activities associated with
groundwater modeling, water quality monitoring, water resources planning, and management of the
groundwater basin. The six specific categories included within the Basin Management Planning
Service are summarized below:
Basin Modeling
The Pajaro Valley Hydrologic Model (PVHM) was developed through a cooperative effort between
the United States Geologic Survey (USGS) and the PVWMA between 2005 and 2010. At present,
the PVHM is the primary tool used to simulate water management scenarios in support of the Basin
Management Plan update. Professional services with the USGS are budgeted to provide continuing
assistance with, and the refinement of the PVHM. A major model update followed by testing
climate change scenarios and water supply optimization model runs will take place during fiscal
years 2015/16 and 2016/17.
Basin Monitoring
Monitoring the state of the Pajaro Valley Basin is key to the mission of the Agency. Groundwater,
surface water, and water supply facilities are carefully and regularly monitored. The data collected
track spatial and temporal changes to water quality, groundwater levels, and soil quality, and are
used to update the PVHM. Staff is responsible for ensuring that the Agency complies with its
numerous environmental permits (Water Rights Permit, NPDES Permit, and Master Reclamation
Permit); overseeing the water quality aspects of the Harkins Slough Project; writing annual reports;
and reviewing new well permit applications. Staff is also responsible for documenting current
groundwater conditions to meet the requirements of over $40 million in water resources
construction grants that the agency has received.
Activities include:
 Groundwater monitoring involving semi-annual water level and quality monitoring of over 100
wells, and monthly water level monitoring.
 Seawater intrusion monitoring of wells located in and near the intruded zone.
 Water supply facility sampling.
 Surface water quality monitoring at approximately 30 sites.
 Additional monitoring within the Delivered Water Zone to comply with the Master Reclamation
Permit requirements for delivery of recycled water, a potential project at College Lake and
conservation.
In-Basin Management Planning
The Basin Management Plan Update and supporting Environmental Impact Report were completed
in spring of 2014. $100,000 is budgeted for additional legal and professional services following up
on BMP adoption such as initiation of water rights permitting, addressing outstanding issues, legal
support and analysis.
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Regional Water Management Planning
The PVWMA, in partnership with San Benito County Water District (SBCWD) and Santa Clara
Valley Water District (SCVWD), lead the Integrated Regional Water Management planning efforts
for the Pajaro River Watershed. The IRWM Plan was most recently updated and adopted in 2014.
Work this fiscal year will include coordination meetings with SBCWD and SCVWD, potential
pursuit of regional grant funding with the partners, and other water resource planning to
maintain compliance with updated IRWM requirements.
PVWMA, with consultant support, is developing a Salt and Nutrient Management Plan (Plan).
Development of the Plan is described in the State Water Boards Recycled Water Policy, and is
required for all recognized basins in the Water Plan. The work to develop the Pajaro Valley’s Salt
and Nutrient Management Plan was started in FY12-13 and FY13-14. The Plan is supported, in part,
by an Integrated Regional Water Management Plan grant. The Plan work has been delayed
pending input from the state on required components. It is anticipated that the Plan will be
completed in FY15-16; $120,000 in professional services are budgeted for professional services
needed for Plan completion.
Out-of-Basin Funding Pursuits
Service includes continued pursuit of federal Bureau of Reclamation Title XVI grant reimbursements
as well as participation in Central Coast Funding coordination related to the distribution of
Proposition 84 funds to the Central Coast and other State and Federal Drought Emergency funds.
In-Basin Funding Process
PVWMA is moving forward with new Proposition 218-compliant rates starting in July. These new
rates will fund the projects and programs recommended in the BMP Update (2012). This year’s
budget includes staff time and resources for grant writing, contracting and management of
consultants, and legal support for the process. A study of future tiered rate feasibility, as
recommended by the Ad Hoc Funding Committee will be initiated this fiscal year.
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Expenditures
Salaries and Wages
Conferences-Seminars-Mtgs-Training
Travel - Mileage - Meals - Lodging
Legal Notices & Ads
Dues & Subscription
Postage
Printing
Field Supplies
Elections
Legal Services
Professional Services
Information Technology
Vehicle Purchase
Vehicle Maintenance
Water Sampling
Other Fixed Assets
Special Item
Total Expenditures
$

137,092

75,000
10,000

1,000

-

209,487

20,000
10,000
17,700
4,000
50,000

15,000

84,787
4,000
3,000

$

Basin Monitoring

45,092
4,000
3,000

Basin Modeling

$

140,473

100,000

177,110

120,000

$

11,858

-

4,000

1,000
1,000

10,000

1,000

7,858

$

43,612

-

-

2,000
-

41,612

Out-of-Basin
In-Basin Funding
Funding

54,110

$

Regional Water
Management Plan

30,473

In-Basin
Management Plan

Service

Basin Management Planning Budget
July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016

263,932
8,000
13,000
11,000
1,000
1,000
15,000
315,000
20,000
17,700
4,000
50,000
$ 719,632

Total

1,717,681
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Total Salaries & Benefits

127,999
165,104
139,910
176,352
122,561
99,769
67,967

Operations
1 Water Meter Program Coordinator
2 Water System Operations Supervisor
3 Water Systems Operator
4 Sr. Water Resource Hydrologist
5 Operations-Maintenance Technician
6 Water Resources Technician
New Conservation Position

Includes 10%
Allowance
for Non-Exempt

Total Salary &
Benefits

216,558
155,607
129,949
122,174
111,594
82,135

Position

BUDGETED SALARY EXPENDITURES FISCAL 15-16

Agency Administration
1 General Manager
2 Administrative Services Manager
3 Financial Analyst
4 Administrative Analyst
5 Customer Service Rep
6 Account Clerk
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10%

15%

4%

4%

45,092

84,787

17,635
44,896
13,593.42

8,662

5%

10%

30,473

-

4%

8,818 10%

21,656 15%

In-Basin
Basin Monitoring Management Plan
%
$
%
$

26,453 10%
9,977 45%
20%

8,662

Basin
Modeling
%
$

54,110

3,991

17,635 2%

7%

7,858

0

41,612

26,453

15,159

In-Basin
Funding
(Rate Setting)
%
$

3,527 15%

4,331

Out of Basin
Funding
%
$

32,484 2%

Regional
Water
Management
Plan
%
$

Basin Management

Special Revenue Funds - 20

59%

57%

42%

%

263,932

90,954
100,521
58,864
13,593

Total
$

Capital Projects
Service Expense Group Summary
Following several years of work, between 2010 and 2014, the Board of Directors adopted the Basin
Management Plan Update and certified the BMP Update Environmental Impact Report. During the
latter part of that effort, the Board established an Ad Hoc Funding Committee to make a
recommendation on establishing a new rate structure to fund implementation of the BMP Update
projects and programs. Assuming the new rate structure goes into effect on July 1, 2015, the
implementation of the projects and programs described in the BMP Update will commence. In
addition, several grant funded, “early out projects” are described.
In anticipation of grants and low-interest rate loans under state and federal drought response
programs, design work on new tankage at the Recycled Water Facility was completed in 2015.
Additional tanks will provide storage of recycled water during off-peak hours resulting in increased
recycled water production and delivery. In FY15-16 $1.065 million is budgeted for engineering and
construction of this work. The Agency was awarded a $900,000 Proposition 84 grant that will
support this project.
Also included under Capital Project expenditures is the Blend Well Pipeline. These improvements will
allow the Agency to supply water from its supplemental wells to the main 42-inch diameter recycled
water distribution pipeline through a new 2,800 linear foot pipeline, improving system reliability by
reducing the dependence on the potable blend water from the City of Watsonville while improving
delivered water quality system-wide. This project is part of the $1.8 million Integrated Regional
Water Management Plan Emergency Drought Grant package.
The K1 Pipeline Project is also included in this year’s budget. It includes approximately 6,800 linear
feet of new distribution pipeline to provide supplemental water to about 180 irrigated acres of prime
farmland in the Bluff Road area of Northern Monterey County. This area is significantly impacted by
seawater intrusion, and farming operations are suffering as a result. The estimated construction
costs of the K1 Pipeline Project is $2.9 million and will be funded in part from an Emergency
Drought Grant.
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Expenditures

Salaries and Wages
Conferences/Training
Travel - Mileage - Meals - Lodging
Bank Charges/Bond Fees
Insurance
Taxes
Legal Notices & Ads
Dues & Subscription
Office Expense
Postage
Printing
City Connection Water Charges
Utilities
Telephone/Communications
Office Equipment Leases
Field Supplies
Elections
LAFCO District Fees
Collection Fee/Bad Debt
Professional Services
Vehicle Purchase
Vehicle Maintenance
Meters
Meter Contractor
Water Sampling
Other Fixed Assets
Legal Services
Building Maintenance
Information Technology
Facility Maint.
Licensed Contractors
COW Reimb O&M

Total Expenditures
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0

25,000
65,291

10,000

10,000

75,291

50,000

35,000

$

5,291

5,291

$

College Lake with Inland
Pipeline to Coastal
Distibution System

Harkins Slough
Recharge Facilities
Optimazation

$

1,145,220

920,000

180,000

45,220

Blend Well 1 & 2
Distribution
Enhancements

$

4,013,241

3,195,000

740,000

78,241

Storage Tanks
at RWF

Capital Projects
July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016

$

2,795,220

2,400,000

350,000

45,220

K - 1 Line

$

40,291

10,000

25,000

5,291

Watsonville Slough
and North Dunes
Recharge Basin

$

13,527

10,000

3,527

Murphy Crossing
with Recharge
Basins

$

188,081
1,380,000
40,000
6,540,000
8,148,081

Total

1,717,681
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Total Salaries & Benefits

127,999
165,104
139,910
176,352
122,561
99,769
67,967

Operations
1 Water Meter Program Coordinator
2 Water System Operations Supervisor
3 Water Systems Operator
4 Sr. Water Resource Hydrologist
5 Operations-Maintenance Technician
6 Water Resources Technician
7 New Conservation Position

Includes 10%
Allowance
for NonExempt

Total Salary
& Benefits

216,558
155,607
129,949
122,174
111,594
82,135

Position

BUDGETED SALARY EXPENDITURES FISCAL 15-16

Agency Administration
1 General Manager
2 Administrative Services Manager
3 Financial Analyst
4 Administrative Analyst
5 Customer Service Rep
6 Account Clerk
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5,291

3%

5,291

-

0%

0

3%

0%

0%

5,291

5,291

-

-

Harkins Slough College Lake with
Recharge
Inland Pipeline to
Facilities
Coastal Distibution
Optimazation
System
%
$
%
$

4%

10%

10%

45,220

7,054

4%

16,510 30%

%

78,241

7,054

4%

49,531 10%

45,220

7,054

16,510

21,656

K - 1 Line
$

21,656 10%

Storage Tanks
at RWF
%
$

21,656 10%

Blend Well 1 & 2
Distribution
Enhancements
%
$

Capital Projects

Capital Projects Funds - 30

3%

0%

0%

5,291

5,291

-

-

2%

0%

0%

3,527

3,527

-

-

Watsonville
Slough and
Murphy Crossing
North Dunes
with Recharge
Recharge Basin
Basins
%
$
%
$

23%

50%

30%

%

-

40,561

82,552

64,967

$

188,081

Total

Debt Service Payments
Service Expense Group Summary
The Debt Service Expense Group includes all costs associated with payment of long term balances
as summarized below.
Bond Payable -2015 Certificate of Participation
Certificates of Participation, Series 2015 were issued in the amount of $19,970,000 in 2015 primarily
to refinance 1999 Certificate of Participation and 2 State Water Resources Control Board Loans that
were used to construct facilities on Harkins Slough, the Coastal Distribution System, and
supplemental wells. Principal and interest payments are due in fourteen annual installments through
March 1, 2029, at interest rates ranging from 3% to 5%. Total annual payment due is $2.3 million.
Note payable - Department of Water Resources (DWR)
The Agency entered into a promissory note on June 15, 2005 with the DWR in the amount of
$3,511,446. The loan proceeds were used for the construction of components of the revised basin
management plan. Principal and interest in the amount of $251,415, with interest at 2.4% and, final
payment on September 30, 2027.
Other liabilities - City of Watsonville
The Agency is responsible for repayment to the City of Watsonville for costs associated with the
design and construction of the Recycled Water Facility. Payment of $1,430,784 in debt service to
the City of Watsonville in FY15-16 is included in this budget.
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Debt Service
July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016

Service

Total

Debt Service
Expenditures
Loan Payment-HS
Loan Payment-AP
Loan Payment-CDS, Prop 13
Bond Payment Principal
Bond Payment Interest
City of Watsonville Principal
City of Watsonville Interst
Total Expenditures

251,415
1,600,000
702,500

$

1,430,784
3,984,699
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$

251,415
1,600,000
702,500
1,430,784
3,984,699

1.443
0.598
0.457
0.000
0.000
2.006
0.466
4.971
4.425
6.908
111.366

127.67

4.484
1.126
125.334

138.38

0.000
0.000
0.000

February

2.066
0.779
0.877
0.000
0.000
2.834
0.877
7.433

52.088
52.566
-0.478

January

304.99

3.554
3.554
287.213

3.146
2.071
1.016
0.000
0.000
4.441
0.000
10.674

0.000
0.000
0.000

March

169.12

2.225
2.645
161.491

0.911
0.239
0.267
0.000
0.000
1.344
0.000
2.762

0.000
0.000
0.000

April

* ESTIMATED Recycled Water Blend Breakdown:
Est. Recycled Water(Ac-Ft)
99.104 calculate
251.471
133.701
RWF No_1 (potable) (Ac-Ft)
26.23 42.0179323 35.7426554 27.7892656

System Total (Ac-Ft)

RWF Blend (Ac-Ft)*

Well Production
RW #1 (Ac-Ft)
RW #2 (Ac-Ft)
RW #3 (Ac-Ft)
RW #4 (Ac-Ft)
RW #9 (Ac-Ft)
RW #10 (Ac-Ft)
RW #12 (Ac-Ft)
Recovery Wells Sub Total (AcBlend Wells
SW #1 (AF)
SW #2 (AF)

HS Daily Production
Influent RW Diverted (Ac-Ft)
Effluent FW to Basin (Ac-Ft)
Filter Backwash (AF)

Day

Production Monthly Summary 2015

0.000
0

0.00

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

May

0.000
0

0.00

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

June

0.000
0

0.00

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

July

0.000
0

0.00

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

September

0.000
0

0.00

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

October

0.000
0

0.00

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

November

Percentage of System Total:
Recovery Wells
Supplemental Wells
3%
4%

0.000
0

0.00

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

August

Recycled
65%

0.000
0

0.00

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

December

Potable Water
18%

484.28
131.78

740.16

14.69
14.23
685.40

7.57
3.69
2.62
0.00
0.00
10.62
1.34
25.84

52.1
52.6
-0.5

Individual
Totals

